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Preface .k

I’m excited by the power density and efficiency recently achieved by theinmacoustic en-
&nes and retilgerators, and fascinated by new developments in thermoacoustics deliberate
superposition of steady flow, mixture separation via oscillating thermal difbion. At night
I often dream of a future world in which thermoacoustics is widely practiced. One dream
had loudspeaker-driven thermoacoustic heat pumps atop the hot-water heaters in half the
homes in Phoenix, pumping heat horn room air into the hot water-the production of a little
cooling in the homes was a nice by-product. Another dream featured a smzdl thermoacoustic
system next to the liquid-nitrogen and liquid~gen dewars in back of our local hospita~
this system had a gas-fired thermoacoustic engine driving several pulse-tube re~lgerators,
which provided the cooling necesszrryto lique& air, distill it to produce purified nitrogen
and oxygen, and relique~ them for storage in the dewars. A third dream had hundreds
of enormous combustion-powered thermoacoustic natural-gas liquefiers arrayed on an off-
shore platform, using the methane itself as the thermoacoustic working gss and filling a
vacuum-insulated supertanker with LNG for transport to distant shores. Yet another dream
showed an extensive thermoacoustic apparatus on Mars-a thermoacoustic engine drhen by
a small nuclear reactor produced 100 kW of acoustic power, which wss piped to assorted
thermoacoustic mixture separators and retilgerators, splitting atmospheric carbon dioxide
and mined frozen water into pure H2 and 02 and liquetjhg these for use in fuel cells on

‘each of the many robots scooting around building a colony for eventual human habitation.
The dreams we always different, but they ‘have some features in common. First, they

all feature low-tech hardware big pipes and heat exchangers; welded steel, conventional
shell-and-tube heat exchangers, molded plastic, etc. Second, I know that this simplicity
is deceptive, because the technical challenge of designing this easy-to-build hardware is
extreme. Third, there sre no people in these dreams. ..because I know there sre few people
who are skilled in th~moacoustic engineering today. So I wake up, tiaid that none of this
will ever happen, afraid that integrated thermoacoustic process engineering is an opportunity
that will never have a chance. So, I get up and I write another few paragraphs of this book,
hoping to help newcomers learn basic thermoacoustics quickly, so they CZUI d=kw build,

and debug wonderful thermoacoustic systems of all kinds.
This is an introductory book, not a full review of the current status of the field of

thermoacoustics. It is evolving horn my March 1999 short course on this subject at the Berlin
acoustics m6eting. The hardware examples used here to illustrate the elementary principles
are thermoacoustics apparatus developed at Los Alamos or with our close collaborators,
and the mathematical approach to the gas dynamics and power flows closely follows that
pioneered by Nikolaudtott. (Time pressure induces me to stick with topics most familiar to
me! and, indeed, the Los Alamos approach to thermoacoustics has been quite successful.)
Many aspects of thermoacousti& will be introduced, in an attempt to help the reader acquire
both an intuitive understanding and the ability to design hardware, build it, and diagnose
its performance.

At Los Alamos, we have found it most productive to stay focused on experimented and
development hardware, while maintaining several abstract points of view including phasor
display of acoustic variables, a mental picture of gas motion, and an entropy-generation
perspective on the second law of thermodynamics. Intuition is important because it helps -
us humans organize our thoughts. Mathematics is unavoidable, because it is the common .

3
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language with which scientists and engineers communicate, and it allows us to interpolate
and extend our knowledge quantitatively. But experiment is the source of all real truth,
so the experiments are oti most important and time-consuming activity at Los Akunos.
Weaving intuition, mathematics, and experimental results together in this book, I will at fist
put the most emphasis on the mathematics, because without this common vocabulary we
can get nowhere. Intuition gets second-highest emphasis, as appropriate for an introductory
treatment. Experimental results get the least emphasis in this text. But please remember
that the mathematical and intuitive discussions presented here are actually distillations of
many experiments spanning many decades in many countries.

Many readers will find that they have only part of the background needed to learn ther-
moacoustics. Mechanical engineers and chemical engineers may have insufficient acoustics
background; they should study an introducto~ treatment like Chapters 5-10 (and perhaps
14) in Fundamental.s of Acoustics by Kinsler, fiey, Coppens, and Sanders. Accmsticians, on
the other hand, may need to study something like the first half of Fundamentals of CZassiu.zl
Thermod~namics by Van Wylen and Sonntag. Someone for whom the expression i = fi
is unfamiliar must begin with a review of elementary complex arithmeti~ in an engineering
mathematics text such as Advanced Engineering Mathematics by Kreysig.

The present rough draft of this book can be duplicated f+eely, and is distributed at no
cost from the Los Alamos thermoacoustics web site, http: //rott .esa.lanl.gov (maintained
by Bill Ward). Be sure to get the animations as well as the book-studying this material
without the animations would be as fimstrating and ineffective as studying an engineering
text without looking at the figures. On the website, the book is in pdf format, which can
be viewed and printed using Adobe’s free Acrobat Reader software. The photographs in
Chapters 1 and 6 are color, so you might want to print at least some pages with a color
printer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ikom thermodynamics [1, 2, 3], we know that the heat engine (sometimes known as a prime
mover) produces work horn high-temperature heat, and the retilgerator (or heat pump) uses
work to pump heat. These devices are illustrated in Fig. 1.1, where the central rectangles
represent the devices, operating between two thermal reservoirs at different temperatures 2“.
In the heat engine, heat QH flows into the device horn the reservoir at TH, while the device
produces work and delivers waste heat Q. into the reservoir at To. k the retilgerator, work
flows into the device, which lifts heat Qc from the reservoir at TC and rejects waste heat
Q. into the reservoir at To.

The laws of thermodynamics place bounds on the efficiency of such devices. The first
law of thermodynamics is simply energy conservation: If the device is in steady state, what
goes in must come out. So the sum of the energies going into the device must equal the sum
of the energies going out. For the engine, this implies

QH=W+QO, (1.1)

while for the refrigerator

Qo=W+QC. (1.2)

The second law of thermodynamics, more subtle, says that the entropy of the universe can
only increase or stay the same; it can never decrease. Here, the universe consists of three
pieces: the two reservoirs arid the device itself. If the device is in steady state then its
entropy doesn’t change with time, and work carries no entropy, so the universe consists
of only the two reservoirs. Hence, for the engine the entropy increase Qo/To of the cold
reservoir has to be greater than or equal to the entropy decrease QH/TH of the hot reservoir

(a)

QJ)+H

To TH ‘

TH

T--
/

QH

w

(b)

Y

/ To

QO

-9w

Qc

~Tc

(1.3)

Figure 1.1: A heat engine (a) and a retilgerator (b), showing energy flow directions and
thermal reservoirs.
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and similarly for the reiiigerator

Qo>qc

To ‘Tc”
(1.4)

Combining Eq. (1.1) with Eq. (1.3) by eliminating the uninteresting variable, QO,yields an
inequality for the efficiency. The efficiency is what you want divided by what you have to
spend to get it. For the engine, the efficiency q is the work produced by the engine divided
by the heat supplied by the hot reservoir:

w TH – To

‘=~< TH “
(1.5)

The temperature ratio on the right is called the Carnot efficiency, which bounds the actual
efficiency of all engines. Similarly, for the refrigerator the coefficient of performance COP
is the heat of refrigeration

The temperature ratio on
COP of all refrigerators.

divided by the work consumed by the device

COP= $$< TO:T . (1.6)
c

the right is called the Carnot COP, which bounds the actual

In the real world, the device of Fig. l.la or Fig. l.lb typically performs its function
by taking an ideal gas or other fluid through a thermodynamic cycle or cycles. The Carnot
cycle shown in Fig. 1.2 is one such cycle, which Carnot himself used to derive his well-known
ultimate efficiency. This cycle is a favorite of textbooks because it is simple to analyze and
has this highest possible efficiency. The Stirling cycle also has the Carnot efficiency, but we
will not examine the idealized Stirling cycle or other textbook cycles in detail here, because
real Stirling engines and re&igerators [4, 5] are so complex that the Stirling cycle itself,
like the Carnot cycle, is of only academic interest. Parcels of gas in different parts of real
Stirling machines experience totally dfierent thermodynamic cycles, as is shown in Ani.
Tashe /a. This animation shows a two-piston Stirling engine, with moving pistons taking
the gas through a cycle of compression, rightward displacement, expansion, and leftward
displacement. Between the pistons are two heat exchangers, colored to match the pistons,
at temperatures TH = 600”C and To = 30”C. Between these is a regenerator. The ellipses
above the pistons are “indicator diagrams,” which trace pressure vs volume for each piston;
the difference between their purple elliptical areas is the net work W done by the gas in
each cycle. The red arrows below each of the two heat exchangers show the heats QH
and Qc transfered to or horn the gas in each cycle. The three moving vertical blue lines
within the regenerator mark slices of the moving gas itse~, together with the piston faces,
these show clearly that the gas motion is small compared to the length of the engine. A
typical slice of gas, such as the one indicated by the central blue line, never contacts either
heat exchanger, so its cycle can hardly be analyzed by reference to a textbook heat-engine
cycle. Furthermore, the smooth time dependence of the motion and pressure in real engines
contrasts starkly with the four discrete steps in textbook cycles.

Nevertheless, the presence of four steps in typical thermodynamic cycles suggests the
need for proper phasing between two or more phenomena. In the Carnot cycle shown in
Fig. 1.2, the relevant phenomena are the pressure changes and the thermal contact to the

6
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Figure 1.2: The Carnot cycle for an engine. (a)—(d) the four individual steps: isothermal
compression, isentropic’ compression> isothermal expansion, isentropic expansion, respec-

tively. (e) the combination of (a) through (d) produces a complete cycle, with the arm
enclosed on the ~V plane equal to the net work produced by the engine. Reproduced horn
Walker [4]0
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Hot !&i

r

r

Figure 1.3: Early Stirling engines, Reproduced from Senft [6].

reservoirs; the mechanism by which the thermal contact to the reservoirs is made and broken
is left to our imagination. Conventional heat engines and rebigerators (e.g. Stirling) use
piston motion both to cause pressure changes and to push the working gas through the heat
exchangers, with the phasing between the pressure changes and the resulting thermal contact
in the heat exchangers determined by the phasing of the pistons’ motions, as shown in Ani.
Tashe /a. Thermoacoustic heat engines and rebigerators also use gas motion to control
thermal contact in the heat exchangers, with the phasing between motion and pressure
determined by acoustics.

Figure 1.3 shows the layout typical of a Stirling engine of a century ago. There are many
moving parts: rotating crankshafts, moving connecting rods, reciprocating pistons. The me-
chanical parts dominated the thermal parts-in volume, weight, and visual impact-in the
early Stirling machines. In the intervening century, engineers have sought to simplify such
heat engines and refrigerators by elimination of moving parts. In 1969 William Beale was
thinking about resonance effects when moving pistons bounced against gas compressibility
in Stirling machines, and he realized that under the correct circumstances the forces on the
connecting rods were small while the pistons continued to move correctly. This invention has
led to what are called frepiston [7, 4] Stirling engines and refrigerators, as illustrated in Fig.
1.4, in which the moving pistons bounce against gas springs in resonance, and other moving
parts such as connecting rods and crankshafts are eliminated. Another method to eliminate
moving parts is the liquid-piston Stirling engine, also known as the Fluidyne engine [8], as
shown in Fig. 1.5. In Fluidyne engines, liquid in two U tubes serves the function of the two

8
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Figure 1.4: A typical freepiston Stirling engine. Reproduced horn Walker [4].

pistons of the ordinary Stirling engine, confining and moving the working gas appropriately;
the resonance phenomena are similar to those of the &e-piston Stirling engines, but with
gravity and liquid density contributing to the effective, spring constant of the resonance.
More recently, Peter Ceperley [9, 10] realiied that the phasing between pressure and veloc-
ity in the thermodynamic elements of Stirling machines is the same as the phasing between
pressure and velocity in a traveliig acoustic wave, so he proposed eliminating everything but
the working gas itself, using acoustics to control the gas motion and gas pressure. Figure ~
1.6 shows such a device, with two heat exchangers and a regenerator but no pistons or any
other moving parts.

Ceperley’s work showed the need to consider tiund-wave behavior [12, 13] in.the working
gas of Stirliig devices, with variations in important variables such as pressure p and velocity
u depending importantly and continuously on the coordinate x along the direction of gas
motion, and with these x dependence due to inertial and compressive effects in the gas in
addition to the effects of flow resistance.

Basic sound wave behavior
liie pressure having sinusoidal

is simple to derive. In acoustics, we often expre~ quantities
time dependence in complex notation,

P = pm + R.e[PI(z)eht], (1.7)

with the pressure p expressed as a mean value pm plus the real part of a complex function of
z times etit. We will use this style of notation throughout the book. The simplest acoustics
derivation, for sound propagating along the direction z, starts with three simple equations.

9
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Figure 1.6: The traveling-wave engine concept. Reproduced born one of Ceperley’s patents.
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The first is this version of the momentum equation:

dpl
iwpmu~= ——

dz “
(1.8)

The force on the gas is the pressure gradient dpl/dz, which according to Newton’s law must
equal the mass density pm times the acceleration iwul. The second is this version of the
continuity equation:

(1.9)

which expresses mass conservation, with the time derivative of mass density at any point,
iwpl, arising from the gradient of mass flux density d(pmuJ/dz at that point. The third is
a paxt of the equation of state of the gas”

PI

()

ap ~2—=—=
PI ap.’

(1.10)

which gives the proportionality constant a2 —the square of the sound speed-linking pres-
sure changes with density changes under adiabatic conditions. Combining these three equa-
tions by eliminating U1and pl gives a simple wave equation

. a2 d2p1
pl+--J-j--#=o. (1.11)

whose solution is sines and cosines of x. (Technically this is a Helmholtz equation, since the
time derivatives are written “asu’s.)

This simple wave equation is appropriate for plane waves under spatially isothermal,
temporally adiabatic conditions-in other words, the gas average temperature is independent
of z and the gas exchanges no heat with its surroundings on the time scale of the acoustic
oscillations. Amazingly, it was only 20 years ago that anyone was able to derive the correct
wave equation for sound waves propagating in a duct with a temperature gradient in the
duct along the direction of propagation, and with significant thermal contact between the
gas and the side walls of the duct. This equation [14]

was published by Nikolaus Rott in 1969. You can see pieces of Eq. (1.11) in it. The .f~ and
$. factors in R.ott’s equation arise born thermal and viscous contact with the walls of the
duct.

In this book, we will try to integrate all of the aforementioned threads together into
a coherent picture, with physical, mathematical, and intuitive foundations. We will try
to develop a vision of these heat engines and refrigerators, using the kind of mathematics
that Rott developed, and with many of the features of the work of Beale, West, and es-
pecially Ceperley—the elimination of moving parts whenever possible to achieve simplicity
and reliability, while maintaining the highest possible efficiency.

11
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Figure 1.7 The type of devices under consideration in this book.

As illustrated in Fig. 1.7, this integration will generally involve devices in which the gas-
enclosing cavity comprises some kind of acoustic resonator that determines the relationship
between gas motion and pressure, in which heat exchangers exchange heat with external
heat reservoirs, and in which a stack or a regenerator between the heat exchangers make the
device function as a thermoacoustic standing-wave device or a Stirling device.

In one respect, thermoacoustic devices are more interesting than crankshaft-based sys-
tems, such as that shown in Fig. 1.3, in which hardware motion was determined, by design,
and exerted dmect control on gas motion. In thermoacoustic systems, including linear-motor,
&-piston Stirling systems, oscillating pressure gradients cause the oscillating motion, and
the oscillating motion causes the oscillating pressure gradients; analyzing a dynamical sys-
tem having such interdependent causes and effects is inherently challenging.

1.1. Length scales

The important length scales in thermoacoustic
Fig. 1.8. ~

engines and refrigerators are illustrated in

Along the wave-propagation direction z (the direction of motion of the gas), the wave-
length of sound A = a/$, where ~ is the oscillation frequency, is an important length scale.
When the gas inertia itself provides the resonance behavior, the whole length of the appa-
ratus may typically be a half wavelength or a quarter wavelength; but when massive me-
chanical components participate meaningfully in the resonance behavior, as in &e-piston
Stirling systems, the size of the system is typically much smaller than the wavelength. In
all cases, the lengths of heat-exchange components are much shorter than the wavelength.

Another important length scale in the z direction is the gas displacement amplitude Izl 1,
which is the velocity amplitude IulI divided by the angular frequency u = 27r~of the wave.
This displacement amplitude is often a very large &action of the stack length or regenerator
length, and may be larger than the lengths of the heat exchangers at either end of the stack
or regenerator. The displacement amplitude is always shorter than the wavelength.

12
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Figjure 1.8: Important length scales in a thermoacoustic device.

Perpendicular to the direction of motion of the gas, the characteristic lengths are the
thermal penetration depth 6X = ~x = @@ and the viscous penetration depth
6.= -= -, where k and K are the thermal conductivity and diflusivity of the
gas, p and v are its dynamic and kinematic viscosities,, and ~ is its specific heat per unit
mass at constant pressure. These characteristic lengths tell us how far heat and momentum
can diffuse laterally during a time interval of the order of the period of the acoustic oscillation
dhided by n. For gas at distances much greater than these penetration depths from the
nearest solid boundary, the sound wave feels no thermal contact or viscous contact with the
solid boundaries; in psrts of the appu,atus whose lateral dimensions are of the order of the
viscous and thermal penetration depths, the gas does feel both thermal and viscous effects
from the boundaries. Clearly the heat “exchange components in thermoacoustic systems
must have lateral dmensions of the order of 6S or smaller, in order to exchange heat with
the working gas.

In the ratio of these two penetration depths,

(1.13)

the frequency and the density cancel out, leaving the ratio of viscosity times heat capacity
to thermal conductivity. This ‘ratio is called the Prandtl number o of the gas. It’s close to
unity for typical gases, so viscous and thermal penetration depths are comparable. Hence
thermoacoustic engines and rebigerators will always suffer horn substantial viscous effects.

In ordinary audio acoustics, the displacement amplitude of gas is much smaller than the
thermal and V-iscouspenetration depths; which in turn are much smaller than the wavelength.
In thermoacoustic engines and retilgerators typically the gas displacement amplitudes are
much larger than the penetration depths, but still much smaller than acoustic wavelengths:

(1.14)

[Incidentally, the standard expression for bulk attenuation of sound, a, can easily be
expressed in terms of the viscous and thermal penetration depths. l%om Eq. 7.36 in Klnsler,
Frey, Coppens, and Sanders (3rd cd.) [12]:

(1.15)

Fkom this viewpoint, viscous bulk sound attenuation is small if the viscous penetration
depth is small compared to the wavelength, and thermal attenuation is small if the thermal
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penetration depth is small compared to the wavelength. The ratios of penetration depths
to wavelength are strongly frequency dependent, because the wavelength is proportional
to I/j while the penetration depths are proportional to ~. So low &equency, long
wavelength sound suffers the least bulk attenuation. The presence of solid boundaries in the
resonators and heat-exchange components of thermoaccmstic engines and refrigerators has
thus far caused boundary-based attenuation to far exceed such bulk attenuation.]

1.2. Examples

I will repeat the same four examples of real thermoacoustic hardware in almost every chapter
in this book, introducing the examples briefly here and examining various aspects in greater
detail at appropriate places in subsequent chapters. Mark these pages (with clips or tape
or ...) so you can refer back to them easily. The four examples include two engi&s and
two retilgerators; two standing wave systems and two traveling wave systems; and two
research systems and two systems bringing thermoacoustics toward a more practical stage
of development. In this chapter, I will just briefly introduce the four examples, discussing
their purpose, overall function, and characteristic dimensions.

-.,

Figure 1.9: Standing-wave engine example Tektronix researchers with a heat-driven re-
frigerator, 1995. The resonator, horizontal, has standing-wave engines on each end. The
two-stage orifice pulse tube refrigerator stands vertically near the right end. Photo courtesy
of Kim Godshalk.

The standing-wave heat engine was part of the heat-driven cryogenic refrigerator
[15] assembled at Tektronix in 1994 and shown in Figs. 1.9 and L1O. This system was
under development in order to provide a small amount of cryogenic refrigeration for elec-
tronic components, with the system powered by red-hot electric heaters and hence having
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Figure 1.10: Scale drawing of the Tektronix resonator and its standing-wave engines. The
annular spaces around each end are thermal insulation. The spacing in stacks and heat
exchangers is not to scale. The upward opening near the right end is the connection to the
two-stage pulse tube refrigerator.

no moving parts. The resonator lies horizontally in the figure”, with standing-wave ther-
moacoustic engines on each end, and an upward side branch near the right end connecting
to the two-stage orifice pulse tube retilgerator. Water cooling limes,seen extending through
the tabletop in Fig. 1.9, removed waste heat from the engines and the re&lgerator. Our
focus in this book will be on the heat-driven engines and the resonator, which delivered
up to 1 kW of acoustic power to the pulse tube refrigerator, and delivered 500 W to the

“pulse tube retiigerator with an efficiency of 23% of the Carnot efficiency. We hoped to make
the system as small ss possible, and sui%ciently efficient that the necessary electrical power
could be supplied from an ordinary wall plug. The working gas wss helium at a pressure
of 30 atmospheres. The sound speed of helium is about 1000 meters per second at room
temperature, and the horizontal length of the resonator in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10 is about half a
meter, so you would expect that the half-wavelength’resonance in this system would be near
500 Hz; and, indeed, the system operated at 350’ Hz. At this pressure and frequency, the
thermal penetration depth in helium is approximately 0.2 mm; correspondingly, the spacing
in the heat exchange components wak approximately 1 mm.

The key idea in this and other standing-wave engines is that the gas in the stack must
experience thermal expansion when the pressure is high and thermal contraction when the
pressure is low. Thus the gas in the stack does work every acoustic cycle, pumping acoustic
power into the standing wave. The standing wave in turn provides the oscillating pressure,
and the oscillating motion that causes the gas in the stack to experience the oscillating
temperature responsible for the thermal expansion and contraction. The velocity of the gas
along the stack’s temperature gradient is 90° out of phase with the oscillating pressure, so
imperfect thermal contact between gas and stack is required to enable the thermal mpansion
and contraction steps to be in phase with the oscillating pressure. These complex, coupled
oscillations appear spontaneously’ whenever the temperature at the hot ends of the stacks is
high enough.

The standing-wave refrigerator shown in Figs. 1.11 and 1.12 was assembled by Bob
Reid to investigate the deliberate superposition of steady flow [16] with the oscillating flow .
of the standing thermoacoustic refilgeration process. The refrigerator was driven by four
loudspeakers, enclosed in the obvious aluminum housings shown in Fig. 1.11. The left and

,.
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Figure l.12: S.chernaticof thestanding-wave re~lgeratorexample.

‘1

right pairs of loudspeakers were driven 180° out of phase, to produce a standing wave in
the toroidd resonator having essentially one full wavelength around,~he circumference of
the torus, with pressure nodes centered in the top and bottom sections .of the resonator
and pressure anti-nodes near the loudspeakers. With the resonator filled with a mixture of
92% helium and 8% argon at three atmospheres of pressure, this yesonance occurred at 94
Hz. Slow steady flow of the gas mixture horn top to bottom through the heat exchange
components, superimposed on the thermoacoustic oscillating flow, produced cold gas leaving
the re~nator at the bottom pressure node. The spacing in the heat exchange components
was:about 1 mm, a few times the thermal penetration depth in this gas.

The key idea in this and other standing-wave retilgerators is that the gas in the stack
experiences pmtly adiabatic temperature oscillations, in phase with the standing-wave pres-
sure oscillations, and oscillating standimg-wave displacements in phase with the PreSSUe
oscillations and hence in phase with those temperature oscillations. Thus the gas in the
stack cools a little as it is displaced dowriward in Fig. 1.12, and warms a little as it is
displaced upwards. Imperfect thermal contact between gas and sta~ enables the required
heat transfer at the extremes of the motion. (The superimposed steady-flow velocity in this
particular apparatus was mu6h smaller than the standing-wave oscillatory velocity, as we
will discuss in Chapter 5.) -

The traveling-wave engine shown in Figs. 1.13 and 1.14 was built by Scott Backhaus
to demonstrate Stirling cycle engine thermodynamics with no moving parts, and to investi-
gate the issues affecting its efficiency [17]. Heat was supplied to the engine electrically, and
waste heat was removed by a water stream, delivering acoustic power to the resonator. Some
of that acoustic power was dissipated in the resonator, but most was delivered to a variable

.1. .
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acoustic load, the small vertical cylinder near the center of Fig. 1.13. This engine has deliv-
ered power to the resonator with 4070 of the Carnot efficiency. Suppression of steady flow
around the small torus containing the heat exchangers is crucial for this high efficiency, as
we will discuss in Chapter 5. Thirty-atmosphere helium fills the system, oscillating at 80
Hz. The resonator is essentially hak-wavelength, with pressure oscillations 180° degrees out
of phase at the right end of the fat portion on the right and in the small torus containing
the heat exchangers on the left. The highest velocity occurs in the center of the resonator,
at the small end of the long cone.

Figure 1.13: Traveling-wave engine example A research apparatus for initial Los Alamos
studies of the performance of a traveling-wave-engine.

The key idea in this and other traveling-wave engines is that the gas in the regenerator
experiences thermal expansion when the pressure is high and thermal contraction when the
pressure is low. Thus the gas in the regenerator does work every acoustic cycle, pumping
acoustic power into the sound wave. The sound wave in turn provides the oscillating pressure,
and oscillating motion that causes the gas in the regenerator to experience the oscillating
temperature responsible for the thermal expansion and contraction. These complex, coupled
oscillations appear spontaneously whenever the temperature at the hot end of the regenerator
is high enough. The velocity of the gas along the regenerator’s temperature gradient is
substantially in phase with the oscillating pressure, so excellent thermal contact between
gas and regenerator is required to cause the thermal exp&ion and contraction steps to
be in phase with the oscillating pressure. This thermal contact is achieved by making the
channel size in the regenerator much smaller than the thermal penetration depth.

Finqlly, the traveling-wave refrigerator—an orifice puls-tube refrigerator—
shown in Figs. 1.15 and 1.16 was built at Cryenco for liquefaction of natural gas [18, 19].
At about 3 atmospheres, natural gas (methane) liquefies at 120 Kelvin; this reiiigerator
providd 2 kW of refrigeration at that temperature, with a CO.P as high as 23% of the
Carnot COP. The working gas was helium at a pressure of thirty atmospheres, driven
at 40 Hz by a thermoacoustic engine through a resonator, not shown in the figures. The
dimensions of the parts shown in the figures are much smaller than the 25 m wavelength of
the sound wave, so resonance phenomena are of no concern in this refrigerator.
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Figure 1.15: Traveling-wa.ve
refrigerator.

reh-igerator example the Cryenco 2 kW orifice pulse-tube
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Figure 1.16: Schematic of the Cryenco orifice pulse-tube retilgerator. “P” indicates the
location of a pressure sensor.
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The key idea in this and other Stirling, pulsetube, or traveling-wave rehigerators is
that gas near the cold heat exchanger must be displaced into the open space of the pulse
tube, adiabatically cooled, and displaced back through the cold heat exchanger where it can
absorb heat from the load. The sound wave must provide oscillating pressure and oscillating
displacement with this required phasing.

1.3. Thermoacoustics and conventional technology

With these four examples of thermoacoustic devices in mind, consider what the advantages
and disadvantages of thermoacoustic systems might be in comparison to the energy conver-
sion systems that are in widespread use, such as the internal combustion engine, the steam
turbine, the reverse Rankine or vapor compression refrigeration cycle, the gas turbine, etc.

high

Efficiency

I

low I

Ow

Operating
cost

high

low
Capital cost

F@we 1.1’i7 Different technologies exhibit different

high

tradeoffs betwen cost and efficiency.

Those conventional systems have moving parts; from that point of view one might think
of them as being less reliable and more expensive than thermoacoustic devices. However,
decades of investment in engineering development have given these conventional devices high
reliabilityy, and decades of manufacturing experience have given them low cost. Thermoa-
coustic devices seem to have the immediate potential to have comparable high reliability
and low cost, because they use no moving parts, no exotic materials, and no close tolerances.
Realizing this potential is one of our challenges.

Decades of investment in the engineering development of conventional energyconversion
devices has also given them very high efficiencies. Today’s automobile engines convert
the heat of combustion to shaft work with over 2070 efficiency; the largest diesel engines
achieve 4070. Vapor-compression refrigerantion systems with COP’S above 5070 of Carnot’s
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are common. Therrnoacoustic devices haven’t yet achieved such high efficiencies; increasing
thermoacoustic device efficiency into this range is another of our challenges. -

—

It is important to realize that the efficiency of a new technology need not exceed that of
older technologies in order to succeed commercially. This point is illustrated in Fig. 1.17.
The Stirling retilgerator is quite old, and in principle it can have Carnot’s GOP. However,
high GOP can only be achieved at great expense, as the mass of heat exchange metal, qual-
ity of lubricants, etc. is made exceedingly large. For instance, qualitatively, the efficiency
vs capital cost of a Stirling retilgerator might resemble the Stirliig curve in Fig. 1.17, with
very high efficiency possible if you’re wilIing to spend an exponentially large amount of
money buildlng the retligerator. However, in the commercial world, energy costs are cur-
rently low enough that no one chooses to invest so much capital to achieve high efficiency.
Instead, vapor-compression reiiigeration is used for almost W real-world refrigeration sys-
tems, because it has lower capital cost than Stirling refilgeration, even though the COP
of vapor compression retilgeration can in principle never approach the ultimate COP of
the Stirling cycle. Furthermore, each application requires a difFerentcompromise between
construction costs and efficiency; for example, the”vapor-compression ah-conditioning sys-
tem for a large office building in Phoenix might lie higher on the efficiency-cost curve than
the vapor-compression chiller in a soft-chink vending machine in Seattle. If thermoacoustics
turns out to have an efficiencywost curve somewhere to the left of existing technologies,
it will succeed in some commercial markets. Whether the terminus of the therrnoacoustics
curve is higher or lower than that of older technologies is not as important as whether the
capital ccds will be lower at modest efficiencies.

1.4. Notation .

We pause now to carefully establish the notation to be used throughout the book for time-
dependent variables such as pressure. Except in Chapter 5, we will assume that all time
dependence is purely sinusoidal, at frequency f and angular frequency w = 2m$. Then
variables such as pressure could be written

p(z, t) = pm + c(z) Cos[Ut+ 4(Z)] . (1.16)

Consider this expression carefully. It indicates that we are considering the pressure to be
the sum of a mean value pm, which is independent of both position z and time t, and an
oscillating part that oscillates in time at angular frequency w. Both the amplitude A and
phase # of the time oscillation are functions of position x.

It is much more convenient to rewrite Eq. (1.16) as

p(z,t) = pm + Re [pl(z)etit] , (1.17)

where pl (z) is a tomplex function of z such that

lPl(~)l = q~), (1.18)

phase~l(z)] “ = @(z). (1.19)

This notation is convenient because a single symbol with subscript 1 stands for both amp-
litude and phase, and because all the shortcuts of complex arithmetic can be used (with
care). In this book, all variables with subscript 1 will be complex.
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Sometimes we get lazy or forgetful, and we don’t write Re[] explicitly, and we just say
that pl (z) is the oscillating pressur~ but of course we really always mean that Re~l (z)etit]
is the oscillating pressure, and pm+ Re ~1 (z)etit] is the pressure. Sometimes we abbreviate
further to simply pl, leaving the fact that is depends on x to memory.

One of the reasons that thermoacoustics is at first confusing is that the acoustic variables
are wavelike functions of both position and time. Remember that the time dependence is
assumed to be exactly sinusoidal in our acoustic approximation; the spatial dependence need
not be sinusoidal but sometimes turns out to be nearly so over portions of an apparatus.
When talking about the phase of such a wave, it is occasionally necessary to explicitly say
temporal phase to identi& interest in the phase of the time oscillation, not the x dependence.

To be sure this notation is clear, we will revisit the continuity equation, Eq. (1.9) above.
Consider a lossless acoustic wave oscillating adiabatically along the x direction in a gas with
no overall temperature gradient along z. We can write the pressure p, density p, and velocity
Uas

p(cc,t) = pm+ Re [pl (z)etit] , . (1.20)

p(fc, t) = pm+ Re [pl(z)etit] , (1.21)

U(Z, t) = Re [ul(z)etit] , (1.22)

with the absence of ~ in Eq. (1.22) indicating that no steady wind is superimposed on
the oscillating flow. Defining a2 as the proportionality constant linking adiabatic density
changes and adiabatic pressure changes,

a2dp = dp,

we can simpli~ the most general cent inuity equation

8p
~+v’(pv)=

in one dimension, yielding

o

i3pia28

%
& (pu) = o.

(1.23)

(1.24)

(1.25)

Substituting our complex notation expressions Eqs. (1.20)-(1.22) into Eq. (1.25), and
neglecting the term involving the product of pl and U1, which is smaller than the other
surviving terms, yields

Re [tipl (z)etit] + p~a2~ Re [ul (z)etit] = O. (1.26)

Note the kedom we have to interchange the orders of space and time derivatives, and to
interchange the order of derivatives and the “real” operator. Hence, we can always write an
equation like Eq. (1.26) in an abbreviated form:

d2 U1
iwpl + pma —=0.

dz
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This expression is mathematically
abbreviation of Eq. (1.26).

For further clarification of the

true, but in terms of physically realistic variables it is an

complex notation, consider some simple waves. A pure
traveling wave, traveling in the positive z duection, as shown in Ani. Wave /t, is represented
in complex notation *

jl (~) = Ce-ikz
) (1.28)

where ICl is the amplitude, and the phase of the complex number C defines the overall
temporal phasing of the wave relative to our choice of t = O. A pure standing wave, as
shown in Ani. Wave /s, is “representedin complex notation as

$)1 (z) = 6’ COSkx.

In a graphical representation of this complex notation known

(1.29)

as a phasor diagram, the
complex variables are plotted on the complex plane with the real axis horizontal and the
imaginary axis vertical. Conventionally, arrows from the origin “point” to each such complex
variable, and we will follow this convention here, as shown in Fig. 1.18. If you imagine a
phasor ~1 in a phasor diagram rotating counterclockwke at angular frequency w, then the
time-dependent variable ~(t) = Re [&letit]represented by the phasor is the projection of the
phasor on the real axis.

Imaginary axis
(a)

i
o t

(b)

k

u~
: ,Pl

[
0 I 1I 1

Real axis
u(t) p(t)

Figure 1.18: Phasors show complex variables in the complex plane. (a) Two sirmsoidally
time-dependent variables p(t) and U(t), with U leading p by 30°. (b) ‘The phasor repre-
sentation of these two variables can be imagined as two vectors whose magnitudes are the
amplitudes of p and
dependent values of
rotating phasors.

Ph”&or diagrams

U, rotating counterclockwise at angular frequency o. The true, tirne-
the associated variables are the projections on the real axis of these

are extremely useful for indicating the relationships in magnitude and
phase among many variables in complicated thermoacoustic systems, as we shall see later.
For example, if a second variable is proportional to i times a first variable, the phasor for
the second variable will point 90° counter-clockwise horn the dwection of the phasor for the
first variable, and we say that the second variable “leads” the first variable by 90°. We use
phasor diagrams so frequently that we usually neglect to label the axes “Real part” and
“Imaginary part.” Usually we are only illustrating the relative magnitudes and phases of
variables-not their actual magnitudes-so we also neglect to provide quantitative scale.
In fact, in such cases we often display variables having different units on the same plot, to
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convey phase information without cluttering the figure with scale information, as in Fig.
1.19 where both pl and U1,me shown for the simple lodes waves of Eqs. (1.28) and (1.29).

UI

U1

PI PI
-1PI

7
u~

u, u,

t-
PI

\

F-e 1.19: Phasors at seven locations in standing and traveling waves. The pressure M and
the volumetric velocity UI are shown. (a) Phasor dlagrarn for Ani. Wave /s, corresponding
to Eq.(1.29). (b) Phssor diagram for Ani. Wave /t, corresponding to Eq. (1.28). The phase
of M at the left edge of the animation screen is arbitrarily chosen to be zero in both cases.

1.5. Computations (DeltaE)

Most of the first half of the book emphasizes the development of intuition, lumped-element
impedance estimate+ and the promotion of a particular point of view. However, in daily
practice of therrnoacoustics I spend most of my time working with numerical integrations
of the therrnoacoustic equations, using DeltaE. It is hard to imagine progress in therrnoa-
coustics today without use of su& software.

Any one-dimensional acoustic wave equation, such as Eq. (1.11) or (1.12), is derived from
a momenturq equation such as Eq. (1.8) and a continuity equation such ss Eq. (1.9) with
appropriate details added as needed. Noting that the momentum and continuity equations
can be solved for dpl/& and dU1/dz respectively, an easy method of numerical integration
suggests itself pl (z) can be obtained by integrating the momentum equation with respect
to Z, while simultaneously U1(z) is obtained by integrating the continuity equation with
respect to Z. We will see in future chapters that the z dependence of mean temperature
in stacks is subtle and can be determined by consideration of the conservation of energy
flux through the stsck, leading to a third fundamental differential equation that can be
integrated to obtain T~ (z) simultaneously with the other two equations.

DeltaE [20] integrates these one-dimensional equations, in a geometry given by the user as
a sequence of segments, such as ducts, compliance, transducers, and thermoacoustic stacks
or regenerators. In each segment, DeltaE uses locally appropriate momentum, continuity,
and energ ,equations, controlled by locaI parameters (e.g. area or perimeter) and by global
parameters (e.g. frequency and mean pressure). Solutions pl (z), VI(z), and T’(z) are

.
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found foreac& segment and me matched together at the junctions between segments to
piece together pl (z), U1(z), and T“(z) for the entire apparatus.

It is clear that this solution T~(z), pl (s), U1(z), is only determined uniquely if one
real and two complex boundary conditions are imposed, because the governing equations
comprise one real plus two complex coupled first-order equations in one real plus two complex
variables. This is true whether considering a single segment or a one-dmensional string of
segments with each joined to its neighbor(s) by continuity of T~, pl, and U1. If all boundary
conditions are kriown at the intial segment, then the integration is utterly straightforward.
But usually some of the boundary conditions are known elsewhere. Under such conditions,
DeltaE uses a shooting method, by guessing and adjusting any unknown boundary conditions
at the initial segynentto achieve desired boundary conditions elsewhere. The user of DeltaE
enjoys considerable iked’om in choosing which variables are used as boundary conditions
and which are computed as psrt of the solution. For example, in a simple plan-wave
resonator, DeltaE can compute the input impedance as a function of frequency, or the
resonance frequency for a given geometry and gas, or the length required to give a desired
resonance frequency, or even the concentration in a binary gas mixture required to give a
desired resonance frequency in a given geometry.

Hoping that the usefulness of this book will greatly outlive version 4 of DeltaE, I have
put typical DeltaE i/o files for each”of the four examples that we will re-exarnine throughout
the book in the Appendx. For interested readers, these show ‘how to configure a simple file
for DeltaE for each of th~ examples, and may occasionally be consulted to learn a specific
dimension of a piece of apparatus. We find that DeltaE and experiment agree best when
considerable detail is included in the DeltaE file; often, we have over 50 segments in a file to
account for all the little details in hardware as built. To avoid intimidating the newcomer,
the first two’files in the Appendix are stripped of such details; they use only the key segments
necessary to describe the hardware. The third file, for the traveling-wave engine, is fully
encumbered with details, typical of what we actually work with; if you tie new to DeltaE or
to thermoacoustics, skip it! The fourth file, for the orifice pulse-tube refrigerator, includes
only about 2570 of the segments actually used to model this refrigerator, in order to hide
Cryenco proprietary information. .,

The user’s guide to DeltaE is available at http: //rott.esa.lanl.gov, and it might be con-
sulted occasionally while studying th~ book. A beta version of the code itself can be
obtained horn Bill Ward at ww@lanl.gov. The use. of DeltaE in this book for examples
requiring numerical integration is convenient for me? because it’s the only thermoacoustics
code I routinely use. However, I believe that some other codes, such as Sage by Gedeon
[21], Thermoacoustica by Tominaga [22], and Regen3 by Radebaugh’s group [23], sxe also
accurate and useful for modeling thermoacoustic devices. Although each code has strengths
and weaknesses, the good ones are in agreement on the fimdiqnentals.

1.6. Akmations

The computer animation “Ani. Wave” discussed above is the first of many animations to
be used in this book. Studying them is vital.

These animations run in Windows 95, Windows 98, in full-screen DOS windows in Wi-
ndowscomputers, and in raw DOS. They may run’ a little jerkily on old 386 computers.
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Unless you have a DOS emulator, Mats are not an option.
Remember to use the “filename /option” form of the command line. Example: “wave /t”

starts the Wave animation with traveling-wave settings; “wave /s” starts it with standing-
wave settings. If you start an animation without typing the option, you may find yourself
automatically sequencing through options in the order that I most often use in lectures.

For Windows 95 or 98, keep the same subdirectory structure on your hard disk as you
received, so that the shortcuts in folder Win95-98 know where to ilnd the executable files.
Open the Win95-98 folder and double-click a shortcut icon to launch the appropriate ani-
mation /option. Example: Clicking” Wave_s (Standing)” executes the DOS command line
‘wave /s”.

For Windows 3.1, execute these the programs from a DOS-box window, or exit windows
and run in raw DOS. To run the animations, “cd” to the DOS directory and type the
program name with the option character, if any (e.g. /s), as specified here in the text.
Either upper or lower case is acceptable.

Warning If the typed text in the animations looks scrunched or incorrectly located,
your DOS window is not using its default font settings or is not sized to the full screen.
Edit properties to set font and screen size to defaults, and switch to full-screen DOS window
(alt-enter). Better yet, avoid this problem in the first place by never starting an animation
horn a DOS window that’s been modified: If you use Windows 3.1, exit to DOS and change
directories to where the animations are; if you use Windows 95 or 98, start a fksh DOS
window from “Start.. .Programs.. .MS-DOS Prompt” and change directories to where the
animations are. These methods apparently cause Windows to open the DOS window in
its default state. (This hassle arises because the animations were written in Microsoft
Quickbasic, which uses DOS settings and fonts for locating and typing text. Hence the
coordinate system where text appears on the screen in the animations depends on the DOS
font settings.)

1.7. Outline

This book will not provide a complete description of how these heat engines and refrigerators
work—for that, consult publications specific to each type, such as Refs. [7, 5, 4, 24, 25].
Instead, this book promotes one point of view allowing an understanding of all these devices.
This point of view is based firmly on acoustics, with thermodynamics added as necessary.

Chapter 2 —Wav es-examines the oscillatory pressure and velocity. This includes the
relevant fundamentals of ordinary acoustics, resonance phenomena in resonators, and viscous
damping and thermal contact to the side walls of the channel in which the wave propagates.
One climax of that chapter is Rott’s wave equation, Eq. (1.11) above. After studying the
Waves chapter, you should be able to visualize and understand the overall wave behavior
of a thermoacoustic apparatus, based on a drawing or description. This process involves
thinking about all the dimensions of the apparatus in comparison to A, 6., and 6., locating
the nodes and antinodes of pl and UI, identifying which parts of the wave are inertial and
which are compliant, identifying which parts are affected by viscous flow resistance or by
thermal relaxation effects, and predicting approximately the relative phases of pl and U1
throughout the apparatus. At a coarse, qualitative level this process can be done by eye and
by hand; quantitative results can be obtained by numerical integration of the momentum -
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and continuity equations.

The power-both thermal and acoustic-is of greatest interest in heat engines and re&ig-
erators, so Chapter 3 —Power-adds these concepts to the pressure and velocity discussion.
Acoustic power, the timd-aveiaged product of PI imd U1, is produced in engines &d con-
sumed by refrigerators. Total power, which is the power that is subject to the first law
of thermodynamics, is of even greater importance. After studying the Power chapter, you
should be able to understand thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators in terms of energy-
conservation, power flows, and acoustic-power dissipation and production. Quantitative
results can be obtained as desired from products of the dynamical variables of Chapter 2.

This completes the portion of the book bssed closely on the work of Ibtt.
The second law of thermodynamics, which puts bounds on the performance of thermoa-

coustic engines and refrigerators, forms the basis of Chapter 4 —Ei%ciency. Key concepts
are entropy generation, which can be subdivided according to location and mechanism, and
exergy, which provides a quantitative figure of merit for thermodynamic devices and their
interactions with their environment. Together, these concepts provide a standard, formal
accounting method for sources of inefficiency. After studying this chapter, you should have
an understanding of thermodynamic efficiency that goes beyond what is taught in standard
physics courses and undergmxluate engineering courses, and you should be able to visu-
alii and understand the locations and mechanisms of irreversibdity in a thermotioustic
apparatus, and account quantitatively for the irreversibilities.

Chapter 5 introduces many important issues that go beyond the low-amplitude, mono&-
quency approximation implicit in Rott’s work: These issues include turbulence, entrance
effects, superimposed’ steady flow, and harmonics. While the first four chapters stand on a
firm foundation, these high-amplitude issues are at the. fkontier of current knowledge. How-
ever, they are of great concern in real devices, which usually operate at high amplitude in
order to achieve high power per unit volume.

Chapter 6 presents practical construction techniques we’ve adopted at Los Alamos, Chap
ter 7 outliies methods of measurement used to diagnose thermoacoustic behavior, and Chap
ter 8 describes common pitfalls. An appendix gives some DeltaE files; I may drop this from
the final version of the book, because I suspect they will become obsolete quickly.

A symbol table and references are included at the end.
(General overview references fluid dynamics [26, 27], thermodynatim [2,3, 28,29, 1],

acoustics [12, 13], thermoacoustics [30, 25, 31, 32, 33], Stirling’ systems [34, 7], puls=tube
refilgeration [24, 35].)

1.”8. Exercises

1.1 Review the ideal-gas equation of state and other properties of ideal gases: For your
favorite working gas, and your favorite temperature and pressure, look up ~, calculate the
sound speed, density, and isobaric specific heat. Look up the viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity. Pick your favorite frequency. Calculate A, 6X, and 6.. Compare these lengths to
various dimensions in your favorite piece of thermoacoustics hardware. Do you know the
order of magnitude of IZI]? Veri& that 6v/6x = @. (If you don’t have a personal favorite
gas, etc., then use air at 300 K and atmospheric pressure, 440 Hz, and dimensions in your
office. Estimate IZ1] using the fact that conversational acoustics has IplI s 10-6 bar.)
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1.2 Can you think of any other length scale in simple-harmonic oscillatory motion and
thermodynamics in an ideal gas, besides A, IZ11, 6., and 6.? If you can, when would it
be important in thermoacoustics? How can ~vebe sure we haven’t forgotten an important
length?

1.3 Do you know roughly what a kitchen reikigerator costs, and what is the cost of the
electricity it consumes each year? If so, would you expect most people to choose to pay 50%
more to buy a refrigerator that uses 5070 less electricity?

1.4 A mixture of helium and argon has a sound speed of 500 m/s at 300 Kelvin. What
is the concentration of argon in the mixture?

1.5 Thermodynamics review: Show that the ratio of isothermal compressibility to adia-
batic compressibility is the same as the ratio ~ of isobaric to constant-volume specific heats.
Hence, show that p~a2 = ~p~.

1.6 More thermodynamics review Derive an expression for isothermal sound speed,
instead of the usual adiabatic sound speed. Show that the isothermal sound speed is about
18% lower than the true, adiabatic speed in air, for which ~ = 7/5. Can you think of
circumstances in which sound propagates isothermally?

1.7 Review of complex notation: Derive Eq. (1.11) from whatever version of the starting
equations (momentum, continuity, and state) you are most familiar”with. E~press all vari-
ables as in Eq. (1.7), and justi~ the neglect of all terms that you have to throw away to get
to the desired answer. Review how the time derivatives in the starting equations become iw
in the complex acoustic approximation.
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2. WAVES .

The focus of this chapter will be on the dynamic variables, pressure and velocity, for wave
propagation in the z direction in a channel or duct. Adopting inc~easingly sophisticated
perspectives on the continuity. equation, we will see how oscillations in press~e me COU-
pled to spatial gradients in velocity. Adopting increasingly sophisticated perspectives on
the momentum equation, we will see how oscillations in velocity are coupled to spatizd gra-
dients in pressure. Coupliig these pictures together yields wave propagation. Initially, we
will examine the lossless concepts of inertia and compressibility, later adding viscous loss
to the momentum equation and thermal hysteresis (and gain) to the continuity equation.
We’ll alternate between formal mathematics, figures, and computer animations, to integrate
quantitative tools with intuition. Throughout, we will assume monofrequency, constant-
amplitude, small oscillations-an approximation that we will, for brevity, refer to simply as
“the acoustic approximation.”

The principle variables are oscillatory pressure pl and osc~latory volumetric velocity U1,
which is the integral of the z component of the velocity, ZL1,over the cross sectional ~ea A of
the channel. At the transition between two channels, U1 and pl are taken to be continuous.
For example, at a transition from a first duct to a second duct, U1 out of the first duct has
nowhere to go but into the second duct, so Ulj = U18,and hence if the areas of the ducts
are Aj and A. then the velocity (not volumetric velocity!) changes by the factor Aj/As.
At such a junction between two ducts, pl must also be continuous, because any pressure
discontinuity represents a shock front, outside the realm of the acoustic approximation and
today’s thermoacoustics.

2.1. Lossless acoustics; ideal resonators

The simplest lossless version of the acoustic continuity equation, Eq. (1.9) or (1.27), can be
rewritten

7Pm *~1

PI = –-iuA AZ (2.1)

= –&AUl (2.2)

for the short length Ax of channel of cross-sectional area A shown in Fig. 2.la, To arrive at
these equations, we have used Eq. (1.10) to express PI in terms of pl, and used the idea.1-g~
identity pma2 = ~pmj which is derived in one of the exercises at the end of Chapter 1. In
Eq. (2.2),””

c=~
7Pm
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(a) (b)
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(c)

Figure 2.1: (a) A short channel in which the compressibility of the gas is important. (b)
Symbolic impedance diagram of the channel. The symbol C indicates compliance. (c) Two
possible phasor dia~ams for the channel.

is called the compliance of the channel. The compliance is the ratio of the volume V = A AZ
of the channel to the compressibility yp~; larger volume or lower (“softer”) compressibdity
means greater compliance. This combination of variables gives us the springy, compressive
properties of the gas in the channel.

Similsrly, the lossless version of the acoustic momentum equation, Eq. (1.8), can be
rewritten

(2.4)

(2.5)

for the short length of channel shown in Fig. 2.2a. Note that the channel illustrated is the
same as in Fig. 2.la; the figures differ only because we’re focusing our attention on di.flerent
properties of this channel in the two situations. In Eq. (2.5),

pmAx
L=x (2.6)

is called the inertance of the channel. It is the product of the gas density pm and the length
Ax divided by the cross-sectional area A of the channel. This combination of variables
describes the inertial properties of the gas in the channel.

Writing the continuity and momentum equations in this way allows an accurate analog
between acoustic systems and ac electrical circuits, motivating the symbolic “circuit” dia-
~ams of Figs. 2.lb and 2.2b. The analog of oscillating pressure pl is ac voltage; the analog
of oscillating volumetric velocity U1 is ac current. The analog of compliance is capacitance
to ground, and the analog of inertance is series inductance. (Note that “inertance” sounds
a little like the electrical word “inductance” and a little like the mechanical word “inertia.”)
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AP1
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u~

Figure 2.2: (a) A short channel in which the inertia of the gas is important. (b) Symbolic
impedance diagram of the channel. The symbol L signifies the inertance. (c) Two possible
phasor diagrams for the channel.

We will rely on this point of view edensively, because I suspect that many readers (espe
cially physicists and electrical engineers) have some prior experience with ax electric circuits.
However, I’ve noticed that other engineers and scientists often gain no intuition from what
is to them a totally unfamiliar analog. Such readers, unfamiliar with ac electrical circuits,
can take the “circuit diagrams” to be no more than abstract representations of the acoustic
impedance networks themselves, and I will try to use nothing but acoustic terminology in
referring to these d-iagrams. When you look at the symbol for inertance in Fig. 2.2b, think
of a long, coiled tube through which the dense gas must,accelerate. When you look at the
symbol for resistance in figures later in this chapter, think of a kinked tube through which
the gas must overcome viscous resistance. When you look at the symbol for compliance in
Fig. 2.lb, think of a spon~ cushion between the two parallel lines, whose gap changes in
response to pressure.

Figures 2.lc and 2.2c show possible phasor diagrams for a compliance and an inertance,
respectively. In Fig. 2.lc, note that ]Ul + AU1] could be either larger or smaller than IU1I;
the only strict requirement imposed by Eq. (2.2) is that AUI must lag pl by 90°. Similarly,
in Fig. 2.2c, the only strict requirement imposed by Eq. (2.5) is that Apl must lag U1 by
90°. Beyond these requirements, anything is possible, depending on the relative magnitudes
and phases of pl and U1.

Usually, both the inertance and the compliance of a channel simultaneously contribute to
the behavior of the wave propagation in the channel, as illustrated in ‘Fig. 2.3 for a channel
of dfierential length ds. As before, note that dpl lags U1 by 90°, and dU1 lags pl by 90°.

The complex ratio Z = – p@I, which is called the impedance, is of ~eat utility in
discussing acoustic systems. Sometimes we refer to the impedance at a location in a wave,
but sometimes we refer to the impedance of a component so that Z = –Apl/Z71 is related
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(b) “ d~ R + dp,
ul— — U1+ d“!

I
-!_ dc

(c)

T
PI

pi +dpl

Ui
U1+ d“l

Figure 2.3: (a) A very short channel in which both the compressibility and the inertia of the
gas are tiportant. (b) Symbolic impedance diagram of the channel. (c) A possible phasor
diagram for the channel.

to the pressure difference across the component or Z = –pl/A171 describes the change in
volumetric velocity caused by the component. In the latter modes, Eq. (2.5) shows that
the impedance of an inertance is Z = iwL, and Eq. (2.2) shows that the impedance of a
compliance is Z = l/iwC.

The double Helmholtz resonator, illustrated in Fig. 2.4, is a simple acoustic resonator
consisting of two bulbs, each of volume V, connected by a short neck with length Ax and
cross-sectional area A. All dimensions are shorter than the acoustic wavelength, so the
lumped-impedance models of Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 are directly applicable Each bulb is a com-
pliana c’, and the neck connecting the two bulbs is an inertance L. (In the simple, tmtbook
Helrnholtz resonator, the compliance of the neck and inertial effects in the compliance are
assumed negligible.) Imagine the inertial mass of gas in the neck bouncing back and forth
sinusoidally against forces exerted by the gas springs in the two bulbs. Combining Eqs.
(2.2) ~d (2.5) appropriately (or remembering that series ac electric circuits are resonant
when the sum of the impedances is zero), it is easy to show that pl and U1are nonzero only
if

iwL + 2/wC = O, (2.7)

and hence that the resonance frequency of the Helrnholtz resonator is given by

\
z~pm A

(w)’ = w’ = + = ——
pm VAX”

(2.8)

At this kquency, either Eq. (2.2) or (2.5) gives the relative magnitudes of PI and U1, and
their relative phases. The relative phases are illustrated in the phasor dia~am in Fig. 2.4c,
where we have arbitrarily picked the phase of U1 in the inertance to be zero.

In lossless acoustic resonators more complicated than the Helmholtz resonator, the
acoustic waves are described by the coupled differential equations (1.8) and (1.9). Hence,
to understand lossless acoustic waves in a duct or resonator, we must simultaneously keep
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(b)
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p, (left volume)
(c)

r U, (neck)

PI(right volume) -

Figure 2.4: The double Hehnholtz resonator. (a) Schematic of the resonator, comprising two
bulbs connected by a neck., (b) Impedance diagram of the resonator. (c) Phssor diagram.

in mind the concepts of ‘compliance snd inertance. First consider the standing wave shown
in Ani. Wave /s. This animation illustrates a wave oscillating horizontally in a duct of
uniform cross section. The uppermost graph shows the pressure of the gss in the wave as a
function of position and time. The middle graph shows the velocity in the gas as a function
of position and time (with positive velocity to the right). The lower part of the d~play
shows the motion, or displacement, of the gss in the duct. The moving vertical lines move
with the gas; imagine that these lines are massless sheets of cellophane or thin clouds of
smoke moving with the gas.

First focus attention on the velocity node, where the gss never moves. This region of the
duct is functionally similar to a bulb of the double Helmholtz resonator described above.
With zero velocity, Eq. (2.5) indicates that there should be no spatial pressure ‘gradient,
and indeed the animation shows that the oscillating pressure hss no grsdient in the vicinity.
Hence, the inertance per unit length in the duct is irrelevant in this vicinity. The nonzero
oscillating pl in this vicinity, however, indicates that Eqs. (2.1) and’ (2.2) are important.
This region of the duct has compliance per unit length, so that the oscillating pressure can
only occur in the presence ,of a spatial gradient in velocity, which is needed to supply and
remove the mass necesssry to cause the local density to increase and decrea&. The presence
of i in Eq. (2.2) indicates a 90° temporal phase shift between the pressure oscillations
and the oscillating velocity gradient; this temporal phase relationship is also evident in the
Animation.

Now focus attention on one of the pressure nodes in Ani. Wave /s. This region of the
duct is functionally similar to the neck of the double Hehnholtz resonator described above.
Here, pl = O, so Eq. (2.2) indkates that gradients in velocity must be zero and that the
compliance per unit length in this portion of the duct is irrelevant. However, the nonzero
oscillating velocity in this region and Eq. (2.5) show that here the oscillating pressure must
have nonzero gradients, as’ seen in the animation; additionally, both Eq. (2.5) and the
animation indicate a 90’ temporal phase shift between pressure gradient and velocity.

Precisely at the pressure node in the standing wave, the compliance per unit length
is irrelevant. Precisely at the velocity node, the inertance per unit length is irrelevant.
Everywhere else in the standing wave, where neither pl nor UI are zero, both inertance and
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compliance per unit length contribute to the behavior of the wave. (This is, in fact, what
mskes it a wave instead of a lumped-impedance oscillator such as the double Hehnholtz
resonator.) Near the pressure antinodes, the compliance per unit length is more important
than the inertance per unit length; near the velocity antinodes, the inertance per unit length
is more important than the compliance per unit length.

While separate regions of predominantly compliance and predominantly inertance are
appsrent in the standing wave, in the traveling-wave illustrated in Ani. Wave /t each loca-
tion is a time-shifted replica of any other location, with inertance and complianm temporally
alternating in importance at each location. If you focus your attention on one location in
the animation, you should be able to “see” this alternation. In wave propagation, the ther-
mophysical properties responsible for compliance, yp~, and for inertance, pm, are combined
to form the sound speed a = d=.

Phssor diagrams for both wave animations are shown in Fig. 1.19.

Example: standing-wave engine. The resonator of the standing wave engine illus-
trated in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10 is particularly simple. It is essentially a half-wavelength-long
resonator, closed at both ends so that the velocity nodes are at the ends and the pressure
node is in the center. This overall wave shape is illustrated roughly in Ani. Standing /k.
However, note in Fig. L1O that the diameter of the central portion of the resonator is
slightly smaller than the diameter of the two ends. This diameter variation serves several
functions, most of which we will discuss in Chapter 5. One of those functions is to lower
the resonance fi-equency slightly below f = a/2Ax, where Ax is the overall length of the
resonator. This fi-equency reduction is considered quantitatively in one of the exercises at
the end of this chapter. However, using the concepts of inertance and compliance, it is easy
to see qualitatively how this diameter variation leads to a lower resonance frequency: The
half-wavelength resonator can be thought of crudely as consisting of two compliance on the
two ends with an inertance the middle, so that the resonance crudely resembles that of the
double Helmholtz resonator shown in Fig. 2.4. If the diameter of the inertance is reduced,
L goes up according. to Eq. (2.6), and hence the resonance frequency of the CLC resonator
goes down as suggested by Eq. (2.8). Ikom an alternative point of view, if the diameter of
the compliance is increased, the value of C goes up according to Eq. (2.3), and again the
resonance iiequency of the CLC circuit goes down according to Eq. (2.8). In the example
drawn to scale in Fig. L 10, but with the branch to the re~lgerators sealed off, the resonance
frequency was 10% lower than the frequency for which the half wavelength equals the length
of the appsratus. (Nevertheless, we will continue to speak loosely of such a resonator as a
half wavelength resonator, because this phrase captures the essential nature of the standing
wave pressure msxima at the two ends and a velocity maximum in the center.)

Example: standing-wave refrigerator. The standing-wave refrigerator resonator,
shown in Figs. 1.11 and 1.12, also employs variations in diameter (visible in Fig. 1.11)
to reduce the resonance frequency below that for which a full wavelength would equal the
total path length around the resonator. The apparatus has left-to-right symmetry, so that
drking the loudspeaker pairs 180° out of phase ensures that pressure nodes appear at the
top center and bottom center of the resonator. Hence, these are the locations of high
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velocity, where inertance is important. The parts of the resonator near the loudspeakers
have high pressure amplitude and hence are the regions where compliance is important.
These compliance portions are enlarged in diameter relative to the inertance portions, so
the resonance frequency is reduced. ,. ,:.

Example: lumped approximation to half-wavelength resonator. For the uniform-
diameter half-wavelength resonator shown in Fig. 2.5a, the most accurate impedaice dl-
agram would have an infinite number of inertances AL and compliance dC, as suggested
by the large number of them in Fig. 2.5a, which would yield the sinusoidal z dependence
of pl and U1 shown. Numerical integrations for accurate results might have 10 or 20 such
segments, with each being integrated by a Runge-Kutta method so that each is effectively
subdivided even firther. However, the essence of the resonance is simply what is shown in
the’ phasor diagram of Fig. 2.5b, with pressure oscillations at the two ends having equal
magnitudes and opposite phases, and the velocity in the center phased 90° from’ the pres-
sures. Hence, if numerically accurate results are not needed, the essence can be captured
with the simpler impedance diagram shown in Fig. 2.5c, ”in which the central third of the
resonator is modeled as an inertance and the two ends as compliance. The accuracy of this
crude ap.prwimation is suggested by the close resemblance of the trapezoidal distributions
for pl and U1, as compared to the sinusoids of Fig. 2.5a. (For further consideration of the
accuracy of this crude approximation, see one of the aerci= at the end of the chapter.)

TTTT-TTTTT
IPII ]U,l

‘=*

(b) I -
Ui (center)

1p, (right end)

Figure 2.5: (a) The half-wavelength resonator, with sinusoidal pl (z) and U1(z), is prop-
erly regarded as an infinite series of infinitely small inertances and compliance. (b) The
phasors at the ends and center are particularly simple. (c) Two compliance and one iner-
tance capture these simple end behaviors, with reduced accuracy in values of ~1 and U1 at
intermediate z.
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2.2. Viscous and thermal effects in large channels

To introduce the key concepts of dissipation and gain into the lossless acoustics picture
developed so far, we’ll start with a simple “complete” thermoacoustics problem: the ordinary
viscous and thermal attenuation of sound propagating in a large channel due to the sound
wave’s interaction with the solid channel wall.

We consider sound-propagating in the z direction in an ideal gas within a channel with
constant cross-sectional area A and perimeter II. The hydraulic radius

Rh = A/l_I (2.9)

is conventionally defined as the ratio of cross-sectional area to perimeter. (The hydraulic
radius can also be thought of as the ratio of gas volume to gas-solid contact area, or as the
distance fkom a typical parcel of gas to the nearest solid surface. Note that the hydraulic
radius of a circular channel is haJ’ the circle’s actual radius!) In this section, we will consider
only channels for which R~ >> 6V and R~ >> 6K : the boundary-layer approximation. We
use our usual complex notation for tim~oscillatory quantities (pressure p, temperature T,
velocity component u in the x direction, density p, entropy per unit mass s) : -

P = pm+%[pl(z)eht] +... . (2.10)

u = Re [Ul(Z, y)etit] + ... . (2.11)

T = Tm+R [Tl(z, g)etit] + ... . (2.12)

p, s, etc. = similar to T, (2.13)

with p, k, etc. constant. In this section, the channel is assumed to be spatially isothermal,
so T~ is independent of z in Eq. (2.12). The coordinate y measures the distance from the
wall of the channel, with g = O at the wall, as shown in Fig. 2.6.

2.2.1. Viscous resistance

To develop quantitative understanding of viscous effects, we consider the situation illustrated
in Fig. 2.6 to find the y dependence of the gas velocity, using the x-component of the
momentum equation, for which the acoustic approximation is

dpl (X) 6%1(Z, y)
iwpm‘Zq(z, y) = –~+p

&2 “
(2.14)

The z derivatives of UI have been neglected because they are of order l/A, and hence
are much smaller than the g derivatives, of order l/6V. This equation is the appropriate
approximation to Newton’s law, F = ma, for a differential volume of gas: The left hand side
is mass times acceleration, and the right hand side is the sum of the forces-the pressure
force and the viscous force.

Equation (2.14) is an ordinary differential equation for U1(z, y) as a function of y. With
two boundary conditions, UI(y = O) = O at the solid surface and U1finite as y _ W, its
solution is
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oscillatingmotion

Figure 2.6: The coordinate system used in this section. In the boundary-layer approxi-
mation, the opposite wall of the channel is at such large g that it doesn’t appear in this
figure.

(a)

,rea;Yf%,A” ‘b) “ e ““p’
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6?

“.

‘1 ““”.
Ap, (inertance)

pi +Apl Apl (resistance)

Figure 2.fi The momentum equation describes inertial and resistive effects in a channel. (a)
A short channel, of length Ax and cross-sectional area A. (b) Impedance diagram showing
inertance L and resistan~ I&. (c) A typical phasor diagrams for this situation, showing
that the pressure dfierence Apl is the sum of inertial and resistive components.

This function shows how viscosity reduces the magnitude of the oscillatory velocity and
shifts its phase.

The complex notation iscompact and easy to manipulate, but diflicult to interpret intu-
itively. To gain a visual appreciation for the boundary-layer velocity expression, Eq. (2.15),
study Ani. VISCOUS/m, which displays the particle displacement Z(Y, t) = Re [ul (g)etit/iti] cc
Re [(1 – e-(l+i)~l~~) etit] with g vertical and the acoustic oscillation direction z horizontal.
The moving line can be imagined to be a very thin cloud of smoke moving with the oscil-
lating gas. The tic mark spacing on the vertical axis is the viscous penetration depth i5v.
Gas that is much closer than 6Vto the solid boundary is nearly at rest. Gas that is much
farther than 6V horn the solid boundary experiences essentially no viscous shear; it moves
with a velocity and displacement that are independent, of g. This inviscid motion is purely
inertial; the acceleration is in phase with the ‘force, which is —dpl/dz, so the displacement
is b phase with +dpl/dz. Gas that is roughly 6Vfrom the nearest solid surface moves with
a modified, y-dependent velocity and a significant, y-dependent phase shift.

In boundsry-layer approximation, we often need the spatial average, over the cross-
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sectional area A, of a boundary-layer function F(y) such as Eq. (2.15). Using Eq. (2.9)
defining the hydraulic radius, we can wiite such an average as

/
(F) = ; FdA = & ~Rh F(y) IIdy e ; jw F(y)dy.

ho

Thus, the spatial average of Eq. (2.15) is

[

(5V

1

dpl
&(l-i)2Rh d~”(u,). ~ — —

‘Pm

(2.16)

(2.17)

In the previous section, the lossless momentum equation led to Eq. (2.5) and to the concept
of inertance for a short channel with length Ax and srea S. Now, including losses, Eq. (2.17)
shows that the corresponding expression is

Apl = –
Wpm Ax/A

u~
1 – (1 – i)6v/2Rh

(2.18)

= –zu~ (2.19)

= -(iLJL+RV)U1, (2.20)

so viscosity adds viscous resistance RV in series with inertance L to comprise total series
impedance Z = RV+ tiL as shown in Fig. 2.7b. In this boundary-layer appraimation, the
inertance and resistance are

to lowest order in 6v/Rh; II is the perimeter of the channel and AS = 11Ax is its surface
area. Note that Rv snd L are real; hence, the “i” in Eq. (2.20) implies that the inertial
contribution to the pressure difference leads the resistive contribution by 90°, as shown in
Fig. 2.7c.

So think of any length of channel as having resistance caused by viscosity and inertance
caused by mass. A fat channel, with Rh >> 6V, has WL >> Rv. In fact, in that limit the
ratio wL/RV is proportional to A/lMV, so it is useful to think of the core of the channel,
with volume A Ax, as being responsible for the inertance, while the lossy inner skin of the
channel, with volume of order Ih$vAx equal to the channel’s surface area times the viscous
penetration depth, as being responsible for the resistance.

Example: orifice puketube refrigerator. Consider the lumped-element comp~
nents at the top of the orifice pulse-tube refrigerator shown in Fig. 1.16: a compliance, an
inertante, and two valves. The purpose of these components is to provide an adjustable
acoustic impedance at the top of the pulse-tube refrigerator, with the adjustments made by
the valve settin~. To make a simple example, we will neglect resistances in the inertance
and compliance, so that the network will be regarded as shown in Fig. 2.8a. We consider
a 40-Hz, 3.1-MPa helium operating point, with the network at 300 K. The compliance has
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a volume of 9.8 liters, so according to Eq. (2.3) C = 1.9 x 10-9 m3/Pa and its impedance
“ l/we = 2.1 MP*s/m3. The inertance has a length of 2.5 m and a dkuneter of 2.4 cm, so

according to Eq. (2.6) L = 26800 Pa-s2/m3 and its impedance WL = 6.7 MPa-s/m3. To
keep this example simple, regmd the two valves as resistances R8 and&, adjustable horn
zero to infinity. Then the net impedance provided by the network is

z=
1 1

1/ (i.uL + R.) + l/Q + =“
(2.23)

Plotting Eq. (2.23) for all values of R. and Q shows that adjustment of the two valves
allows access to the entire region of complex Z that is shaded in Fig. 2.8b.

Figure 2.8: (a) Impedance diagram for the acoustic network,at the top of the orifice pulse-
tube retilgerator. (b) The shaded zone of the plot shows values of Z accessible by adjusting
the two valves. (c) Phasor diagram for one case in which the valve labeled “&” is closed.

Suppose the va@es were set so that I& = co (i.e. closed) and Rs = 3.35 MPa-s/m3.
Then Eq. (2.23) shows that Z = (3.35 + i4.6) MPa-s/m3, so the phase of Z is 54°. The
phasor dia~am for this case is shown in Fig. 2.8b, where we have arbitrarily chosen the
phase of U1 to be zero.

If we use DeltaE to model the inertance, we can account for its series resistance R.. For
one operating ,point, “such a DeltaE model is

BEGIN the setup
3. 1114E+06 a Mean P

42.000 b Freq.
305.20 c T-beg

9. 3205E+04 d iP !@O
0.0000 e Ph(p) O

4. 3536E-02 f IUI@O
-98.944 g Ph(U) O

helium Gas type

Pa
Hz
K
Pa
deg

m-3/s
deg
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ideal Solid type .
I —------ —------ -----------------.. 1 ---------------------- -----------

ISODUCT the inertance
4.6400E-04 a Area m-2 2.0075E+05 A Ipl Pa
7.6360E-02 b Perim m 159.47 B Ph(p) deg

2.4900 c Length m 4.0435E-02 C IUI ‘m-3/s
5.0000E-04 d Srough -96.129 D Ph(U) deg

WecomputeZ= Apl/Ul, where Apl = (281 – i70) kpa is the pressure difference across the
inertanceand U1 = (0.0055+ iO.0416) m3/s is the average of the volumetric velocities at the
twoends of theinertance. The result isZ= (0.78 + i6.86) MPa-s/m3, so that L =27300
Pa-s2/m3, WL = 6.86 MPa-s/m3, and R. = 0.78 MPa-s/m3. Ourneglect of& with respect
to WL in the previous paragraph was reasonable but not excellent; this calculated R. is
kwger than we would guess horn UL6V/R~because DeltaE includes the effect of turbulence,
which we will discuss in Chapter 5. Our estimate of L in the previous paragraph differed
only 270 from the result of this numerical integration.

Example: standing-wave refrigerator. Consider one of the central tees in the
standing-wave reiiigerator of Fig. 1.11. These locations are pressure nodes, so compli-
ance (though it could be calculated) is irrelevant here; these are locations of high velocity,
so inertance and series resistance are important. Because of the way the black cones fit into
the tees, the horizontal passage through each tee actually comprises three ducts in series: a
12.7-cm-long, 11.2-cm-diam duct between two 5.7-cm-long, 10.2-cm-diam ducts. We com-
pute L and R. for each of these at a typical operating point: 300 K, 92 Hz, 8% argon and
92% helium at a mean pressure of 324 kPa. Since 6. is only 0.3 mm, the boundary-layer
Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) are appropriate. The results are L = 24.1 Pa-s/m3, WL = 13900
Pa-s/m3, and RV = 75 Pa-s/m3. Indeed, WL >> R., as expected for a largediameter com-
ponent. These two tees, with parts of the cones nearby, contribute the inertance necessary
for the full-wave resonance. Although the resonator is not really lumped-element, we could
represent it crudely as such, as shown in Fig. 2.9.

I
d
+-j

Figure 2.9: Crudest representation of the resonator of the standing-wave refrigerator.

2.2.2. Thermal-relaxation conductance

The viscous effects discus-d thus far are only one component of acoustic attenuation at
a solid boundary; thermal relaxation effects can be equally important wherever oscillating
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pressure exists, as it causes an oscillating temperattie. The general equation of heat transfer
[26]

(z “Vw+v”vp)=‘v”(kVT)P% & +V

+(tetis quadratic in velocity) (2.24)

expresses the fact that the temperature changes with time because of the sum of three
effects: pressure changes, thermal conduction, and some velocity terms that don’t concern
us in the acoustic approximation. An example of the pressureindumd temperature changes
is shown in Ani. Thermal /w. The animation shows temperature, pressure, and gas motion
in a half-wavelength resonance; the temperature oscillations are both proportional to and in
temporal phase with the pressure oscillations. Such adiabatic “temperature oscillations are
present in all sound waves in ke space, although for typical “audio” amplitudes they me
too small to be readly noticed.

Adopting the usual complex notation for the relevant variables, as &pressed above in
Eqs. (2.10)-(2.13), we find that Eq. (2.24) reduces to

t32T1
tip~~Tl – iWpI = k—

&2
(2.25)

in the channel. Similar to the viscous derivation above, we have neglected the x derivatives
of T1 because they are of order l/A, and hence are much smaller than the g derivatives, of
order l/6~. The solid usually has sufficient heat capacity and thermal conductivity to enforce
T1 = Oon the gas at the solid surface y = O; the other necessary boundary condition is that
T1 (00) is finite. Equation (2.25) is an ordinary differential equation for T1(y), identical in
form and boundary condition to Eq. (2.14) for UI(y). Exploiting the similarity, the solution
can be written

T1 = ~ [, - .-(1+0,/6.] p, 7 (2.26)

and its spatial average can be written

, (T,)= ~
[

(5.

1
1 – (1 – i)~ PI.. .

Pm%
(2.27)

Equation (2.26) shows how thermal contact with the solid surface reduces the magnitude
and shifts the phase of the oscillatory temperature, similar to the effect of viscosity on
oscillatory velocity discussed above. Gas that is much farther than 6. from the nearest
solid surface is essentially adiabatic, experiencing adiabatic temperature oscillations T1 =
(1/p~~) P1 in phase with the pressure oscillations (as shown in Ani. Thermal /w). The
temperature of gas that is much closer than 6. to the nearest solid surface oscillates little;
it is locked to the time-independent wa~ temperature T~ by the heat capacity of the solid
wall. At approximately 6~ from”the nearest-solid surface, these oscillations are reduced in
magnitude and shifted in phase. In this boundary-layer limit, the functional dependence of
Eq. (2.26) is shown in Ani. Thermal /y, in which the tics on the y axis are sepsrated by 6..
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This animation shows the oscillating temperature as a function of time and distance y from
the wall,

T(I/, t) = T~ +
1

— Re [(1 – e(l+ilul$’) pletit] , (2.28)
Pm%

with the motion of the gas toward and away from the wall illustrated by the vertical straight
limesmoving left and right.

Using

dp = –$dT + ;dp (2.29)

we can express the spatially averaged density as

‘m Tl) +(PI) = ‘—T~ ( ~,. (2.30)

Now we are finally ready to work with the continuity equation. Averaging Eq. (1.9) over
the cross-sectional area of the channel gives

d(uJ ~
‘w(Pl)+Pm~= “

Using Eqs. (2.30) and- (2.27), and eliminating ~ by using

Pm%=L—y–lpmTm’

yields

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

as an acoustic expression of the cent inuity equation in the presence of thermal relaxation
effects.

In the previous section, the lossless continuity equation led to Eq. (2.2) and the concept
of compliance. Here, the continuity equation leads to Eq. (2.33), which includes both com-
pliance and thermal relaxation. Equation (2.33) can be rewritten for a short channel shown
in Fig. 2.10a with volume V = A AX as

PI = –ZAU1, (2.34)

where Z is the parallel combination .of a compliance and a resistance,

1
—= tic+;,“z (2.35)

K

as shown in Fig. 2.10b. The effective compliance is given by

c=~
‘YPm
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(a) (b)
1 1

~rea ;a”’+’~ ~

(c)

AU1(compliance)
UI + AUl

Figure 2.10: The continuity equation describes compliant and resistive effects in a channel.
(a) A short channel, of length AX and cross-sectional area A. (b) Impedance diagram showing
compliance C and parallel resistance lifi. (c) A typical phasor diagram for this situation,
showing that the volumetric velocity change AU1 is the sum of compliant and resistive
components.

to lowest order in i$~ill~. The effective resistance & that is in parallel with the compliance
is

R. e
27p~

U(7–1)6.S’
(2.37)

inversely proportional to the volume S6fi which experiences thermal relaxation.
So think of any channel as having compliance and thermal-relaxation resistance, which

cause AU1 to change from one end of the channel to the other. A wide open volume, with
V >> S6., has wC’ >> I/RE, so the compliance dominates the net impedance. It is usefid
to think of the core of the volume V, with adiabatic Compressibility, as being responsible
for the compliance, while the vicinity of the inner surface, with effective volume S6K equal
to the channel’s surface mea times the thermal penetration depth, has a compressibdity
intermediate between the adiabatic and isothermal compressibilities and is responsible for
the thermal-relaxation resistance.

Example: standing-wave engine. Consider one of the outer “hot ducts” (outboard
of the hot heat exchangers) in the standing-wave engine of Fig. 1.10. This location is near
a velocity node, so inertance and series resistance are unimportant. We will compute the
compliance and its parallel thermal-relaxation resistance at a typical operating point: 3
M.Pa helium, 390 Hz, 800 K. Each hot duct has a volume of 120 cm3 and a surface area
of 130 cm2 (accounting properly for the surface area and blocked volume due to electrical
feedthroughs passing through this space). Since 6. is only 0.2 mm, we can use boundary-
layer Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37), finding C = 2.4 x 10-11 m3/Pa, l/wC = 17 MPa-s/m3, and
R.= 2350 MPa-s/m3.
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oscillatingmotion
- >

.~

~ dT=/dx + O

F@re 2.11: The coordinate system used in this section. In the boundary-layer approxima-
tion, the opposite wall of the channel is at such large y >>6. that it doesn’t apear in this
figure.

Example: orifice pulse-tube refrigerator. The compliance at the top of the orifice
pulsAube refilgerator of Fig. 1.16 has a volume of 9.8 liters and a surface area of approx-
imately 0.3 m2. At 40 Hz with 3.1 MPa helium, we calculated a few pages ago that its
compliance is C = 1.9 x 10–9 m3/Pa and 1/uC = 2.1 MPa-s/m3. Equation (2.37) shows
that & = 950 MPa-s/m3. Hence, l/11~ can be safely neglected in comparison to wC.

2.3. Inviscid boundary-layer thermoacoustics

Now we’ll finally proceed to thermoacoustics problems in which a mean temperature gradient
along the direction of acoustic oscillation is significant. The simplest such problem that I
know of is not perfectly realistic, because viscosity is neglected. (However, viscosity can’t
really be neglected, because viscous and thermal penetration depths in gases are typically
about the same size.) Nevertheless, to gain intuition about thermoacoustics, we’ll begin
with a brief consideration of this unrealistic inviscid problem.

Consider a nonzero temperature gradient dT~/dz along the direction z of acoustic os-
cillations, with a plane solid boundary at g = O, as shown in Fig. 2.11. Start fkom the
general equation of heat transfer, Eq. (2.24), substitute the appropriate form of the acoustic
approximation

P = pm+ lie [petit] + ... . (2.38)

u = Re [ul(z, g)etit] + ... . (2.39)

T= T~ (x) + Re [Tl(z, y)eti~] + ... . (2.40)

p, s, etc. = similar to T, (2.41)

and keep first-order terms to obtain the appropriate acoustic equation of heat transfer,

(2.42)

This dflerential equation for T1(g) is similar to Eq. (2.25) but with an additional nonzero
dT~/dx term. Remember we are assuming that the gas viscosity is zero, so UI is independent
of y in this section. The necessary boundary conditions are T1(0) = O and T1(co) is finite.
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The solution is

(Tl= ~–
U1dT~

Pm% )
~~ [,- .-(1+4,,6.]

‘,
(2.43)

which resembles Eq. (2.26), but with more complexity arising fkom the U1dTm/dz term.
This solution is the product of two factors. The first factor gives the overall magnitude of the
oscillating temperature at distances y >> 6Vfrom the solid boundary, and the second factor
describes the y dependence of that oscillating temperature close to the solid boundary.

The y-dependent factor is the same complex boundary-layer function that we’ve seen
before, in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.26), and in Anis. Viscous /m and Thermal /y. View Ani.
Thermal /y again, and consider Fig. 2.12, which shows the real and imaginary psrts of the
second factor h I@ (2.43). You should be able to visualize the time evolution shown in the
animation being a smooth pro~ession in time between the real and imaginary psrts shown
in Fig. 2.12, from real part to minus imaginary part to minus real part to imaginary part
and back to real part.

The magnitude factor in Eq. (2.43) is itself the sum of two terms, each of which is easy
to understand. The fist term is simply the adiabatic temperature oscillation: When the
pressure goes up the temperature goes up, and when the pressure goes down the temperature
goes down. The second term is due to gss motion along Z, along the temperature gradient,
and is due to the fact that the Eulerian, fixed-in-the-laboratory point of view used in the
conventional formulation of the equations of fluid mechanics that we use. In all of our
equations, such as Eqs. (2.38)–(2.43) in the present section, (z, g) refers to a fixed location
in space, past which gas moves. The U1dT~/dz term in Eq. (2.43) simply reflects this
reference tiame: When a gas with a temperature ~adient moves adiabatically past that
point in space, the temperature at that point in space changes. (The alternative, Lagragian
point of view focuses greater attention on a particular parcel of gas as it moves, not on a
fixed location in space. The Lagrangian viewpoint is often better for developing intuition,
so we iely on it in most of the animations. In the Lagrangian viewpoint, a parcel of gas at
Y >> 6X experiences T1 = PI/P~q, quite independent of its velocity or whether a nonzero
dT~/dz exists.)

So the magnitude factor in Eq. (2.43) is simply the linear superposition of adiabatic
pressure-induced temperature oscillations and adiabatic motion-induced temperature oscil-
lations.’ The magnitude factor is complex It can have any sign and phase, depending on
the relative phases of pl and U1and the relative magnitude of the pressure term relative to
the motion term.

For standing-wave phasing, the entire magnitude factor in Eq. (2.43) can be zero, if

Ipll IUIIdT’—— (2.44)

In this special circumstance, the gas properties, standing-wave impedance, and temperature
gradient conspire so that the pressure-induced temperature oscillation and motion-induced
temperature oscillation are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. This circumstance is
illustrated in Ani. Standing /c, where the upper part of the display shows a standing wave
in a resonator with a stack neim’the left end, with blue marker lines showing the moving gas.
one particular piece of gas is highlighted with a moving white dot in the stack. The yellow
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1 real

&-
Y/&

real and imaginary part of the y-dependent factorFigure 2.12: The

oval marks the region that is shown magnified at. the left center of the d~play, which shows

in Eq. (2.43).

that same parcel ~f moving gas and short fragments of the two stack plates adjacent to it.
The volume of that parcel of gas changes in response to pressure and temperature. At the
bottom left of the display is a plot of temperature vs position, in which the temperature of
the parcel is the blue trace, and that of the nearby plate in the stack is the white line. Here,
& w 6., so the thermal contact is poor; the parcel’s temperature oscillation is due entirely
to adiabatic pressure oscillation, and its temperature oscillation and motion just happen to
match the local temperature gradient dT~/dx exactly, so that the temperature at a jixed
location is independent of time.

This circumstance’ is sufficiently important for standing-wave engines and retilgerators
that we give it a specific name, the critical temperature gradient:

(2.45)

[The notation (VT~).~i~,though more precise, is too awkward.] We will see later that inviscid
standing-wave engines have dT~/dz >‘ VTC~it,and inviscid standing-wave refrigerators have
dTm/dx < VTC~it.Although the reality of nonzero viscosity blurs this boundary considerably,
VTC~i~as defined in Eq. (2.45) still provides a useful benchmark.

Equation (2.43) is complex enough—in the literal sense of “compl=” with real and
imaginary parts, and in the common English meaning of “complex” —that the combination
of the complex y dependent factor with the complex magnitude factor can yield essentially
any sign, phase, and overall magnitude that you might want. Much of the rich variety
encountered in thermoacoustics+tanding wave behavior, traveling wave behavior, small-
pore behavior and well-spaced behavior-fundamentally arises from the complexity of Eq.
(2.43), expressing the simple thermal contact between an acoustic wave and an adjacent
solid boundary parallel to the wave propagation direction.

2.4. General thermoacoustics

Having gained some intuition with the inviscid, boundary-layer thermoacoustics problem in
the previous section and the boundary-layer dissipation problem earlier, we now proceed with
a fully general derivation of the dynamic equations of .thermoacoustics, including viscosity
and arbhwy shape and size of channels.
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2.4.1. The math

Naturally, the equations are based on the acoustic approximation, with the relevmit variables
now written as ..

P = Pm+ @ [PI(z)etit] ,

u = Re [Ul(z)eti’] ,

u = Re [ul (s, y, z)eiw’] ,

v, w = similar to u,

T = Tin(z)+ Re [Tl(z, y, z)eti’] ,

p, s = similar to T ,

.P = p(x),

a, k, etc. = similar to p

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

In this section, we are most interested in pl and ~1, as described by the momentum and
continuity equations.

For clarity, we continue to consider here only the case of large solid heat capacity, so that
the temperature of the solid material in the stack is simply Tin(Z), independent of time, y,
and z; and we continue to restrict our attention to ideal gases. (For finite solid heat capacity
or non-ideal gas effects, see [25].)

The presence of nonzero dTm/dx has .no effect on the momentum equation in the acoustic
approximation. Hence, we have for the z-component of the momentum equation

(2.54)

The z derivatives of U1 have been neglected because they are of order l/A, and hence are
much smaller than the y or z derivatives, of order l/6V. Regarding Eq. (2.54) as a differential
equation for U1(y, z), with boundary condition U1= Oat the solid surface, the solution is

dpl
U1= ~ [1 – L(v,z)l~>

‘Pm
(2.55)

where hV(g, z) depends on the specific geometry under consideration.
Integrating both sides of Eq. (2.55) with respect toy and z over the cross-sectional area

A of the channel, we obtain the volumetric velocity Z71on the left side and we convert hV ‘
on the right side into its spatial average ~V. Solving for dpl yields

dpl = –
iWpmdx/A

UI.
~ – fv.

(2.56)

In effect, we regard this approximation to the momentum equation as the origin of pressure
gradient in thermoacoustics: The motion U1 of the gas causes the pressure gradient. If

fv = O, the pressure gradient is entirely “inertial” , as indicated by the “i” in Eq. (2.56),
but when j’V # O the presence of viscosity and the stationary boundaries adds a resistive
component to the pressure gradient and also effectively changes the magnitude of the inertial
contribution.
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The function h. and its spatial average fV are known for many geometries. The complex
function _fuis plotted for some of these geometries in Fig. 2.13. AS we saw above, for---
wide-open channels for which the boundary-layer approximation is appropriate,

h = ~–(l+w

f

(H)6’
=

2R~ “

If we take g = Oto be the center between parallel plates of separation 2yo = 2&,

h
= cosh [(1 + i) y/6]

cosh [(I + i) ye/6] ‘

f
tanh [(1+ i) yo/6]

=

(1+ i) gJ6 “

For chcular pores of radius R = 2Rh,

h = Jo [(i – 1) r/6]

JO[(i – 1) R/b] ‘

f=

2J1 [(i – 1) R/A]

Jo [(i – 1) R/6] (i – I) R/6’

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

where the coordinate r = ~-. These functions are also known for rectangular channels
[36] of dimensions 2go x 2~ :

h=l–$~
sin (m7rg/2yo) sin (n7rz/2zo)

> (2.63)
mnY~n

m,n odd

f = 1-; ~ ~,n:ymn,

m,n odd

where

Y
7PC52

mn=l–i—
8y;z;

(m22~ + n2y~) ,

(2.64)

(2.65)

and for the spaces between pins oriented along the direction of acoustic oscillations, each of
radius ri and arranged in a triangular array [37] with center-t~center spacing 6 rO/ W cx
1.905r0 :

(2.66)

(2.67)

where ~ = (i – 1) r/6.
In the continuity equation, an expression for the spatial average over y and z of the

oscillatory temperature, (Tl ) , is required. As above, it is derived horn the general equation
of heat transfer, for which the acoustic approximation is
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Figure 2.13: Spatial-average function ~ for several geometries. The rectangle here has 6:1
aspect ratio, and the pin array has rO/ri = 6. The boundary-layer limit is approached at
large .& in all geometries.

when dT~/dx # O. Regarding this as a differential equation for the g and z dependence of
Tl, and following the same procedure as before but now including the g and z dependence
of U1and allowing. for arbitrary channel cross section, we find that

(2.68)

and

(Tl) = J-(l-L)P, - .J ~v)~ (1 - f;-’’f”) !+, (2.69)— —

which are comparable to Eqs. (2.26), (2.27), and ~pecially (2.43).
In the continuity equation, we must now include the z dependence of pm :

b h) + ~ (Pm(Ul)) =0.

Substituting Eqs. (2.69) and (2.30) into this yields

(2.70)
.

(2.71)

This expression finds easy physical interpretation as a complete thermoacouqtic approxima-
tion to the continuity equation. The two terms in Eq. (2.71) show that a, gradient in tll
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can be caused either by pressure or by velocity along the temperature gradient. Consider
the pressure term first. If $. = O, there is no thermal contact between gas and solid, so
the density oscillations are adiabatic; in this case, l/~p~ is the correct compressibility, and
the compliance of the segment of channel of length dz must be A dz/~pm = dV/~p~, as
we found in Eq. (2.3). At the other extreme, if .f~ = 1, the thermal contact between gas
and solid is perfect, so the gas is anchored at the local solid temperature. In this case,
the isothermal compressibility l/p~ is appropriate. For intermediate thermal contact, an
effective compr~sibility [1+ (~ – l)~J/~p~, intermediate in magnitude and with nontrivial
phase, describes the spatial average of the density oscillations in response to pressure oscil-
lations. Next consider the velocity term, in the easily interpreted inviscid limit (with .fV= O
and o = O) so that it is simply ~Jl dT~/T~. If j. = O, there is no thermal contact between
gas and solid, the velocity term is zero, and the gas density does not change as it moves
along x. In the other extreme, if ~. = 1, the gas is always at the local solid temperature,
so that as it flows toward higher T~ its density decreases and its velocity increases. In the
more general, and more interesting, intermediate regime, oscillatory motion of the gas along
the temperature gmdient leads to complex density oscillations.

Equations (2.56) and (2.71) are applicable to a wide variety of thermoacoustic circum-
stances, and may be considered two of the principal tools of thermoacoustic analysis. Many
earlier expressions in this chapter are simplified limits of these equations, and in the next
subsection we will clcsely examine the effective compliance, inertance, and resistances indi-
cated by these two equations.

[One more detaik The ~aphs and equations for f versus &J6 that we’ve seen so far
have liited several different geometries of interest mostly for standing-wave thermoacoustics.
It is possible to follow through the same kind of analysis for the stacked-screen regenerators
that are usually used in Stirling systems. Here’s an outline of the derivation [38]. Assuming
a sinusoidal volumetric velocity through a stacked-screen regenerator, and assuming that
published steady-flow data [39] for stacked-screen viscous pressure drop and heat transfer
are valid at each instant of time during this oscillation, a Fourier transform of the appropriate
continuity and momentum equations can be taken, with those very complicated published
curves of pressure drop and heat transfer built in. The results can be rearranged to yield
f. and f. as a function of Rl,/6Kand R~/&, the volumetric porosity of the screens, and the
peak Reynolds number of the flow. The results are only valid for small &/6~, which is the
regime of interest for traveling-wave devices. The results look qualitatively like the low-&/6
parts of the curves in Fig. 2.13, with slightly different results for different porosities in the
screen bed and for different Reynolds numbers (i.e., difIerent acoustic amplitudes). Another
minor detail that you can find in the Ref. [38]: the fK that shows up in the pl term of
continuity equation is actually a little different than the fK that shows up in the 171term.]

Finally, at this point we could combine Eqs. (2.56) and (2.71), eliminating ZJl,to obtain
a second-order differential equation in pl:

This is Rott’s wave equation, a milestone in the development of thermoacoustics. (Strictly,
we should call it a Helmholtz equation, because the time derivatives have been replaced by
iw’s.) For numericq,lcomputations, it is easiest to use Eqs. (2.56) and (2.71) separately; and
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I think that greater intuition can be gained by considering Eqs. (2.56) and (2.71) separately,
as we shall do in the next subsection.

2.4.2. The ideas ‘ ‘ “ ‘ ““ : “ “

The principal results of the last subsection were the thermoacoustic versions of the momen-
tum and continuity equations, Eqs. (2.56) and (2.71):

dpl = –
?bpn dx/A

l–fv
Ul,

In this subsection, we will try to gain a deep intuitive appreciation of these two equations,
following the outline indicated in Fig. 2.14. In the figure, the channel of length AX is
considered in two ways: ‘in terms of the momentum equation to obtain its inertance and
viscous resistance, and in terms of the continuity equation to obtain its compliance, thermal-
relaxation resistance, and thermally induced volumetric velocity source. Combining-the&
two points of view yields a. complete impedance picture for thermoacoustics, just as the
momentum and continuity equations provide a complete description of the dynamics linking
pl and ~1.

We begin with the momentum equation. If we rewrite Eq. (2.56) in the form

dpl = – (iwl dx + r. dz) Ul, (2.73)

as shown schematically in the left part of Fig. 2.14, then the inertance and viscous resistance
per unit Ien&h of channel can be written

1
1 – Re [f.]

p - fvl’

and

Tv _ WpmIm [–fv]

A II –fvl’ “

(2.74)

(2.75)

The boundary-layer expressions earlier in this chapter, Eqs. ” (2.21) and (2.22), are simply
limiting forms of Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75) for large R~/6V.

Study Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75) and Fig. 2.13 carefully, and think of any channel as having
inertance and resistance, with the details depending on fv. Both 1and rV are always positive
(and real). Hence, the momentum equation can never give behavior that looks like negative
inertial mass, nor can it give a negative flow resistance. Fkom the limiting behavior of fv for
large Rh shown in Fig. 2.13, it is clear that in that limit 1 ~ pm/A and rV -0. At less-
than-infinite but still large R~, rV rises above zero as the importance of viscous drag at the
wall increase, and Zrises above pm/A as the viscous penetration depth at the wall effectively
reduces the available flow area. This is the regime of interest in resonator components and
in pulse tubes. Forming the ratio

_ Im [–f.]rV

W1 1 – Re [~V]’
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we can easily see that in the vicinity of Rh = 6V the resistive and inertial parts of the
impedance are of comparable magnitude. This is the regime of interest in the stacks of
standing-wave thermoacoustic devices. In the smallest passages, such as in the regenerators
of traveling-wave devices, the inertial part of the impedance is negligible compared to the
resistive part.

Now examine the continuity equation. We rewrite Eq. (2.71) in the form

((KJI= – iucdx +
)

~dx PI +edz Ul, (2.77)

as shown schematically in the right part of Fig. 2.14. The two familar symbols in the figure
represent the compliance per unit length

c= ~ (I + [~ - I]Re [f.])
7Pm

(2.78)

and the thermal-relaxation conductance per unit length, which is the inverse of a resistance

1_=-y-luAIm[-~.]
(2.79)

T6 ‘Y pm “

The boundary-layer expressions earlier in this chapter, such as Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37), are
simply limiting forms of Eqs. (2.78) and (2.79) for R~/6~ ~ cm.

Study Eqs. (2.78) and (2.79) and Fig. 2.13 carefully. Both c and r. are always positive
(and real). From the limiting behavior of j. for large channel size shown in Fig. 2.13,
it is clear that in that limit c ~ A/qIp~ and r~ ~ w. At less-than-infinite but still
large channel size, I/r& rises above zero as the importance of thermal relaxation at the wall
increase, and c rises above A/~p~ as the thermal penetration depth at the wall contributes
a greater compressibility per unit volume than the compressibility far from the wall. This
is the regime of interest in resonator components and in pulse tubes. Forming the ratio

1_ = (v-1) Im [-f.]
urKc l+(~–l)Re [~.]’

(2.80)

we can easily see that in the vicinity of lt~ m 6Kthe thermal-relaxation resistance and the
compliance parts of the impedance are of comparable magnitude. This is the regime of
interest in the stacks of standing-wave thermoacoustic devices. In the smallest passages,
such as in the regenerators of traveling-wave devices, the thermal-relaxation-resistance part
of the impedance is negligible compared to the compliance part.

The third, new symbol in the impedance diagram represents a controlled source e dx VI
(or sink, depending on sign) of volumetric velocity, proportional to the local volumetric
velocity U1 itself, with proportionality constant

(f.- f.) 1 dTm.—
‘=(l–j’V)(l-a)T~dz

(2.81)

which represents a sort of complex gain/attenuation constant for volumetric velocity, and
which arises only when the temperature gradient dT~/dz along the channel is nonzero.
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Figure 2.14 Summary of the most important concepts of this chapter.
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The e~l term in the continuity equation has no dependen& on pl, so it must not represent
any sort of compressibility. To understand this term, let pl = Oso that c and r~ don’t confuse
the issues in this paragraph. The dependence of the eUl term on dT~/dx is key. In a pulse
tube or other large-diameter thermal buffer column, ~. and ~. are very small, so that e = O
even though dT~/dz #. O. In this case, the e~l term in the continuity equation simply says
that whatever volumetric velocity goes in one end comes out the other end. The behavior is
essentially the same as the displacement of a solid piston with a temperature gradient and
mass-density .gradent. At the opposite extreme, if a nonzero temperature gradient dTm/dx
exists along a channel with very small pore size, such as in a regenerator, the volumetric-
velocity source term e~l is very important. The small-channel limit of I@ (2.81) is most
important and most easy to appreciate: For .R~<< 6Nand l?~ << 6V,

mim’2‘1eUl N —— . (2.82)

In this case, the etll term in the continuity equation says that dU1/U1= dTm/Tm: The
volumetric velocity is amplified in proportion to the temperature rise (or attenuated in
proportion to a temperature drop). This is easy to understand as constancy of first-order
mass flux p~U1, which for an ideal gas is equivalent to constancy of U1/7!! : Whatever mass
flux goes in one end must come out the other. In this limit of good thermal contact, T1 = O
so there can be no oscillating mass density in the volume dV.

The even greater complications of the intermediate regime, R~/6fi ~ 1, encountered in
the stacks of standing-wave systems, is suggested by the boundary-layer limit of Eq. (2.81):

(2.83)

In this case, the volumetric velocity source is proportional to the volumetric velocity itself,
but with a phase shift of –45°.

If now we combine the momentum and continuity pictures as shown at the bottom of Fig.
2.14, we arrive at a complete, general impedancepicture of thermoacoustics in any channel.
We can thigk of pl, tll, Tm, dTm, and the geometry as given, so that the impedance diagram
serves as a reminder of how the continuity and momentum equations yield dpl and dUl.

In most circumstances in a given location in a thermoacoustic system, many or most of
the components in this general impedance picture can be neglected. Recalling that 6. N 6V
for ideal gases, we can form a table that summarizes relative sizes and importance

resonator Rh >>6 wl >> r. wc >> I/rK e=O
pulse tube Rh >>6 W1>> r. wc >> l/rx e-()

stack &Nb wl-rv wcN1/rK e complex
regenerator Rh << b W1<< ru wc >> l/r. e cx VTm/Tm

Further simplification in understanding thermoacoustic devices can be achieved by consid-
ering the relative sizes of p] and t.ll in a given component, to determine whether either L or

C can be neglected.

Example: Standing-wave engine. Each stack in the engine of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10
was of parallel-plate construction, with gaps between plates of 0.010 inch, so Rh = 0.13
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Figure 2.15: Schematic impedance diagram for the standing-wave engine example.

mm. At the stack center, where the temperature is about 550 K, the thermal and viscous
penetration depths are 6. = 0.12 mm and & = 0.10 mm at a typical operating point with
3 MPa helium at 390 Hz. Hence, with Rh/6. = 1.1 and Rh/6V = 1.3, we know that all of
the impedance components—inertance, viscous resistance, compliance, thermal-relaxation
resistance, and volumetric-velocity source—co uld be important. However, the stacks are
close to the velocity nodes of the standing wave, so it is likely that the inertance and viscous
resistance will be less important than the other three components. The impedance diagram
shown in Fig. 2.15 probably has adequate detail to convey the most important features
of the appsratus. The overall resonance is portrayed as Helmholtz-like, with an inertance
between two compliance. Although this level of detail does not show the wave nature of the
x dependence of pl and U1 in the apparatus, it does successfully show that the pressures
on the left and right halves of the app~atus sre 180° out of phase, with the pressure on
the left half of the apparatus leading the volumetric velocity through the inerknce by 90°
and the pressure on the right half of the apparatus lagging the volumetric velocity through
the inertance by 90°. Judging by eye in Fig. 1.10 that the volumes of gas in each stack and
hot duct are comparable, we know that the stack compliance must be as important ss the
hot-duct complianc~ the stack compliance causes AtJl across the stack to be nearly as large
as ~1 itself at the hot end of the stack. It turns out that the thermal-relaxation resistance
and volume velocity source in the stack cause a smaller change in 1271]snd only about a 5°
phase shift between U1 at the left and right ends of each stack; the effects of the branch to
the refrigerators are-comparable.

To obtain more detailed information about pl and UI in this system, I gave DeltaE all
the geometry of half of the apparatus, the helium pressure, temperatures, etc., picked one
particular operating amplitude, and asked DeltaE to tabulate pl and U1 as a function of
position in the apparatus. (S,ee Appendix for details.) The result is shown in Fig. 2.16.
(In anticipation of the next chapter, the figure is flipped left-to-right relative to previous
figur~ of this apparatus.) I chose the phase of pl to be zero at x = O. Then for a standing
wave, we expect the pressure to remain real and to look largely like a cosine of x, and the
volumetric velocity to be imaginary and look largely like a sine of Z, as shown in the figure.
The dependence of A on Z, appararent in the scale drawing, causes IplI and ]UlI to deviate
from perfect trigonometric functions, but these deviations are not vi+ble to the naked eye
in the figure. For the most part, dpl/dx is due to inertance and U1, and dU1/dZ is due to
compliance and pl.

However, there are small out-of-phase components to pl and U1, which have been multi-
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Figure 2.16: Results of numerical integration of the momentum and continuity equations
for the standing-wave engine example. (a) Relevant portions of crude impedance diagram.
(b) Scale drawing of apparatus. (c) PI. (d) ~1.
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plied by 20 and 10 respectively in Fig. 2.16 in order to display them clearly. As with most
standing-wave systems, the phase difference betwea pl and U1remains so close to 90° that
phasor dlagrarns are of ‘limited usefulness. The step in WIU1] occurs at the branch to the
retilgerators, and accounts for the Ul flowing into the refrigerators. The upward slope of
Re[Ul] through the stack is due to the volumetric-velocity source term throughout the stack,
and the upward slope of k~l] is due to rV in the stack. The weaker slopes of Re[Ul] and
Im(pl] elsewhere are partly due to rK and r. elsewhere, but also from c and 1 interacting
with Im~l] and Re[U1], respectively.

Example: Traveling-wave engine. The regenerator in the engine of Figs. 1.13 and
1.14 is a bed of stainless-steel screen with a hydraulic radius of 42 ~m. At a typical operating
point, 80 Hz and 3 MPa helium gas, and with the center of the regenerator at 650 K, the
penetration depths are 6. = 300pm and 6. = 250.pm. Hence, we have Rh <<6, so inertance
and thermal-relaxation resistance are negligible, and the volumetric velocity &urce is well
described by Eq. (2.82). The regenerator is adequately modeled with the three components
labeled “regenerator” “m Fig. 2.17. The thermal buffer column is 9 cm diam, so it has
Rh >>6, ‘so its most important dynamic characteristic .is its compliance, aiso shown in Fig.
2.17. The feedback path is most roughly modeled as an inertance (the straight section) in
series with a compliance (the 180-degree U bend at the left end); we neglect the resistances
associated with these two components for now. The r~nator to the right of the junction is
approximately an ine;tance (the uniform-diam section) in series with a compliance (the blg
volume on the end), with both of these components having associated resistances. Neither
of these resonator components is really lumped, but we will neglect those details for now.
The adjustable load on the system, comprising an adjustable valve in series with a tank,
can be modeled as a resistance in.series with a compliance. Hence, the impedance diagram
of Fig. 2.17 shows the most important features of this system.

regenerator thermal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --. ,

180°bendmmn .,.........................main resonator

———— . . .
II

dt-

+ +. +

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

==
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

inertancetube
:+:

external:‘T’load : = ;
. . . . . . . .

Fi&e 2.17: Impedance diagram for traveling-wave engine example.

Animation Tashe /t shows these same features for the traveling-wave engine, omitting
the resonator and adjustable load. Study the animation and Fig. 2.17 together. In the
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animation, you should be able to “see” many features that we have discussed in this chapter.
The expected behavior of each of the two large compliance should be apparent, with UI
“in” differing from U1 “out” ; close examination will show the 90° phase diilerence between
AU1 and pl. The joining conditions~nservation of pl arid U1 at the transitions between
component~hould be apparent, such as”at the-ends of the inertance and at the three-way
junction. It should be apparent that the velocity through the regenerator, which is resistive,
is in phase with Apl, while the velocity through the inertance lags Apl by 90°. I know that
the compliance and volumetric-velocity source associated with the regenerator are ccnxectly
programmed in this animation too, but I confess they are too subtle for me to see here.

Example: Standing-wave refrigerator. Figure 2.18 shows a lumped-impedance di-
agram for the standing-wave refrigerator of Figs. 1.11 and 1.12. The stacks have R~/6 M 1,
so all of the impedance components—”mertance, viscous resistance, compliance, thermal-
rekmation resistance, and volumetric-velocity sourc~ould be important in them. In the
standing-wave engine above, we argued that the stacks were close to the velocity nodes of the
standing wave, so we neglected their inertance and viscous resistance. In this refrigerator,
the stacks are not so close to the velocity nodes, so we cannot neglect these momentum-
equation contributions. The loudspeakers contribute significantly to the dynamics, so we
should at least include the mass “and spring constant of each; I’ve made up new symbols
for theses rectangular brick for mass, and something that reminds me of automotive leaf
sprin~ for the spring constant.

r . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . -1 ~ r---------
I

%
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:r. . . . . -.-.....>
. . . ..-. -.J.
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II

r . . . . . . . . . . . -.1 :
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II — driver and
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Figure 2.18: Schematic impedance diagram for the standing-wave refrigerator example.
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Example: TYaveling-wave refrigerator. The @pedance diagram of Fig. 2.19a sym-

bolically represents the most important dynamic features of the orifice puls+tube re~lgerator
of Figs. 1.15 and 1.16. The rightmost compliance C is the -called compliance itself. The
adjacent inertance L and resistance R. represent the retilgerator’s inertance tube and two
valves, with valve settin~ the same as in the related example near Fig. 2.8 above: The
parallel valve ~ in Fig. 2.8 is closed, and the series valve R. in Fig. 2.8 is adjusted so
that R. = wL/2. The compliance of the pulse tube is significant, and is shown as C’Pt.With
R~/6 N 0.1 fi the regenerator, its compliance C&, viscous resistance R&, and
velocity source AUIS = –iYli. (~. – TcO1~)/~. represent the regenerator well.

u~in ul.~]d Ulout
(a) Plin ~ — Plpt Plc

T T T

(b) (c)

Plin
Uin

/

Plc

. .. ... .

volumetric

Figure 2.19: (a) Schematic impedance diagram of the orifice pulse-tube refrigerator. (b)
Phasor diagram, with the phase of UIOu~set to zero. (c) Same phasor diagram, but rotated
so that the phase .of plPt is set to ~ro.

.
I used the impedance diagram of Fig. 2.19a and quantitative information about the

hardware geometry to construct the phasor diagram of Fig. 2.19b, starting horn the right
end of the impedance network and working to the left. We already did part of the work in
Fig. 2.8c above; PIC, Ulout,and plPtare copied from that figure. The compliance of the pulse
tube then determines UICOld;next Cm~and Allls determine Ulin;finally K& determines pli~.

Example: imperfect inertance. Sometimes it is impossible to provide a desired
phase shift in Z = pl/UI using an inertance, because the unavoidable compliance and
viscous resistance can cause phase shifts of the opposite sign, as illustrated in Fig. 2.20.
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These variables are not completely independent, because the cross-sectional area, volume,
and surface area of a tube are not independent. Suppose that the viscous resistance TVand
the compliance c per unit length of this inertance are not negligible, as shown in the figure,
and suppose it is desired that 21. should lead Zo.t. Figure 2.20b shows that, even though
1 works in the correct direction, causing ph. to lead ploUt, the compliance c works to shift
Ulz. ahead of Ultit, so that the impact on the phase of Z could have either sign, depending
on the quantitative details of 1, rV, and c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

o

u’
pl—

r~dx 1dx rVdx 1dx

–r. dxU1

Z?_

Pj-dpl -id dxU1

R

1Cdx
.

–r”dxU,

L

PI-dq -id dxU,

G
~ -dU,

–iuc dxp]

Figure 2.20: (a) A lossy inertance and a compliance, such as might be used at the end
of a small pulse-tube refrigerator. A short length dx of the lossy inertance is highlighted.
(b) Impedance diagrams for the short length dx of the lossy inertance; on the left, the
compliance per unit length’ is negligible, while on the right it is not negligible. (c) Phasor
diagrams for the short length dx of the lossy inertance; on the left, the compliance per unit
length is negligible, while on the right it is not negligible.

2.5.Exercises

2.1 Review complex notation: show that p(t)u(t) = Re~ltil]/2 = IplIIulI(COS~) /2, where
@is the phase angle between PI and UI.

2.2 More review: show that the phase of the ratio of two complex numbers is the dflerence
between the phases of the numbers. Consider Z = p] /UI. What is the phase of the impedance
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of a traveling wave? If pressure oscillations lead velocity oscillations in a more general wave,
is the phase of the impedance positive or negative?

2.3 The sealed resonator shown in Fig. 2.21, consisting of a central duct of length 2As1
and area Al between two other ducts each of length AZ2 and area A2, is intermediate between
a double Helmholtz resonator and a plane wave resonator. Show that the fundamental
frequency is given by

(2.84)

Show that this reduces to something sensible when Az = Al. Show that it reduces to the
expression for a double Helmholtz res&ator for Al < A2, Azl <<A, and AX2 << A

t- “x-t--‘X2-i -

F@re 2.21: Geometry for exercise 2.3.

2.4 Does pl (z) = C sink represent a standing wave or a traveling wave? Does pi(z) =
Ceikz represent a standing wave or a traveling wave? Use the Iossless first-order momentum
equation to write down U1(z) in both cases. Use the lodes first-order continuity equation
to check your expressions for U1(z). How would you write pl (z) for a standing wave with a
temporal phase shift of 90° relative to this standing wave? What about a quarter-wavelength
spatial shift in the node locations?

2.5 Consider a Iossless duct of uniform cross-sectional area, sealed at both ends, of length
Ax. The fundamental resonance frequency is ~ = a/2 Ax, because that is the frequency for
which a half-wavelength wave “fits” in the pipe, with velocity nod= at the ~~ed ends”
If you knew nothing about waves, you might think this resonator was essentially like the
double Helmholtz resonator, with an inertial mass of gas in the central third of the resonator
bouncing against the compliance of gas in the outer thirds of the resonator. If you calculated
the resonance. frequency using this lumped-impedance” picture, how dflerent would your
result be from the true resonance fkequency a/2 Ax? What if you used the central half and
the outer quarters?

2.6 Veri& that Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60) approach E@. (2.57) and (2.58) as Rh/6 ~ w.

2.7 Combine Eqs. (2.56) and (2.71) to obtain Rott’s wave equation.

2.8 Check the derivations of all equations in this chapter, except Eqs. (2.59)—(2.67).

2.9 Look closely at the computer animations VISCOUSand Oscwall. Use “pause” on your
keyboard to study “viscous” very carefully. It looks like the gas motion about a penetration
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depth away iiom the wall leuds the motion farther horn the wall. D~ th~ make sense, or
did the author make a minus-sign mistake when he made the animation?

2.10 The specific acoustic impedance of a wave is defined as

Apl

‘=x”
(2.85)

Show that the specific acoustic impedance of a lossless plane traveling wave is *pa. Show that
the specific acoustic impedance of a lossless plane standing wave is &pa tan [w(Z – ZO)/a].
As the wave crosses horn a first duct of area Af to a second duct of area A., which impedance
is continuous-z or Z?

2.12 Show that T1/T~ = (y – l)pl/~p~ for an ideal gas experiencing adiabatic pressure
oscillations. What is the value of (~ – 1)/’y for your favorite gas? What is proportionality
constant liis T1/Tmand pl /p~ foy an ideal gas e~periencing isothermal pressure oscilla-
tions? How big is T1 at a few locations in your favorite hardware? How big is T’ for “audio”
acoustics in air?

2.13 Sketch IplI and either IU1I or I(ul) I for your favorite piece of hardware.

2.14 Estimate the inertance, compliance, and resistances of some components in your
favorite piece of thermoacoustics hardware. Compare R., wL, l/wC, and l/G.. Do the
relative magnitudes make sense?

2.15 A Helmholtz resonator consists of a 4 liter spherical volume V and a cylindrical
neck having a diameter of 2r = 2 cm and a length Ax = 5 cm. It is filled with air at 300
Kelvin and 1 bar.

What is the inertance of the neck? How does it compare with the mass of gas in the neck?
What is the compliance of the volume? What-is the resonance frequency? At resonance,
how does WL compare with l/wC? How does A compare with the various dimensions in the
problem? How do 6Vand 6. compare with the other dimensions?

2.16 Draw a reasonably detailed impedance diagram for your favorite piece of thermoa-
coustics hardware.

2.17 In this chapter, my choice of U1and pl as the variables of greatest interest led to the
forms of the momentum and continuity equations that,we used, and iiom thereto the forms
of the impedance diagrams that we used. However, other choices can be made, with equal
success if employed self consistently. Your task: reconstruct some of the important results
and figures of this chapter horn a different point of view, with the variables of greatest
interest being the average gas velocity (UI) and the force F1 = Apl exerted by the gas at x
on the gas at z + dx. To construct impedance diagrams, invent symbols for moving mass m,
spring k, dashpots RV and Gfi, and thermally induced velocity source d (uls) . Draw your
version of the impedance diagram for the most general thermoacoust ic element of length dx,
thinking carefully which components should be drawn in parallel (sharing the same (ul))
and in series (sharing the same Fl). What are the joining conditions from one segment to
the next, corresponding to our use of continuity of pl and UI in the text? Do you think your
version is more intuitively understandable than the version used in the text? Why or why
not ?

2.18 Assign names to the pressures and volumetric velocities at key locations in Fig. 2.17.
(Remember to define a positive direction for each velocity.) Construct a phasor diagram, by
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examinhg the figure and Ani. Tashe /t. Don’t worry about details; just try to get relative
phase angles correct to within +45°. Repeat this exercise for Fig. 2.18.

, -*,,.’ .
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3. POWER ~

Products of first-order variables (such as pl
importance in thermoacoustic engines and
teach that

and U1) represent power, which is of paramount
refrigerators. Introductory acoustics textbooks

(3.1)

which is called the acoustic intensity, is the time-averaged “power per unit area” in a sound
wave. It’s not so simple in thermoacoustics. We must be very careful to identify which type
of power we are talking about, because there are so many important types of energy and
power in thermodynamics-enthalpy, heat, Gibbs free energy, etc., etc.

The concept of acoustic intensity is so familiar to acousticians that we are reluctant to
abandon it. Hence, in this book we will make as much use as possible of the integral of the
acoustic intensity across the cross-sectional area of the channel:

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where ON is the phase angle between pl and U1.We call this the aco~tic poWer flowing in “
the z direction, giving it the subscript 2 to remind us that it is second order—the product
of two first-order quantities. Note also that it is a time average; we’re not interated in
instantaneous power delivered along Z, only the power averaged over an integer number of
cycles of the sound wave. ~

Similarlyj enthalpy is very familiar to mechanical and chemical engineers, because it is the
key energy of fluid dynamics, of great use when considering the first law of thermodynamics.
We will see below that

Hz(z) = [ ‘] - (A~+Aso]i,&o,i,)~,~pm Re hl U1 (3.5)

where h is the enthalpy per unit mass, is the acoustic approximation to the time-averaged
total power flowing in the positive x direction.

~In this chapter and Chapter 4 our understanding of the use a~d meaning of fi2 and H2
will grow.
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Figure 3.1: (a) &pical phasor diagrams for positive acoustic power flow in the positive z
direction. The angle between pl and U1 is acute. (b) Typical phasor diagrams for zero
acoustic power flow. The angle between pl and U1 is 90°. (c) Typical phasor diagrams for
acoustic power flow in the negative z direction. The angle between pl and U] is obtuse.

3.1. Acoustic power

Acoustic power depends strongly on the phase angle between pl and U1.Whether using Eq.
(3.2), (3.3), or (3.4) for acoustic power E,, it is immediately apparent that Ez = O when
the phase between pressure and volumetric velocity is 90°, i.e. for standing-wave phasing.
For a pure rightward traveling wave, fiz >0. For a pure leftward traveling wave, Ez <0.
Whenever I@Pul <90°, acoustic power flows in the positive x direction; when this angle is
betwexm9(Y and 180°, acoustic power flows in the negative x direction, as illustrated in Fig.
3.1.

The utility of I&(s) in acoustics is due largely to i&sintuitive appeal as describing a sort
of flux of mechanical power past the location Z. This interpretation is possible because the
volumetric velocity U1(z) is equal (to first order only!) to the volumetric velocity of the
particular slab of gas whose average position is at z. Letting V be the oscillating part of
the volume of gas to the left of this slab of gas, so U = dV/dt,

(3.6)
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Figure 3.2: Acoustic power flows down a channel of area A. The absorption of acoustic
power within the length dz is of interest.

which we recognize as the standard thermodynamic expression for the time-averaged rate
at which work is done by a piston. Hence, fi2 (z) can be interpreted as &ing the work done
by a slab of gas, whose average position is Z, on the gas in fkont of it, as if the slab of gas
whose average position is z were a solid piston.

These points are illustrated in Ank. Wave /v and Wave /u. Animation Wave /v is
the same rightward-traveling wave we examined in Chapter 1, but with additional purple.
ellipses representing Ez at two typical locations. The horizontal coordinate of the small
white dot tracing the ellipse is equal to the location of the slab of gas in question; the
vertical coordinate is p. Hence, the purple area of the ellipse is proportional to $ p dV, and
so this area can be taken as a representation of fi2. The clockwise rotation of the small
white dot tracing the ellipse indicates that ~2 >0. Recalliig from Fig. 1.19 that pl and U1
are exactly in phase for this animation, i.e. pl and VI are 90° out of phase, we see that this
csse gives the fattest ellipse possible for these amplitudes IplI and IUl1.

Similarly, Ani. Wave /u is the same standing-wave animation we examined in Chapter
1, but with the addition of pV traces at two typical locations. Recalling from Fig. 1.19
that pl and U1 are ex@ly 90° out of phase for this animation, i.e. pl and V1 are exactly in
phase, we see why the pV “ellipses” &e nothing but reciprocating lines. Since these lines
enclose no area, “they show that fi2 = O. Pure standing waves carry no acoustic power.

Typical waves of interest in thermoacoustic engines and retilgerators are neither pure
standing wave nor pure traveling wave. In the typical so-called standing wave engine or
refrigerator, the phase between pressure and volumetric velocity is typically in the range of
85° to 95° in the stack. Such a wave is illustrated in Ani. Wave /k. At first glance this wave
is barely distinguishable from a pure standing wave, but close examination shows nonzero
area in the pV e~lpses, i.e. nonzero acoustic power transmitted to ,the right by the wave.
Also note that there are no longer true nodes of pressure or velocity; the locations that
at first appear to be nodes are actually regions of small amplitude having a slight nonzero
oscillation everywhere.

Animation Wave, with any of its /options, assumes that fi2 is constant; dE2/dx = O.
However, the interaction of a sound wave in a chagnel with the channel walls leads to
dfi2/dx # O. As in Chapter 2, we consider sound propagating in the z duection in an ideal
gas within a channel with constant cross sectional area A, as shown in Fig. 3.2. We adopt
the usual complex notation for timeoscillatory quantities, namely Eqs. (2.10)–(2.13). To
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find the time-averaged acoustic power d~ produced in a length dz of the channel, we write

dE I d @ii) dydz

~= dx
(3.7)

where the overbar denotes time averaging and the integral is over the cross-sectional area
A of the channel. Rmvriting Eq. (3.7) in complex notation and =panding the x derivative
gives

d&

[

—dpl - dUl
—=; wul=
dz 1

+pl~ , (3.8)

where the tilde denotes complex conjugation. We can obtain dpl /dz and dU1/dz from the
momentum and continuity equations in Chapter 2; Equations. (2.73) and (2.77) provide a
convenient form. Making these substitutions, we obtain

(3.9)

When you look at an impedance diagram for a thermoacoustic component, such as the
general impedance diagram of Fig. 2.14, realize that Eq. (3.9) shows that only three of
the five impedance components affect acoustic power; inertance and compliance have no
direct effect on acoustic power; they only cause pl (z) and U1(z) to evolve in ways that keep
~ Re@lU1] independent of x.

~ The first two terms in Eq. (3.9) are always negativ~ the first term gives the viscous dis-
sipation of sound and the second term gives the less intuitively obvious thermal-relaxation
dksipation. The third term, which can have either sign, is of the greatest interest in ther-
moacoustic engines and retilgerators. We will spend the rest of this section interpreting
these three terms.

3.1.1.Acoustic power dissipation with dTm/dx = O

With dTm/dx = 0, Eq. (3.9) reduces to

dE2
dx =

-~ lulls -+ IP112.
K

(3.10)

This expression gives the ordinary dissipation of acoustic power per unit length in a channel.
Fortunately, this ~pression is easy to interpret because it is so simple. Both terms are
negative, so both always represent dissipation: If power flows in the positive x direction,
then l~2(z + dz)l < @2(z)l, while if power flows in the negative ccd~dion, then lfi2(z) I <
lfi2(z + dz) 1. Both terms in d~2/dz are independent of l& N plU1 itsel~ i.e., the local
dissipation of acoustic power is independent of the transmission of acoustic power. There is
a clean separation between viscous and thermal-relaxation effects: The first term, describing
viscous dissipation, is proportional to IU112and is independent of thermal conductivity, while
the second term, describing thermal-relaxation dissipation, is proportional to Ipl12and is
independent of viscosity.
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intheboundary-layer approximation, inwhich alldlmenslonsot

larger than thepenetration depths, Eq. (3.10) can rewritten
the channel are much

(3.11)

where Sisthesurface area of the channel. This expression gives theordin~dlssipationof
acoustic power in a large channel, and is easily remembered in terms of the energy density.
The mean kinetic energy per unit volume pmlU1/A12/4 times 6V is roughly the kinetic
energy in the gas within a viscous penetration depth of the solid surface, per unit area of
the surface; the viscous dissipation term shows that this energy is dissipated by &xms shear
at an average rate w. Similarly, the thermal-relaxation term shows that the mean adiabatic
compressive energy density lpl12/47p~ stored in unit volume of the gas is dissipated at an
average rate (~ – 1) w within a region of thickn-s 6. near the solid surface. The extra factor
(~ – 1) appears because this thermal dissipation is proportional to the difference between
the isothermal and adiabatic compressibilities, which is proportional to (7 – 1).

The viscous term arose from the

[1

-dpl
Re UIZ

term in Eq. (3.8), and can be better appreciat~ by considering hi. ViSCOUS/m. C1O*
examination of the animation shows that the gas motion far born the solid boundary is in
phase with dpl/dz, “so the velocity ,ul (CO) far from the solid boundary is 90° OUtOf Ph~
horn dpl/dz. Hence, the gas far from the solid boundary, where the dynamics is purely
inertial, has R& dpl/dz] = O and contributes nothing to dl?2/dz. The dissipation arises
close to the solid boundary, where the phase of U1is shifted by viscous interaction with the
wall. Naively, when I watch Ani. Viscous I see layers of gas sliding relative to one another,
with viscous “tilction” between the layers turning mechanical energy into heat.

Example: Standing-wave refrigerator. In Chapter 2, we calculated the viscous
resistance of the lower central tee of the standing-wave refrigerator to be RV = 75 Pa-s/m3.
At a typical operating point, IUII = 0.16 m3/s. Hence this component d~ipates 1.0 Watt
of acoustic power, due to viscosity. (There is negligible pl in this component, and hence
negligible thermal-relaxation dissipation.) This is less than 270 of the total acoustic power
supplied to the resonator by the loudspeakers. The center of this component is a center of
symmetry of the apparatus, so it must be that I& = O at the center. Hence, 0.5 W must
flow into the tee born each side. Taking the positive z direction toward the right, we would
say that J% = +0.5 W at the left end of the tee, and ~p = –0.5 W at the right end of the
tee.

Example: TYaveling-wave refrigerator. Near Fig. 2.8, we introduced the impedance
network at the end of the traveling-wave refrigerator, with an example in which Rs = 3.35
MPa-s/m3. At a typical operating point, with ]UlI = 0.04 m3/s, the flow resistmce R.
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dissipates 2700 W of acoustic power. This impedance network consumes a significant fraction
of the 9000 W of acoustic power supplied to the entire reikigerator.

Compared to viscous dissipation, the dissipation of acoustic power by thermal relaxation
is more di.flicult to appreciate. Since thermal-relaxation dissipation is independent of VI,
we can clarify the issues by considering a location in the wave where U1= O. Consider Ani.
Thermal /e, showing a such a wave near a wall in boundary-layer approximation. (Note that
we have made the wave-propagation direction z vertical in this animation, so everything fits
on the display.) As we saw in Chapter 2, the temperature oscillates in phase with pl far
horn the W* close to the wall, the wall’s heat capacity provides a thermal anchor that
reduces the amplitude of the temperature oscillation and shifts its phase.

To consider dissipation of acoustic power in this region, imagine a piston moving with
the gas, and compute the work done by that piston on the gas to the left of it. The work
done by a piston is $ p dV. In the animation, the small dot traces out the intersection of
the pressure line and the volume between the wall and the imaginary piston (whose average
position is 46. from the wall), so the area of the little ellipse drawn by the moving dot
is proportional to ~ p dV. That slimelliptical area represents the work that the imaginary
piston does on the gas between it and the wall. It’s not zero, because of thermal relaxation of
the gas to the wall. Gas immediately adjacent to the surface experiences isothermal density
and pressure oscillations, which are perfectly spring; gas far from the surface experiences
adiabatic density and pressure oscillations, which are also perf~tly springy. In between,
the gas approximately 6. horn the surface experiences a complex, hysteretic cycle of density
changes in response to the pressure oscillations: fist an increase in density due to quasi-
adiabatic compression by the sound wave, then a further “increase in density as thermal
relaxation to the surface removes heat from the gas, then a decrease in density due to
quasi-adiabatic expansion by the sound wave, and finally a further decrease in density as
thermal relaxation to the surface delivers heat to the gas. Since this gas experiences thermal
expansion at low pressure and thermal contraction at high pressure, it absorbs work horn the
sound wave. This gas, approximately 6fifrom the surface, is the most effective at absorbing
work from the sound wave, whereas in the case of viscous dissipation the gas at the surface
is most effective.

The lowest plot in Ani. Thermal /e shows the area of such a work ellipse as a function
of the distance of the imaginary piston from the wall. This curve is steepest at y/6~ = 1,
which indicates that the gas approximately 6Nfrom the surface dissipates the most acoustic
power.

Example: Standing-wave engine. In Chapter 2 we calculated that the thermal-
relaxation resistance of one of the hot ducts in the standing-wave engine is 1?. = 2350 MPa-
s/m3. At a typical operating point of IplI = 300 kPa, the thermal relaxation dissipation is
Ipl12/2R~ = 20 W. Hence, if this loss could be eliminated in both hot ducts, the 1 kW of
acoustic power delivered to the rehigerator could rise by 4~o.

Example: Orifice puketube refrigerator. The compliance at the top of the orifice
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pulse-tube refilgerator has only IplI =90 kPa. Hence, even though it has 0.3 m2 of surface
. area, the thermai-relaxation dissipation of acoustic power, obtained from the second term

of Eq. (3.11), is only 5 W.
.. . . .

3.1.2; Acoustic powe~eneral thermoacoustics, with p = O

Equation (3.9), two sections above, was
.

We have just examined the first two terms, which always consume acoustic power, ex-
ist independent of any temperature gradient along x, and represent viscous and thermal-
relsxation dissipation, respectively. Next we will examine the third term, which we will call
the source/sink term because it can either produce or consume awmstic power and which
exists only if dTm/dz # O.This term is difficult to fulIy understand; especially because dU1s
involves both ffi and ~V.To build understanding, our qualitative discussion in this subsection
will neglect viscosity in dU1s, setting fv =. O. In this limit, the third term of Eq. (3.9) can
be written

(3.13)

Expressing it this way shows that Re [f.] is important for acoustic power in traveling-wave
engines and reiiigerators, in which Re ~-1Ul] is large, while Im [—fK] is important for acoustic
power in standing-wave engines and re~lgerators, in which Im ~5Ul] is kwge.

Tkaveling waves

Begin by considering the regenerator of a traveling-wave engine. To make the most of the
fi&t term on the right side of Eq. (3.12) or (3.13), we should make Re [fK] as large as possible;
examination of Fig. 2.13 shows that this is accomplished at l?~ << 6., where Re [f.] s L

Under these circumstances, thermal-relaxation resistance rfi is negligible, as shown by Eq.
(2.79). To generate (not dissipate) acoustic power requires that dTm/dx and E2 share the
same sign; i.e. the temperature must increase through the regenerator in the direction of
acoustic power flow. This situation is illustrated in Anis. Tashe /s and Tashe /r. Animation
Tashe /s shows an overview of a traveliig-wave engine, namely a tradkional Stirling engine.
The sign of the circulation of the pV ellipses indicates that acoustic power flows fkom left to
right. The temperature rises in the duection of this acoustic power flow, so the first term in
Eq. (3.12) or (3.13) shows that the acoustic power should increase from left to right; indeed,
the right pV ellipse has greater mea than the left pV ellipse, showing this increase in acoustic
power. If these two pistons were connected to a common crankshaft, that crankshaft would
supply acoustic power to the gas at the left and remove it from the gss at the right. The
extra acoustic power, represented by the difference between the right and left ellipse areas,
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is the net acoustic power generated by the engine, available to do external work such as
generating electricity.

Animation Tashe /r shows a close-up view inside the regenerator of Ani. Tashe /s.
One small piece of gas is highlighted, oscillating left and right while experiencing oscillating
pressure. The phasing between pressure and motion is predominantly traveling wave: The
gas moves to the right while the pressure is high, and moves to the left while the pressure is
low, so the acoustic power flows from left to right. Temperatures are shown in the lower-left
plot, where the temperature of the highlighted piece of gas, shown as the blue trace, is
always locked to the local solid temperature, represented by the white line. This indicates
that Rh <<6. ; equivalently, f. = 1. The volume of the highlighted piece of gas is shown
on the horizontal axis of the lower-right plot, with the pressure plotted vertically. The gas
expands while it moves to the right, because its temperature rises; it contracts while it
moves to the left, because its temperature falls. This is the physical effect responsible for
the volume source eU1 in a traveling-wave engine. The net effect-clockwise circulation on
the pV diagram-is the production of acoustic power, because the expansion takes place
while the gas is at high pressure and the contraction takes place while the gas is at low
pressure. The difference between the right piston’s work and the left piston’s work in Ani.
Tashe /s is the total acoustic power produced by all the pieces of gas in the regenerator,
each behaving as shown in Ani. Tashe /r.

Example: Tkaveling-wave engine. The traveling-wave engine of Figs. 1.13 and 1.14
follows the same thermodynamic cycle as discussed in the previous two paragraphs, but
without pistons. The acoustic network that serves the function of the two pistons and their
crankshaft is shown schematically in Ani. Tashe /u. The acoustic power at several key
locations is shown as purple ellipses. The size and signs of these pV ellipses show how
acoustic power is produced in the regenerator, with some of the produced power flowing
out of the display to the right and the remainder fed back to the left end of the regenerator
through the inertance. In this animation, we assume that.the regenerator is the only location
where acoustic power is produced or dissipated. Hence, the areas of the lower two pV ellipses
and the pV e~lpse to the left of the regenerator are equal; the shape change at equal areas is
due to C and L.Similarly, the areas of the two pV ellipses at the ends of the thermal btier
column are equal, but with a shape change due to the intervening C’. Continuity of pl and
VI at the threeway junction on the right ensures that the area of the pV ellipse representing
power flowing out of the display to the right is the difference between the areas of the pV
ellipses at the right end of the thermal buffer column and the right end of the inertance.

For a typical operating point of the actual engine of Figs. 1.13 and 1.14, 1250 W
of acoustic power flows into the ambient end of the regenerator and 3150 W of acoustic
power flows out of the hot end of the regenerator. The dTm/Tmfactor in Eq. (3.12) shows
that, ideally, the ratio of these two powers, 2.5, could be the ratio of the engine’s hot and
ambient temperatures, (1000 K)/(300 K) = 3.3. The other two terms in Eq. (3.9), especially
the viscous term, account for thk missing acoustic power in the regenerator. In addition,
some 400 W of acoustic power is dissipated in viscous and thermal-relaxation effects in the
inertance and compliance that form the acoustic network at the bottom of the d~play in
Ani. Tashe; these losses are not shown in the ideal case shown in the animation.
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The regenerator of a traveliig-wave refrigerator is very similar to that of a traveling-wave
engine; the primsry dflerence is that T“ decreases in the duection of positive acoustic power
in the refrigerator, so the third term in Eq. (3.9) ii negative, so this term c&isumes dous~ic
power. As with the engine, Re [~~]should be as large as possible, so we want l?~ <<66. This
situation is illustrated in Anis. Ptr /s and Ptr /r. Animation Ptr /s shows an overview of
a Stirling refrigerator. The sigri of the circulation of the,pV ellipses indicates that acoustic
power flows from left to right. The temperature decreases in the direction of this power
flow, so the first term in Eq. (3.12) shows that the acoustic power should decrease fi-om left
to right; indeed, the right pV e~lpse has smaller area than the left pV ellipse, showing this
decrease in acoustic power. If these two pistons were connected to a common crankshaft,
that crankshaft would supply acoustic power to the gas at the left and remove it from the gas
at the right. The difference between these two powers, represented by the dflerence between
the left and right ellipse areas, is the net power required by the reiiigerator; supplied by
external means such as an electric motor.

Animation Ptr /r shows a close-up view inside the regenerator of Ani. Ptr /s. One-smau
piece of gas is highlighted, oscillating left and right while experiencing oscillating pressure.
The phasing between pressure and motion is predominantly traveling wave: The gas moves
to the right while the pressure is high, and moves to the left while the pressure is low, so
the acoustic power flows from left to right. Temperatures are shown in the lower-left plot,
where the temperature of the highlighted piece of gas, shown as the blue trace, is always
locked to the local solid temperature, represented by the white line. This indicates that
l?~ << 6K; equivalently, ~. = 1. The volume of the highlighted piece of gss is shown on the
horizontal sxis of the lower-right plot, with the pressure plotted vertically. The gas expands
while it moves to the left, because its temperature rises; it contracts while it moves to the
right, because “its temperature fidls. The net effect-counterclockwise circulation on the pV
dla~am—is the consumption of acoustic power, because the =pansion takes place while
the gas is at low pressure and the contraction takes place while the gas is at high pressure.
The difference between the right, piston’s work and the left piston’s work in Ani. Ptr /s is
the total acoustic power consumed by all the pieces of gas in the regenerator, each behaving
as shown in Ani. Ptr /r.

Example: Orifice puls~tube refrigerator. The orifice pulse-tube refrigerator of
Figs. 1.15 and 1.16 follows the same thermodynamic cycle as discussed in the previous
two paragraphs, but without pistons. The acoustic network that allows the apparatus to
follow this cycle is shown schematically in Ani. Ptr /p. The acoustic power at several key
locations is indicated by purple ellipses. The size and signs of these pV ellipses show how
acoustic power flows into the system from the left (supplied by external means, such as a
motored piston or a thermoacoustic engine) and is absorbed in the regenerator and the LRC
impedance network at the right end of the display. The areas of the two pV ellipses at the
ends of the thermal buffer column (a.k.a. pulse tube) are equal.

For a typical operating point of the actual refrigerator of Figs. 1.15 and 1.16, 8800 W
of acoustic power flows into the ambient end of the regenerator and 3000 W of acoustic
power flows out of the cold end of the regenerator. The dT’/T! factor in Eq. (3.12) shows
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that, ideally, the ratio of these two powers, 2.9, could be the ratio of the engine’s hot and
ambient temperatures, (300 K)/(120 K) = 2.5. The other two terms in Eq. (3.9), especially
the viscous term, account for the additional absorption of a~ustic power in the regenerator.

Standing waves

N=t we will consider the stacks of standing-wave engin~s and retilgerators, continuing to
imagine zero viscosity so that the source/sink term in dE2/dz is tractable. The first term
in Eq. (3.12) or (3.13) is zero for standing-wave phasing. To make the most of the second
term in Eq. (3.12) or (3.13), we should make Im [–~.] as large as pmsible; examination of
Fig. 2.13 shows that this is accomplished at l?~ N C5fi,where Im [–j’K] H 0.4. Equation (2.79)
shows that Gw cannot be neglected in this situation, so we should consider the source/sink
term and the thermal-relaxation term in Eq. (3.9) together. Neglecting viscokity, we have
from Eqs. (3.12), (3.9), and (2.79)

dE2
—=; IP,]

~(7–l)tiA Im[-j.]+~lm ~1~ 1 dTm
[1

~z Im [–f.]
dx 2

(3.14)
7Prn m

Using Eqs. (2.45) and (2.32) to rearrange this expression, and assuming standing-wave
phasing, leads to

dE2
— = ;lp112wA
dx slm’-ffil(d~i:-l)

(3.15)

where

~TI , bll /~m%
cri =

lull /Aw

is the critical temperature gradient we first encountered in Chapter 2, Eq. (2.45).
The situation where dTm/dz = VTC~i~,for which Eq. (3.15) shows that acoustic power

is neither produced nor absorbed, is illustrated in Ani. Standing /c. In the upper left of
the display is a stack, with blue marker lines showing the moving gas. One particular piece
of gas is highlighted in white in the stack. The yellow oval marks the region that is shown
magnified at the left center of the display, which shows that same piece of moving gas and
short fragments of the two stack plates adjacent. to it. The volume of that parcel of gas
changes in response to pressure and temperature. At the bottom of the display are plots of
pressure vs volume of the parcel of gas, and temperatu~e vs position. In the temperature
plot, the temperature of the parcel is the blue trace, and that of the nearby plate in the
stack is the white line. In the previous, traveling-wave, animations, the blue trace and white
liie were superimposed because small l?~ ensured good thermal contact between gas and
so~d. Here, Rk w 6~, so the thermal contact is not so good; the a@nment of the gas and
solid temperatures is due only to the fact that we chose dTm/dx = VTHit for this animation.
The parcel’s temperature oscillation is due entirely to adiabatic pressure oscillation, and its
temperature oscillation and motion just happen to match the local temperature gradient
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dT~/dz exactly. Since the gas oscillations are merely adiabatic, the pV trace for this parcel
is simply a reciprocating adiabat, so this parcel of gas neither produces nor absorbs acoustic
power. This o&ating condition does not appear in usefid thermoacoustic engines and
refrigerators; dTm/dx = VTH~tis only of academic interest, as it separates the regimes of
standing-wave engine and standing-wave refrigerator.

Animation Standing /e shows an overview of a standing-wave engine. The display is
basically the same as for Ani. Stardng /c discussed above, but now the temperature
gradient is steeper, with dTm/dz > VT@it, so that Eq. (3.15) indicates that acoustic power is
produced. The steep temperature gradient means that the gas pared’s adiabatic temperature
oscillation and motion do not match the local solid temperature gradient, so oscillatory heat
transfer between the gas and the solid occurs, as indicated by the time-dependent red arrows
in the magnified view of the stack. The phasing is such that thermal expansion occurs at
high pressure and thermal ‘&ntraction at low pressure, so the result is that the pV ellipse
circulates clockwise, indicating that the parcel produces acoustic power. The acoustic power
thus generated by all the parcels of gas in the stack is the power generated by the engine,
available to do external work.

Similarly, Ani. Standing /r shows an overview of a standing-wave refilgerator. The
dkiplay is basically the same as for Anis. Standing /c and Standing /e discussed above,
but now the, temperature gradient is less steep, with dTm/cZx< VT@it, so that Eq. (3.15)
indicates that acoustic power is absorbed. The shallow temperature gradient means that
the gas parcel’s ,adiabatic temperature oscillation and motion do not match the local solid
temperature gradient, so oscillatory heat transfer between the gas and the solid occurs,
as indicated by the time-dependent red arrows in the”magnified view of the stack. The
phasing is such that therr&i expansion occurs at low pressure and thermal contraction at
high pressure, so the result is that the pV ellipse circulates counterclockwise, indicating that
the parcel produces acoustic power. The acoustic power thus absorbed by all the parcels of
gas in the stack must be supplied by and external agent,, such as a loudspeaker.

Example: Standing-wave engine. The standing-wave engine of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10
operates just as Ani. Standing /e discussed above, but. at 350 Hz instead of the 0.1 Hz
fkequency of the animation. For a typical operating point, almost 700 W of acoustic power
flow’ is produced in each stack. Under these conditions, the temperature gradient in the
stack is z dependent, ‘but it is approximately equal to (TH – To)/Az = 60 K/cm. This is
indeed larger than the critical temperature gradient, which we estimate to be 35 K/cm at
the stack midpoint using Eq. (2.45).

3.2.Total power

Acoustic power is not the only power that is important in thermoacoustics; total power is
perhaps of greater importance. Hence, we have to consider exactly what we mean by energy
in thermoacoustics.

Engineers have long employed the concept of “control volume” for careful thought about
energy balance issues in thermodynamic systems. A control volume is a space of-interest,
surrounded by a well-defined imaginary boundary, to which we can apply the first law of
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thermodynamics and similar principles.
(Apologies for the English language: We do not have short, distinct terms for “rate at

which work is done” or “rate at which heat is transferred.” Most thermodynamics texts
avoid this issue by sticking as much as possible with the variables having units of Joules, not
Watts, but I prefer to focus attention on power. So, in the interest of brevity and readability,
some of my vocabulary will be a little awkward or ambiguous. When in doubt, look at the. . . . .
variables: Those with overdots, W, Q, E2, H2, and Chapter 4’s X2, are powers. However,
for brevity I will refer to ~ simply as work, and to Q simply as heat.)

(a)
!

heat power
l-——-1

work = heat + total

(b)

2---”
control volume /

(c)

t total in = total out~--~

-+ E*wer
J

I

acoustic power

-
x

total power ‘

Figure 3.3: A standing-wave refrigerator, insulated everywhere except at the heat exchang-
ers. (a) A useful co?trol volume for thermoacoustics, enclosing the left end. (b) Another
useful control volume, enclosing part of the stack. (c) Graph of 22 and H2 in the refrigerator.
The discontinuities in H2 are the heats transferred at the heat, exchangers.

Figure 3.3 introduces the topic of total power, showing two typical control volumes of
interest in thermoacoustics. Consider the thermoacoustic refi-igerator shown in Figs. 3.3a
and 3.3b, driven by a piston or loudspeaker at the left and having thermal insulation around
everything except the heat exchangers, so that heat can be exchanged with the outside world
only at the two heat exchangers, and work can be exchanged with the outside world only at
the piston. We can apply the principle of energy conservation to the control volume shown
by the dotted line in Fig. 3.3a. In steady state, time-averaged over an integer number of
acoustic cycles, the energy inside the control volume cannot change, so the rate at which
energy flows into that control volume must equal the rate at which ener~ flows out. What
flows in is clearly the time-averaged pV piston work power (which is exactly equal to the
acoustic power flowing from the face of the ‘piston into the gas). That must equal the sum
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Figure 3.4 Merkli and Thomann’s experiment, which detected cooling at the velocity antin-
ode of a standing wave. Thermometers along the wall of the resonator detected temperature;
these were used to infer local heat flux g to or from the wall. The negative values of q near
the center of the resonance tube represent cooling.

of the two outflowing powers, labeled heat power and total power. The heat is essy to think
about—it’s simply heat. It’s always easiest to discuss such heat~flowing via conduction
through a solid, so I like to imagine the control-volume boundary being with-k the metal
case that separates the thermoacoustic gas from the outside world. The power flowing down
the stack is much more subtle It’s not acoustic power, and it’s not heat, and it’s not work—
but we’d better understand it, because it’s what counts in conservation of en~gy. Another
typical important control volume is shown in Fig. 3.3b, intersecting a stack or regenerator in
two places, ivith insulation mound the side walls. Here the only powers flowing are the total
powers in and out of the two end surfaces of the control volume. Applying the principle of
energy conservation (again, steady state; time-averaged) to this control volume shows that
total power in equals total power out. So total power can’t depend on z within a stack or
regenerator—it has to be constant, independent of Z, even whale acoustic power depends
strongly with Z, as we saw in the previous section.
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Figure 3.5: An irregular parcel of gas passing through an imaginary rectangular opening
fked in space. As the parcel of gas passes through the imaginary opening, the energy
that passes through that opening has several parts. The kkietic and internal energies are
convected along with the gas. The pressure does work on the gas ahead as the parcel pushes
other gas out of its way in order to pass through the opening. If a temperature gradient in
the correct direction mcists, heat is conducted through the opening. If the directions of the
velocity and its .gadients are suitable, viscous shear forces do work on the gas on the other
side of the opening.

The 1975 experiment of Merkli and Thomann [40] also helps motivate this discussion of
total power. As shown in Fig. 3.4, an acoustic resonator was driven at the half-wavelength
resonance, using an oscillating piston and employing sensitive thermometers all along the
resonator side wall. Merkli and Thomann were surprised to find that the central ther-
mometers cooled, at the location of greatest dissipation of acoustic power per unit length,
~ IU1]2 dRV/dx. That won’t seem so surprising when we understand the important difference
between total power and acoustic power.

So, what do we mean by total power? In moving gases (and liquids), the enthalpy is the
correct energy to consider [26]. This is because the energy flux density in fluid mechanics is

V (pv2/2 + ph) – kVT – V “ E, (3.16)

where h is the enthalpy per unit mass, pv2/2 is the kinetic-energy density, and Z is the
viscous shear tensor. The enthalpy itself is the sum of other energies:

h=e+p/p, (3.17)

where e is internal energy per unit mass, so the energy flux density can be thought of as the
superposition of three flux densities: kinetic energy, internal energy, and “p/p.” Looking
at Fig. 3.5, you can imagine the first two of these as being attached to the gas and hence
being convected along with the gas at velocity v, and you can imagine the pressure term
to represent the rate at which the pressure of the gas “does work” on the gas it is pushing
ahead of it. You can imagine the thermal conduction term as giving the rate at which
heat is conducted across the cross section, and you might vaguely imagine the final term as
representing work that viscous shear does across the cross section. Any thermodynamic/fluid

. mechanics text should explain this more carefully.
To simpli~ this to a usable form, we take the z component of Eq. (3.16), substitute

our usual acoustic approximations, Eqs. (2.46)–(2.53), for all variables, keep terms through
second order, tske the time average, and integrate over the cross-sectional area of the channel.
The viscous-shear term is generally much smaller than the other surviving terms. We will
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call the result H2, the acoustic approximation to the total power flowing in the positive x
d~ection in the channel-” total power” for short. This result is

(3.18)

This acoustic approximation to the total power flowing in the x direction will suffice until
we encounter streaming in Chapter 5.

The final term is simple conduction of heat, in which we’ve included conduction both in
the gas and in whatever solid (e.g. stack or regenerator) is present. The first term is more
interesting. Professor Thomann (of Merl& and Thomann) said that the energy equation is
like a kaleidoscope E~ery time you shake it, it looks completely dtiaent. There are many
good ways to look at H2 :

Fwst, if we know H2 and work, we can deduce the heat transferred at heat exchangers
in thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3a. Alternatively, if we
know both work and heat, we can deduce H2.

Second, if we think of enthalpy as a function of temperature and pressure,

dh = pmqdT+(l– Tfl)dp (3.19)

= pm$ dT (3.20)

and use the second version, which is true for an ideal gas, we find that Eq. (3.18) becomes

l%(x)= ;pmqJ dTm
Re [Tltil] dA – (Ak + ~~lidks~lid)~. (3.21)

This point of view is useful for calculations of H2, and is especially useful for thinking about
nearly ideal regenerators, in which T1 N O.For example, consider the control volume shown
by the dotted yellow box in the Stirling refrigerator shown in Ani. Ptr /c. For an ideal
regenerator, the heat capacity of the regenerator solid and the good thermal contact in the
small pores there maintain temporally isothermal conditions at every location, so T1 = O.
I! we can neglect the conduction of heat through the regenerator, Eq. (3.21) shows that
H2 = O. Hence, the time-averaged cooling power of the refrigerator must equal the time-
averaged mechanical power extracted by the cold piston. That is, in suitable units, the area
of the pV ellips6 for the cold piston must equal the time-averaged width of the red heat
arrow at the cold heat exchanger.

Using Eqs.
to obtain

H2 =

(2.68) and (2.5;) for T, and Ul, we can perform the integration in Eq. (3.21)

.

[(;Replz 1 – (f~-a )1(1+0)(1-;) “

Pm% IU12
‘2/441 – d) p – f“l ,’dffi+afi) %-@’+~o’d’,o”J% ‘3022)

first obtained by Rott [41].
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Figure 3.6: The fact that H2 is independent of z within an insulated stack or regenerator
determines the temperature distribution T~(z) within the stack or regenerator.

If dT.~/dz =.0, such as in a water-jacketed resonator component, Eq. (3.22) gives ~z(z);
in that case, dH2/dz tells how much energy per unit length is deposited in (or removed
from) the water jacket.

Third, if we think of enthalpy as a function of entropy and pressure,

dh = Tds + alp/p, (3.23)

we find that the total power can be written

B2 =
[1

~ Re pl~ + ~pmTm
I

dTm
Re [Sltil] dA – (Ak + &]id&lid) ~ (3.24)

= E2 + ;pmTm
/

dTm
Re [sl~l] dA – (Ak + &lidk~olid)~. (3.25)

The first term is clearly nothing but acoustic power. The second term is Tm times the
second-order hydrodynamic entropy flux, and the final term is simply conduction of heat.
Many of us have found it helpful to our intuition to identify the sum of the last two terms

/

dTm
H2 – ~z = ~pmTm Re [sIz1] dA – (Ak + Asolidkolid)~. (3.26)

as a sort of thermoacoustic heat-pumping power, with the SIU1term generally by far the
largest contributor. Many of us who have worked in standing-wave thermoacoustics for a
decade loosely refer to this as “thermoacoustic heat flux,” and we have been criticized for
this practice by careful people who know thermodynamics. Such careful people correctly
point out that multiplying a hydrodynamic entropy flILxby T does not make a heat flux.
The usual description of “bucket-brigade” standing-wave thermoacoustic “heat transport”
as shown in Ani. Standing indeed shows heat flowing from plate to gas at one part of
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the cycle and heat flowing from gas to a difFerentpart of the plate 180° later in time, but
careful people correctly point out that it is not accurate to say that the gas carries heat from
the first location to the second, because there is more to gas thermodynamics than simply
heat capacity. I no longer use such careless vocabulary when taking with experts, both to
avoid controversy and to avoid a false sense of simple understanding. On the other hand, I
continue to use this careless vocabulary often [25], mostly because it allows thermoacoustics
novices to understand the phenomena without bogging them down in details.

In wide-open isothermal channels, like most resonator components, most of the gas should
experience adabatic oscillations and S1should be near zero over most of the area A. Hence,
Eq. (3.24) suggests that in this situation the total power and the acoustic power are nearly
equal. This contributes to our ability to deduce a heat-exchanger’s heat, from knowledge of
the adjacent stack’s total power and adjacent duct’s acoustic power.

3.2.1. Traveling waves

Like a kaleidoscope: Shake the energy equation a little, and you see a new picture. If the
total power through a good regenerator is apprcccimately zero, then ~p~T’ ~ Re [Sltil] dA

must be approximately equal and opposite to the acoustic ‘power ~ Re~l Ul] at each location
Z. This is another way-of imagining the “cause” of the Stirling retilgerator’s cooling power-
as due to the large acoustic power flowing through the regenerator plus the fact that the
total power flowing through the regenerator is nearly zero. In Ani. Ptr /r, which shows a
clok-up view inside the regenerator of an orifice pulse-tube refrigerator, the red arrows show
heat flow into and out of the parcel of gas; these heat flows cause the oscillating entropy s1,
and its phasing relative to U1,and hence cause Re [Sltil] to be nonzero.

In a pulse tube or th~rmal.bufFer column, SI is due ah&st entirely to (U1/ti) ds~/dx,
so Re [SIZ1]= O. Hence H2 =. E’2 in a pulse tube or thermal bt&r column.

In the regenerators of traveling-wave systems, TI = O, and hence H2 = O. Hence, if a
heat exchanger is sandwiched between a regenerator and a pulse tube or thermal bufier
column, or between a regenerator and a resonator component, the heat-exchanger heat and
the acoustic power flowing through it must be nearly equal. (In contrast, standing-wave
systems have no such constraint on H2 and so the heat-exchanger heat can be significantly
larger than the acoustic power.)

3.2.2. Standing wavea

For standing-wave phasing, the inviscid limit of Eq. (3.22),

is simple and interesting, especially when considered in concert. with the standing-wave
version of Eq. (3.24):

Hz= ;pmTm J dTm
% [sltil] dA – (Ak + Aa.~dkmtid)~ (3.28)

The first term of Eq. (3.27) resembles Eq. (3.15) for d~2/dz derived above It has the sane
dependence on ~. and on dTm/dz. Hence, aside fkom the less interesting thermal-conduction
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term, the total power and the rate of change of acoustic power have the same dependence
on channel geometry in standing waves; and both are zero when dTm/dz = VTc.it,positive
when dTm/dz > VTC~it,and negative when dTm/dx < VTC~it.

Furthermore, this term must be identified with the hydrodynamic entropy transport
represented by the Re [Sltil] term in Eq. (3.28). Animation Standing /r illustrates this
Re [Sltil] contribution to the total power in a standing-wave refrigerator. The parcel of gas
absorbs a little heat born the solid walls at the right extreme of its motion, as shown by the
red arrows, carries entropy to the left, and gives heat to the solid walls at the left extreme
of its motion, and returns to the right with less entropy. In this case, H2 is negative. In
moving left, the gas has moved up the temperature gradient, so it deposits its heat to the
walls at a location of higher temperature than that at which it absorbed heat from the walls.
Loosely speaking, the gas moves heat from right to left, up the temperature gradient. So
this is a refrigerator, moving heat from right to left, up the temperature grdlent. Overall,
every parcel of gas in the entire stack, each cycle of the wave, picks up a little heat born
solid, moves it a little to the left and deposits it again at a slightly higher temperature. The
parcels in mid stack are liie the middle members of a bucket brigade, passing heat along.
At either end are parcels that oscillate between the stack and one of the heat emhafigers.
At the right end, such parcels absorb heat from the cold heat exchanger and deposit heat in
the stack; at the left end, such parcels absorb heat from the stack and deposit heat in the
ambient heat exchanger. So the net effect is to absorb heat from the cold heat exchanger,
and reject waste heat at the ambient heat exchanger.

The process illustrated in Ani. Standing /r occurs in standing-wave refrigerators, for
which dTm/dx < VTCrit.If the temperature gradient in the stack is steeper, the signs of all
the heat transfers change, as shown for the standing-wave engine of Ani. Standing /e. In
this case, even though the gas is heated adiabatically as it moves left, it’s not hot enough at
the left extreme of its motion to match the local solid temperature when it gets there. So at
the left extreme of its motion, at high pressure, it’s still cooler than the solid, so heat flows
into it, which increases its entropy. Similarly, at the right extreme of its motion, heat flows
out of the gas into the solid, decreasing the entropy of the gas. The gas efkctively shuttles
heat born hot to cold, left to right, down the temperature gradient; H2 is positive.

3.3.A point of view for computations

In Chapter 2, we developed the momentum equation to relate iYl and dpl/dx, as in Eq.
(2.56) or (2.73). The momentum equation can be interpreted in two ways, either as an
expression of how flow causes a pressure gradient or as an expression of how a pressure
gradient causes flow, and both points of view are useful. In steady-flow hydrodynamics, it is
usually obvious which point of view is preferable in a given circumstance-the flow of water
down a dam’s spillway is caused by the gravitational pressure gradient, while the pressure
gradients in the oil pumped through the passages of an automobile engine are caused by
the volumetric velocity coming from the positiv~displacement oil pump. In acoustics, the
“correct” point of view is more subtle, as the momentum equation relates U1 and dpl/dx
while simultaneously the continuity equation relates p] and “dUl/dx.

Similarly, two interpretations of the thermoacoustic total-power equation are possible and
useful, whether Eq. (3.18), (3.21), (3.22), or (3.24). In one interpretation, the temperature
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~adient dT../cZZ (and .dl the other relevant variables, such as channel geometry, PI, and
~1) cause total power H2 to flow through a stack or regenerator. In another interpretation,
H2 (and all the other variables) cause the temperature gradient in the stack or regenerator.
Both points of view are useful. For example, if you put a fixed heater power into the hot
heat exchanger of the standing-wave engine of Fig. 1.10, that power has nowhere else to go
but through the stack, so it determines the temperature grdlent in the stack, in concert
with many other vzwiables such as those of the acoustic wave. On the other hand, if you
power that heater using a thermostat set at a fixed TH, the temperature difkrence across
the stack determines the power flowing through the stack and hence determines the heater
power that must be supplied.

The first interpretation of the total-power equation is particularly important because it
shows that the total-power equation can be regarded as a first-order dflixential equation for
Tin(z) in a stack or regenerator, if PI and UI and the geometry are known. This is evident
in the control-volume picture of Fig. 3.3b, which shows that the total poweq H2’ must be
a constant, independent of Z, throughout the stack or regenerator whenever the side walls
of the stack or regenerator are insulated. The other variables in Eq. (3.22) are presumably
known horn the considerations of Chapter 2. Although the temperatures at the end6 of a
stack or regenerator are often known, there is no better way than Eq. (3.22) to calculate
the distribution of temperature at intermediate Z.

Our numerical integrations in DeltaE rely on the first interpretation of the total-power,’
momentum, and continuity equations. DeltaE performs simultaneous integrations along cc
of the momentum, continuity, and total-power equations, in the form

dpl = ‘morn(Tin>’1;’) gm PrOPerti*~ gamet~) ‘x (3.29)

dUl = Fcont(TmjPl, Ul; W,g= propertie, geometry) dx (3.30)

dTm = F’oW(Tm,pl, Ul; H2, w, gss properties, geometxy) dx. (3.31)

to find pl (z), U1(z), and Tm(~). These complicated functions FmOm,F’o,t, and FPOWare
appropriate functional forms of the momentum, continuity, and total-power equations. In
Eq. (3.31), H2 is taken to be independent of z within each stack or regenerator; its value
may assigned bssed on nearby heat-exchanger heats, or maybe found self-consistently. Once

Pl(~), U1(~), and Tm(~) are found, other results such as fi2(z) are straightforward.

3.4. Examples

Example: Standing-wave engine. While producing the curves of pl and U1 shown in
Fig. 2.16 for the standing-wave engine, DeltaE also computed T;(z) and the powers. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.7. Within the stack, total power H2 is constant at 2380 W,
because of the sidewall insulation and the fist, law of thermodynamics. Its magnitude is the
same as the heater power supplied at the hot heat exchanger. DeltaE used this value of H2
snd the total-power equation to determine Tm(z) in the sta~ it deviates noticeably from a
straight line.

The calculated values of acoustic power @z(z) follow directly from the valuoe of pi(z)
and U1(s) plotted in Fig. 2.16. Note that Re~l] hn[U1] contributes nothing, to ~; nonzero
acoustic power arises from Re~l] times the small Re[U1] and from Re[U1] times the small
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l.m~l]. A total of 670 W of acoustic power is generated throughout the stack, but especially
near the hot end, and 500 W of acoustic power is assumed to flow horn right to left at the
right end of the figure, fkom the other acoustic engine shown in Fig. 1.10. This total of
1170 W of acoustic power.is consumed elsewhere, most dramatically at the side branch to
the refrigerators, where 1000 W is delivered. Acousti~ power dissipation elsewhere is more
subtle, as evidenced by the small negative slope of .E2(z) throughout the resonator; this
negative slope is somewhat larger in the two heat exchangers. The small negative slope
of fi2(z) in the hot duct, to the left of the stack and hot heat txchanger, which is ahnost
invisible in the figure except as a slight change in line width between z = O and z = 0.05
m, shows the d~ipation of 20 W estimated at the end of Section 3.1.1 above.

Example: Orifi~ puls~tube refrigerator. A similar plot of results of DeltaE’s
numerical integration is shown in Fig. 3.8 for the orifice puke-tube refrigerator, under
conditions similar to those shown in the phasor dlagam of Fig. 2.19. -

1OOL I

\ J
--0.1 0.0 0.5

position from left end of aftercooler (m)

Figure 3.8: Temperature T~, total power H2, and acoustic power ~2 throughout the orifice
pu-ktube retilgerator of Fig. 1.16. Horizontal dimensions in the sketch above are aligned
with corresponding locations in the graphs.

In the regenerator and th~ pulse tube, T~(z) is obtained by integration of the total-power
equation, for a total power H2 = 0.48 kW in the regenerator and of 2.92 kW in the pulse
tube. In the regenerator, this results in only slight deviation of T’(z) fkom a straight lime.
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The value of 0.48 kW is obtained self-consistently by the calculation, in order to allow the
regenerator toreachfkom itsarnbient temperature of 292 Kto its cold temperature of 128
K. Both terms in Eq. (3.21) contribute to H2 in the regenerator; the sum is small compared
with other powers in the problem. The pulse tube radius is much greater than 6~, so we
expect H2 N 22 as shown in the figure. The small difference between these two is due
primarily to &OUdk~OliddTm/dx in Eq. (3.24). The large changes in H2 at each of the three
heat exchangers represent the heats exchanged at these heat exchangers. The cooling power
at 128 K is 2.92 – 0.48 = 2.44 kW.

About 2/3 of the 8.77 kW of acoustic power is consumed in the regenerator, and about
1/3 is consumed in the flow resistance of the LRC network at the end of the refrigerator.
These powers are calculated born the calculated values of pl (z) and UI(z) throughout, and
are consistent with the phasors in Fig. 2.19 showing pl and U1 at a few locations. Small
amounts of acoustic power are also consumed in the two largest heat exchangers, and a
negligible amount of acoustic power is consumed in the pulse tube and in the large duct to

the left of all the heat-exchange components.

3.5. Exercises

3.1 In th~ spirit of Fig. 1.19, draw phasor diagrams for several locations of the wave shown
in Ani. Wave /k. Discuss how your diagrams are consistent with positive acoustic power
flow in the positive z direction, and with dE2/dx = O.

3.2 In a double Helmholtz resonator, how much kinetic energy is in the gas in the neclc
when it is moving with velocity IU1I? Express your answer in terms of L and U1. A quarter
cycle later, all that kinetic energy is converted to potential energy stored in the compliance.
Express that energy in terms of pl and C.

Using Eq. (3.11), write down expressions for the time-averaged viscous absorption of
acoustic power in the neck, and the time-averaged thermal-relaxation absorption of acoustic
power the bulbs. Which is typically bigger?

The quality factor of a resonance is given by Q = 2n(Stored energy) /(Energy dissipated
per cycle). Write down an expression for the Q of this double Helmholtz resonator.

Acoustics expert= only: In a simple acoustics textbook, lookup the radiation impedance
horn a circular orifice whose diameter is much smaller than A There is an imaginary part,
which adds to the inertance of the neck, and a real part, which adds to the dissipation. Esti-
mate how much this “end effect’) shifts the resonance frequency of the Hehnholtz resonator.
How much does it change the Q?

3.3 If your favorite piece of thermoacoustics hardware has a stack or regenerator, estimate
the heat deposited and removed from the solid during each half cycle of the oscillation. If
you don’t have a favorite, estimate the heat deposited and removed during each half cycle
of an audio-amplitude sound wave in air per square meter of a solid boundary.

3.4 Estimate the critical temperature gradient in the stack or regenerator of your favorite
piece of hardware. If you don’t have a favorite, estimate the critical temperature gradient
halfway between the pressure node and adjacent. velocity node in a 240 Hz standing wave in
air at atmospheric pressure. How much of the information given in the preceding sentence
was unnecessary to find the answer?
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3.5 If your favorite acoustic hardware has a power transduc& such as a loudspeaker,
estimate the acoustic power it transduces, using its @l 1, area, frequency, etc.

3.6 Draw a few control volumes for your favorite thermoacoustics hardware. DMCUSS
thermal insulation, and where enmgy can, cross the boundaries of the control VOlum~.’ .

3.7 Estimate H2 for the stack or regenerator in your favorite piece of thernioacoustics
hardware. Black-body radation is another contributor to total power, which was not in-
cluded in our discussion. Estimate it for the same component.

3.8 Sketch fi2 and 22 vs x for your favorite thermoacoustics hardware. Don’t worry
about the actual magnitudes of things; just try to get the overall qualitative picture right:
the signs of the powers, the signs and locations of d~continuitie&, the signs of slopes. Also
sketch IplI and IU11.

3.9 Look closely at Ani. Thermal /e. It looks like the power curve shows negative
slope at about ~/c5fi = 4. This su&ts that thermal relaxation in gas at that distance
&om a solid wzdl does not dissipate acoustic power-it generates acoustic power!-because
the imaginary piston at a distance 5$. from the wall has to supply kxs power to the gas
between it and the wall than does the imaginary piston at a distance 46. horn the wall.
Wm the author was sloppy in programming the animation, or does the math confirm this
surprising observation? Does something similar occur in boundary-layer viscous d~sipation
as illustrated in Ani. Viscous?

3.10 Can nonzero”acoustic power pass a true pressure node in a standing wave? Can it
pass a velocity node? Can nonzero total energ pass either a pressure node or a velocity
node?

3.11 Consider a large-diameter channel with a nonzero temperature gradien$ such as the
thermal isolation tube or pulse tube of Figs. 1.14 or 1.16. Show that fi2 = 132if you can
neglect boundsry-layer effects at the walls and ordhmry thermal conduction along x (and
if streaming, to be discussed in Chapter 6, is negligible). Discuss this result iiom several
points of view Eq. (3,21), Eq. (3.24), and a Lagrangian picture of moving parcels of gas.
With respect to Eq. (3.24), be sure to notice that S1#O.

3.12 Consider a channel large enough that the boundary-layer approximation is vaEd.
The channel has a spatia~y uniform T~, maintained by water .flowing in a jacket around the
channel. Suppose pl” and U1 are known. Use Eq. (3.22) for H2 and the principle of energy
conservation to derive an expression for the heat dQ delivered to (or removed from?) the
water in a length dz of the channel. In your answer, use results horn Chapter 2 to express
dpl/dz in terms of U1 and to express dU1/dz in terms of pl. Interpret the Merkli-Thomann
experiment, ‘Fig. 3.4, from this perspectiv~re their experimental results consistent with
your answer?

3.13 Show that H2 = @2 when dTm/dx = O,p = O, and k = O, independent of the size of
the channel.

3.14 Simplii Eq. (3.22) using boundary-layer expressions for j’. and ~V and assuming
standing-wave phasing.

3.15 Evaluate J’ Re [Sltil] dA in boundary-layer approximation. Make a ~aph, with the
vertical sxis A IplI/pma]IYlI running from Oto 10, and-the horizontal axis
running horn O to 4. On the graph, for p] and U] in phase, draw a line
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(dTm/dz)/VT&,
indicating where
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f Re [s,~] dA = 0. Show which side of this line has ~ Re [Sltil] dA >0 and which side has
f Re [slG] dA <0. Repeat for phase differences between PI and UI of 45°, 90°, 135°, ....
Interpret some of these graphs in terms of Ani. standing.



4. EFFICIENCY

Both the raw efficiency and the “fraction of Carnot” serves as a usefid measure of efficiency
for the simplest’ thermodynamic systems, such as the simple heat engine or the simple
refrigerator [2] shown in Fig. 1.1 at the beginning of the book and reproduced here in
Fig. 4.la, The raw efficiency is what you want divided by what you must spend, and in
Chapter 1 we reviewed the well known bounds on raw efficiency given by Carnot’s ratio of
temperatures, which we quickly derived from the first and second laws of-thermodynamics.
So it is natural to. also cite the fiacti~n of Carnot, which is the ratio of the actual raw
efficiency to the maximum raw efficiency allowed by the laws of thermodynamics. The
physicists’ ideal is 100%, but reality reduces this significantly. Typically, thermoacoustic
engines and refrigerators that were designed for high efficiency have operated at or above
20% of Carnot; we expect to increase this to 40% of Carnot in the future.

Raction of Carnot is fine for such simple systems. However, more complex systems need
a more sophisticated measure of merit. For instance, consider the machine shown in Fig.
4. lb, which takes air at atmospheric temperature and pressure, and separates and cools
it to produce liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen, liquid argon, solid carbon dioxide, and liquid
water. The machine is driven with some work power, and it dumps waste heat power to
ambient temperature. How should we measure the efficiency of a complicated system like
this? What we want to do and what we must spend in order to do it don’t even have
the same units. How can we understand what limit on the performance of such a system
is imposed by the two laws of thermodynamics? This chapter introduces some advanced
concepts in thermodynamics that can be used to answer these questions.

4.1. Lost work and entropy generation

In one common and powerful method of accounting for efficiency in complex thermody-
namic systems [28, 42], all losses are measured in terms of equivalent lost work, and one
temp&ature To is identified as a special temperature, the environment temperature at which
arbitrary amounts of heat of no value can be freely exchanged. (If two dflerent environ-
mental temperatures existed, with which heat of no value could be freely exchanged, then it
would be possible to run a heat engine between them, producing unlimited work-of great
value-from heat of no value. Hence, identification of a single “ambient” temperature To is
not at all artificial.) We begin this section with several examples illustrating the use of this
method of accounting.

First consider a simple a heat engine as shown in Fig. 4.2a. The engine’s cold temper-
ature is labeled with the subscript O, to speci~ it as the environment temperature where
waste heat of no value is rejected. We can write the engine’s work as the hot heat times the
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‘a).ngine:~ l?efrigerator~~

(b) q///~%
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liquid Oz
air liquid Nz

etc.

Figure 4.1: (a) The simplest engine and refilgerator, for which simple measures of efficiency
suflice. (b) An air separator-liquefier, requiring a more sophisticated approach to efficiency.

Carnot efficiency minus something we’ll call lost work:

()

TO
W=QH ~–_ – W]mt.

T~
(4.1)

The first term is the maximum work that an ideal engine could produce, according to the
bounds imposed by the first and second laws of thermodynamics, as we reviewed at the
beginning of Chapter L If the engine is not so ideal, the work it actually produces must be
lower; we’ll call the difference the lost work ~~la~.Similarly, for the simple refrigerator shown
in Fig. 4.2b, the work required is the sum of the minimum work that an ideal refilgerator
would require plus extra work we call TVlmt:

. TO– TC
W=QC

TC
+ Wk.st. (4.2)

A third example, a very simple example of lost work, is illustrated in Fig. 4.2c: Fkiction
in machinery at ambient temperature dissipates work, all of which is clearly lost, so

The fourth example, illustrated in Fig. 4.2d, is more subtle, and begins to show how
challenging and how powerful this point of view can be. Figure 4.2d shows a refrigerator,
within which some frictional dissipation occurs at a temperature less than the environment
temperature To. (Such dissipation could be due to dragon a piston in the cold part of the
refrigerator.) How much lost work must be assigned to that frictional dissipation? Suppose
that this friction is the only non-ideal feature in the system, so the system can be treated
like an ideal refrigerator with Carnot’s COP, powered by a &lve mechanism with iliction,
with the drive mechanism thermally anchored to the cold temperature Tc, as shown in Fig.
4.2d. Some of the drive power ~ is dissipated into heat at Tc by friction; the remaining
power drives an ideal refrigerator, which must pump the heat generated by friction plus the
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Figure 4.2: Several examples to illustrate the concept of lost work. (a) A simple engine. (b)
A simple retilgerator. (c) Friction at temperature TO. (d) FHction at a temperature T’ < To.
(e) Heat transfer across a small thermal resistance.

external cooling load
the ideal refrigerator

QC horn the low temperature to the environment temperature. Since
has Carnot’s GOP, we have

( )To – Tc
W – Wf~j~ = Qc + tif~i~ TC , (4.4)

which can be rewritten as

. TO– TC To
@ = QC Tc + wfric~.

Hence, the lost work in this system is

Wlost

(4.5)

(4.6)

Indeed, it seems reasonable that the lost work should be ~eater than the frictional dissipa-
tion, by a factor depending on the temperatures, because intuitively we expect that dissi-
pating work at low temperature should be worse than dissipating it at room temperature:
If work is “lost” at low temperature, pumping the resulting heat up to room temperature
costs even more work.

A fifth example-imperfect heat transfer—”N shown in Fig. 4.2e. Two thermal reservoirs,
at nearly equal temperatures T + 6T and T, are connected by a thermal resistance through
which heat Q flows. The work lost in this process is the excess work that could have been
produced by an ideal engine &lving an ideal heat pump,
T + 6T and To and the heat pump operating between
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exchanged with both reservoirs:

Wlost = We.gine – Wpump (4.7)

= Q(l-J’J-Q(+ (4.8)

(4.9)

which is small if the temperature difference 6T is small. (For illustration here, we assumed
T > TO,but the same conclusion follows from assuming T < To.) Imperfect thermal contact
in heat exchangers is responsible for this type of lost work.

These ideas are important because the lost work can be expressed as the product of the
environment temperature To and the sum of all the entropy generated in the system,

(4.10)

a result known as the Guoy–Stodola theorem [29]. This theorem is presented clearly in
the physics literature [42], but without reference to the decades-earlier work of Guoy and
Stodola. We won’t prove this theorem here, but we use some of the examples of Fig. 4.2 to
illustrate it. First: The entropy generated by imperfect thermal contact in Fig. 4.2e must
be the difference between the entropy Q/T gained by the l?wer reservoir and the entropy
Q/(T + 6T) lost by the upper reservoir. The difference is Q 6T/T2 to lowest order in 6~
multiplying by To indeed yields the lost work given in Eq. (4.9). Second: For friction at a
temperature T as illustrated in Fig. 4.2c, the entropy generation must be the heat generated,
which is exactly ~tiC, divided by T. Multiplying by To as prescribed by Eq. (4.10), yields

To
‘lost = ‘fric 7j7, (4.11)

in agreement with both Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.6).
This method and theorem are important because entropy is an extensive quantity. The

sum E in Eq. (4.10) can be performed any of a number of ways. The sum can be performed
component by component throughout a piece of experimental hardware, tabulating how
much entropy is generated in each heat. exchanger, stack, resonator, etc. It can even be
performed by location within a component, e.g. to determine whether the hot end of the
stack, the middle of the stack, or the cold end of the stack is the lossiest. This sum can
be performed process by process, tabulating how much entropy is generated by viscous
processes, thermal processes, &lctional processes, etc. , either within each component or
system-wide. There seems to be no limit to how finely this sum can be subdivided; one
could even ask how much of the thermal entropy generation at a given location is due to
heat diffusing in the z direction, and how much is due to heat diffusing perpendicular to Z.
The sum can be performed with respect to time instead of location or process, e.g. to learn
whether the entropy generated by thermal relaxation in a regenerator occurs mostly during
the compression and expansion ph~s of the cycle or during the gas-motion phases of the
cycle.

Taken to extreme, this point of view would let.us write

2n/u

Sgen = ~ J/ /OkgendVdt
2X o ,,

(4.12)
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where the instantaneous rate of entropy generation per unit volume is

k (VT)2”+ j2/a
~@+ ~Pigen = ~ y + filction + chemistry + ... . (4.13)

This displays the time-averaged rate of entropy generation as an integral, over t“imeand over
the whole volume of an apparatus, of the instantaneous rate of entropy generation, which is
itself the sum effects coming from diflerent processes: viscous, thermal, electrical, tilctional,
chemical, etc. Having this in mind will let you think about where and how the inefficiencies
arise in a system. Quoting iiom a clear review [42] of this method: ‘7.n accordance with
the circumstance that entropy is a quantity having extensive magnitude, it is evident that
[TOS,..] can be calculated by adding together separate terms of the form [25.s,,.] for each
of the irreversible processes that accompany a total operation. This then allows us to take
each of these separate terms ... as a measure of the loss in potential work that results
from the corresponding particular irreversible processes in the total operation. ThE is an
important principle, since it allows us to determine the reduction in efficiency resulting horn
any particular ,cause without making an analysis of the whole operation.”

Source W& (macroscopic) p~~e. (microscopic)
Electrical 12RTo/T j2/oT

Fkiction
Viscosity

Irnperf=t heat
transfer (i$T<< T)

Heat leak
Thermal mixing

Ikee expansion
Mass mixing

Mass diffusion
Chemical reaction

... Etc.!

QTOi5T/T2
QTO (TH – TC) /T~TC

ti~To log [(z+ ~(1 – z)) /&a]

~To 10g~fjna]/pj~jtja]]

vo/T (per unit area)
p@/T + ~ (V . V)2 /T.

( )

2

where @ = ~ ~ + ~ —&~k~

k (VT)2 /T2
k (VT)2 /T2

where m = ml + m2,
x = ml/m2, and r = T1/Tz

The table above gives expressions for lost work and entropy generation for some dissi-
pative processes encountered in thermoacoustics. (Watch out for factors of two if you use
the macroscopic column for time-averaged acoustic situations.) For example, if dc electrical
power is d~sipated by resistanu, the dissipated electrical power is 12R, and the lost work
is To/T times the dissipated power. Microscopically, the entropy generation is given by the
heat generation rate j2/a per unit volume, divided by the temperature at which the heat
is generated. Integrating that entropy generation over the whole volume of a resistor, and
multiplying by To to convert horn entropy generation to lost -work,yields the macroscopic ex-
pression for lost work. ~ a second example, viscous flow down a pipe, if we are not concerned
about microscopic details such as whether the flow is turbulent or larninar, we can compute
the lost work with the macroscopic expression. If instead we are concerned with microscopic
details, perhaps to understand the spatial distribution of dissipation within a channel of a
stack, then we can use the microscopic expression. This list of entropy-generating processes
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could be extended greatly-it’s amazing how many mechanisms contribute to the increase
of the entropy of the universe!

Imperfect heat transfer is one of the most important loss mechanisms in engines and
refrigerators, so consider the k(VT)2/T2 term in’more detail. If k = O—perfect insulation—
there is no entropy generation. In the other extreme, k = co, there is also no loss, because
in that case VT is zero. Only the in-between case is lossy. Unfortunately, all real gases
and materials have nonzero, finite thermal conductivity, so all are lossy! In standing-wave
systems, the situation is severe, because we depend on such imperfect thermal contact to get
useful thermodynamic behavior, with heat beiig transferred irreversibly across a thermal
penetration depth, throughout the stack, every cycle of the wave. For this reason, standing-
wave systems have sometimes been called “intrinsically irreversible” [43].

In our experience at I& Alamos, the im@zmt types of processes that are responsible
for irreversibility in thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators are:

(1) Thermal relaxation occurs within the stack in any standing-wave system, because
imperfect thermal contact characterized by Im[,f~] # O in the stack is necessary for nonzero
power in standing-wave systems. In traveling-wave systems, those losses are in principle
and in practice smaller, giving traveling-wave systems an inherent efficiency advantage over
standing-wave systems.

(2) Viscous drag in stacks and regenerators is important in both standing- and traveling-
wave systems. Some viscous loss is unavoidable, because for anything except liquid metals
[44] the Prandtl number is of order one so the viscous penetration depth is of the same order
as the thermal penetration depth.

(3) Ordinary conduction of heat in the x dwection from hot to cold along stacks and
regenerators is conceptually a very simple loss. However, it is unavoidable, especially in the
wall of the pressure vessel.

(4) Thermal-relaxation loss and viscous loss occurs not only in stacks and regenerators
but also on resonator walls and in heat exchangem.

(5) Serious thermal bottlenecks can occur elsewhere in heat exchangers, in the solid “
metal parts and in the fluids such as water flowing through them to carry heat to or from
the system.

(6) When used, electroacoustic transducers contribute significantly to system loss, through
electrical dissipation and sometimes through piston tilction.

(7) Finally, there are things
as well as we think they should.
severity of many of the items in
viscous losses there.

4.2. Exergy

that we don’t yet understand; our systems never perform
And effects beyond the acoustic approximation add to the
this list; for example, turbulence in resonators adds to the

Consider the system shown in Fig. 4.3, processing a mass flow m of fluid from one tempera-
ture and pressure to another temperature and pressure. Liquefaction of nitrogen or methane
is typical of such a process. The system consumes work ~, and waste heat Q. is rejected
at temperature To. The first law of thermodynamics indicates that the sum of the powers
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pout

Figure 4.3: A thermodynamic device using work to process a flowing stream of material m
from an input condition to an output condition. The device rejects waste heat at To.

going in must equal the sum of the powers going out:

W+ rnhi. = QO + rnh..t. (4.14).“

Note the use of enthaipy here; it is the correct energy to use in the first law for open systems,
as d~cussed briefly in Chapter 3 and extensively in most thermodynamics texts [29]. The
second law of thermodynamics indicates that the entropy leaving the system must equal the
sum of the entropy entering the system plus entropy generation within the system

(4.15)

.
The sources S~~~inside the system are viscous, tilctional, and other dissipative processes as
discussed in the previous section.

Combining these two equations by eliminating the uninteresting quantity Q. yields

I&= m [(h – TOS)OU,– (h – Tos)i~]+ TO~ sg~,+ (4.16)
. .

This shows that h–Tos is another important, special ener& in thermodynamics problems. If
the system is ideal-if there are no entropy-generating processes in the system, so M& = O
—then the work needed to process unit mass of the fluid is given by the difference between
the outgoing and in~ming h – Tos.. Any real system must use at least that much work to
perform this process. Physicists note: This is not the Gibbs energy h – Ts. This energy per
unit mass b s h – Tos is called the flow availability, well known to mechanical engineers and
especially to chemical engineers. It is invaluable in evaluating the minimum work required
to perform a complex process, such as that shown in Fig. 4.lb.

We can follow a similar philosophy [29] to derive an acoustic approximation to the Guoy–
Stodola theorem, and to introduce the important concept of exergy X, an important energy
that keeps track of the ability to do useful work when a thermal reservoir at temperature
To is fkely accessible. Consider the schematic of a generalized portion of thermoacoustic
system shown in Fig. 4.4. If the portion shown is in steady-state operation, the first law
of thermodynamics shows that the difference between energy fluxes going out and going in
must be zero

(4.17)
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H20U1, E20ut

Figure 4.4: A generalized portion of thermoacoustic apparatus. The x direction is horizontal,
and the portion, with length Ax, has acoustic power E2znand total power H2znflowing into
the left open end and acoustic power ~zo.t and total power H20Utflowing out of the right
open end. In between, the portion produces (or receives) time-averaged work power ~,.
absorbs (or rejects) heat power Q. to ambient at To, and absorbs (or rejects) one or more
other heat powers Qi to other temperature(s) Ti. The sign conventions are indicated by the
arrows.

The second law of thermodynamics says that the difference between the entropy fluxes going
out and going in must equal the entropy generated within the portion:

fi20ut – E20ut _Sge, =
&~ – EZ1, ~IJ

x
Qi———

TmoUt Tml, To ~ T“
(4.18)

,

In Eq. (4.18), we use (fi2 – ~2)/Tm as the second-order entropy firm, as shown in Eq. (3.26)
where the first term is Tm times the second-order hydrodynamic entropy flux and the second
term is the conduction of heat along x through the gas and solid parts. Combining Eqs.
(4.17) and (4.18) by eliminating the uninteresting heat Q. easily yields

ToS~,. =.

This is written in

To .

()

To
~E21n + 1 – ~ H21n–

m m &i20ut+(1-a)A20u’

terms of exergy as

where the acoustic approximation to the time-averaged exergy flux
in a channel is

X2= To . () To
~E2+ l–F H2.

m m
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(4.20)

X2(z) in the z direction

(4.21)



Similarly, the exergy flux Xw associated with work power is the work power ~ itself,

& = w, (4.22)

and the exergy flux XQ associated with a heat power @ flowing from temperature T is

‘iQ = O(1 – ~~/~). (4.23)

Each of these three expressions for exergy flwx gives the ability of the associated power to
do work, in the presence of a thermal reservoir at To. If S~.. = O,these expressions prescribe
how work power, heat power, and oscillatory thermohydrodfiamic POW= could be freelY

interchanged within the bounds of the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
Reminiscent of the total-po~er equation discussed in Chapter 3, the acoustic-approximation

exergy-flux equation (4,21) is like a kaleidoscope, giving many diflerent views depending on
how it is shaken. We will look at a few

In a stack, regenerator,
that no exergy can flow out
the Guoy-Stodola theorem

or thermal bufler column, laterally insulated and bounded so
perpendicular to Z, we have a thermoacoustic approximation to

d ~ Sgen= d%
To dz –—

dx “
(4.24)

This equation expresses the combined first and second laws of thermodynamics in thermoa-
coustics, showing that

(4.25)
/

always, just like O= dHz/dx expresses the first law in a stack, regenerator, or thermal buffer
column. Exergy is conserved if and only if no entropy is generated.

If Tm = To, then Eq. (4.21) shows that X2 = fi2. In words, acoustic power at To
represents the ability to do work, in the thermodynamic sense. Thus far in this book, we
may have tacitly assumed that this is true, but we have not proven it until this point! In this
simplest situation, lost work and entropy generation are related in the most straightforward
manner,

dE~——
dx “

(4.26)

Now suPPose that Tm # To, and consider an ideal regenerator with H2 = O. Then X2 =
fi2T0/Tm.H&ce, acoustic “power in a temporally isothermal space, such as a regenerator, at
temperature Tm < To has an ability to do work that i.sgreater than ~2 itself. (This may make
acousticians uneasy, but it is true, because a limitless source of heat at temperature To is
presumed to be available. The first law shows that some such so~ce of heat must be utilized
if work is to be extracted from an ideal regenerator, in which Hz = O.) Similarly, acoustic
power in a temporally ~sothermalspace at temperat~re Tm > To represents a reduced abilty
to do work; the full E2 cannot be converted to W without adding exergy horn another
source, such ss heat at temperature Tm > To.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of an ideal orifice pulse tube refrigerator, showing the total power,
acoustic power, and exergy flux as functions of position. The apparatus is insulated except
at the heat exchanger?, so the piston work W, aftercooler heat aOA,refrigeratkn10adQc,
and final waste heat Qo~ are the only energies entering or leaving the apparatus.

Continuing t? suppose that T~ # To, consider an ideal thermal buffer column or pulse
tube, for which 132= H2. Then X2 = ~2, independent of Tm. In this case, Eq. (4.26) holds,
with dE2/dx = Oonly if S~.n= O. Again, ~z represents the ability to do work.

These points are illustrated in Fig. 4.5 for an ideal orifice puls~tube refrigerator, as-
sumed to be thermally insulated except at the three heat exchangers. The total power must
be piecewise constant, with discontinuities at the heat exchangers equal to the heats trans-
ferred there. The acoustic power must be continuous, decreasing through the regenerator
not because of viscosity but rather because U1 decreases as T~ decreases, and decreasing
again in the flow resistance R due to viscosity. The exergy flux is constant throughout the
regenerator. It decreases at the cold heat exchanger by Qc (1 – To/Tc), which is the amount
of exergy carried out of the system by the heat load Qc. It is constant again along the pulse
tube, finally dropping to zero smoothly in the flow resistance R, which is the only location
with nonzero S~e~.

Using Eq. (4.21) to write an explicit expression for dX2/dx in a stack, regenerator, or
thermal buffer colu&, in which dH2/dx = O,yields

In the inviscid limit, p = O, and using appropriate expressions from
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Chapters 2 and 3, Eq.



(4.27) becomes

(4.28)

which is always <0, for any values of dTrn/d~ and 4W, as ~pected. The angle @@ iS the
phase dflerence by whkh pl leads U1. The interpretation of the second term (i.e., second
line) of Eq. (4.28) is trivi” based on our dkcussion of heat-transfa irreversibility in the
previous section. The first term (i.e., first line) is more interesting. It can be reduced to zero
by making r. = ~, as is approximately the case for traveling-wave systems. However, the
intrinsic irreversib~lty of standing-wave systems is apparent here, as l/r~ a hn[-fm] must
be nonnegligible for standing-wave systems; otherwise they develop no power, .ss shown by
the discussion near Eq. (3.27). In this”case, the only way to make the first term in Eq. (4.28)
zero is.by setting sin @pu = 1 (i.e., pure standing waves) and dTm/dz = VTC~it,exactly the
situation for which standing-wave systems have zero power.

Thus far I have been unable to grind through the algebra to find a pretty version of
dX2/dx fo~ p # O. I had hoped it would depend cleanly on r~, rv, and (dT~/dZ) /v~crit j

because the only sources of tieversibtilty are viscous shear, imperfect thermal contact, and
the trivial term arising born ordhmry conduction of heat. along x.

4.3. Examples

Example: orifice pulse-tube refrigerator: The orifice pulse-tube re~lgerator of Figs.
1.15 and 1.16 provides a realistic example similar to the ideal orifice puketube re~lgerator
considered above. The flows of exergy, acoustic power, and total power are shown in Fig.
4.6, for the same operating point as that used to generate the power plots in Fig. 3.8 and
the phasors in Fig. 2.19. The cxergy curve was calculated using Eq. (4.21), using DeltaE’s
values for H2, fi2, and 2“. Incoming from the left, the acoustic power, total power, and
exer~ flux are all nearly equal at 8.8 kW in the large-diameter entrance duct. The ambient-
temperature aftercooler removes 8.3 kW of heat at To, which reduces the total power by that
amount but has no effkct on the exergy because heat-at To carries no ability to do work.
There is a small reduction in acoustic power in the &ercooler, and the exergy decreases
in step with this ~oustic power, as required in a channel at temperature To. Next, in the
regenerator the acoustic power drops considerably, but only part of this drop represents a
loss in exergy (mostly due to viscusity); much of this decrease in acoustic power would occur
even for p = O,as a result of the mean temperature gra&ent. The exergy flux drops through
the cold heat exchanger, but this represents no loss—o nly the flow of exergy out of the
thermoacoustic part of the system and into the retilgeration load. Through the pulse tube,
exergy decreases only a little, due largely to the heat leak down the walls of the pulse tube.
At the end of the apparatus, exergy is destroyed in viscous flow in the orifice, although
thermal insulation around the orifice, inertance, and complian,m ensure that the energy
associated with that exer~ destruction shows up at the adjacent heat exchanger. Overall,
the exergy losses in the orifice and in the regenerator are comparable, and are larger than
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that in the aftercooler. The fact that almost half the exergy loss in this system occurs in the
orifice motivated our research [45] into “methods of feeding acoustic power from the hot end
of the pulse tube back to the left of the heat exchange components instead of dissipating it
in the orifice.

Regenerator
/

10

0
-0.1 0.0 0.5

position from left end of aftercooler (m)

Figure 4.6: Schematic of Cryenco pulse-tube refrigerator, with lengths along z to scale, and
diagram showing acoustic power, total power, and exergy flux at a representative operating
point.

Example: standing-wave engine: The engine of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10 serves as an
additional illustration of the use of exergy. In Fig. 4.7, we have added an exergy curve
calculated using Eq. (4.21) to the energy plot of Fig. 3.7. At the hot heat exchanger, !2380
W of heat was added, causing 2380 W of total power to flow down the stack. This heat, at
a temperature of 760 K, carried only 1440 W of exergy into the system. Some 720 W of this
exergy is lost in the stack, due to viscosity, imperfect thermal contact, and conduction of
heat along Z, in the process of generating 670 W of acoustic power. A full 1000 W of exergy
flows into the refrigerator at the side branch, in the form of 1000 W of acoustic power at
To.

At another operating point for the standing-wave engine, one which received both ex-
perimental and calculational attention, a total of 3000 W of electric power was supplied to
the heaters of the two engines, and 490 W of acoustic power was delivered to the pulse-tube
re~lgerator. The lost work is the difference between these: 2510 W. Although we didn’t
measure it, we would infer that 2510 W of heat was showing up in the room-temperature
cooling-water streams at To.
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Figure 4.7 Powers for the standing-wave engine, at the same operating point as in Fig. 3.7,
with an exergy curve added.

/

Y
TO

Q.= 2510 Watts waste heat out
w= 3000 Watts

+Welectric power in = 490 Watts
acoustic power out

Figure 4.8: At one experimental operating point, the standing wave engine accepted 3000
W of input electrical power and rejected 2510 W of waste heat at TO. Hence, 2510 W of
work was lost.
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To gain understanding of the sources of irreversibility in the system at this operating
point, I made an arbitrary choice of how to break up this lost work: mostly by component,
but with some subdividing according to process. Making intelligent estimates based partly
on measurement and partly on a correspondhg DeltaE model of this system generated this
table.

Source w]o.~
12R 730 W

room heat leak 300w
hot heat exchgs acoustics 20w

hot heat emhgs 62’ 10 w
staclw 950w

stacks pressure vessel heat leak 150 w
cold heat exchgs acoustics 10 w

cold heat exchgs 62” 70 w
resonator 35 w
unknown 235 W

Total: 2510 W

Such .a table can serve as one guide when contemplating improvements to a thermoa-
coustic system, to help decide which components are responsible for losses, and maybe to
help decide how to spend time and money most effectively to improve the overall system
efficiency. In this case, consider the sources of lost work starting with the largest: The stacks
contribute 950 W. I believe I optimized the gaps, lengths, and positions of these parallel-
plate stacks well during the design of this system, so I doubt that rebuilding the stacks with
difFerentgaps or lengths would improve performance much. However, most of that 950 W
is thermal-relaxation loss, not viscous losses. The thermal-relaxation loss is large in this
system because of the size constraint imposed by the project’s sponsor; if we were he to
make the system bigger, we could operate closer to the. critical temperature gradient and
thus have a more. efficient thermoacoustic engine. Hence, this table strongly suggests that
we should re-negotiate the size constraint with the sponsor. We might consider trying to
build a pin-array stack, be&use computer calculations usually show that a pin-array stack
should perform aboqt 20% better than a parallel-plate stack. However, building such an
intricate pin array, with supports for the pins that don’t block the sound wave badly, seems
daunting (i.e. expensive). The, second-largest loss in the table is the 12R loss in the NiCr
heaters in the two thermoacoustic engines. What does this mean, that 730 W is lost to 12R,
when 3000 W is converted from electricity to heat in the heaters? We’re turning 3000 W of
electrical power into 3000 W of heat at temperature TH. The formula in the previous table
shows that the lost work in that process is 12R To/TH. “Work is lost” in this process because
the first and second laws allow for a more efficient way to deliver 3000 W of heat to T~, in
principle This 3000 W of heat could be delivered to the engine at TH = 1230 Kelvin by
spending only 2270 W of electric power, driving a heat.pump with Carnot’s COP operating
between To and TH. The difference, 3000 W – 2270 W, is.the lost work. @ducing lost
work horn this source also sounds expensive. The next largest sources seem more promising.
Heat leak born TH to the room contributes 300 W, which might be reduced simply by more
insulation, if the sponsor’s size constraint is not compromised. Unknown sources contribute
235 W, which might serve as justification for asking the sponsor for more funds for funda-
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mental research in thermoacoustics. The heat leaks along the two pressure vessels enclosing
the two stacks contribute 150 W, which suggests that we might look for a reasonabkost
alloy with Seater strength or lower thermal conductivity than the Incolloy 800H used here.

1

4.4. Exercises -

4.1 A simple heat engine operates between temperatures TH and To. Its work output is used
to drive a simple retilgerator, which pumps heat from a load at temperature Tc ; itrejects
waste heat at temperature To. The efficiency of this composite system is the ratio-of heat
pumped fkom Tc to heat consumed from TH. What is the limit on efficiency imposed by the
fist and second laws of thermodynamics?

4.2 An ideal gas, with temperature-independent specific heat ~, flowing with mass flow
rate rh, must be cooled horn To to Tc. In case 1, the cooling is provided by a Carnot
rebig~ator removing heat born Tc and rejecting waste heat to To. In case 2j the cooling
power is provided .by two Carnot refilgerators rejecting waste heat to To; the gas stream
first encounters the first reiiigerator, whose cold end is at (To+ Tc)/2, and then encounters
the second retilgerator, whose cold end is at Tc. Case 3 is similar to case 2, except that
the colder refrigerator rejects its waste heat at (T. + Tc)/2 and the first refrigerator must
absorb that heat in addition to the heat fkom the gas stream. Calculate the work required
in all three csses, and compare it to the minimum work given by Eq. (4.16). How might
you design cooliig hardware that would approach the minimum work more closely?

4.3 Demonstrate the Guoy–Stodola theorem for the system of Fig. 4.2d, by showing that
the dflerence between the entropy increase of the reservoir at To and the entropy decrease
of the reservoir at TC equals the lost work given by Eq. (4.6) divided by To.

4.4 Investigate p~~m for the simplest thermal-penetration-depth problem, with U1= Oand
boundary-layer apprtimation. Make a plot of the time-average of the entropy generation
per unit volume, ss a function of d~tance from the wall. How dm this plot compare with
the plot of power dissipated per unit volume shown in Ani. Thermal? Does this make sense?
Compare ~ p~~e.dy with the results of exercise 4.8, to verifi the Guoy-Stodola theorem in
this context.

4.5 Pick one process, one component, or one process within one component of your
favorite thermoacoustic system, and estimate (order of magnitude) the lost work. What
fraction of the total lost work for the whole system does this represent?

4.6 In Chapter 3, we demonstrated the “intrinsic irreversibility” of standing-wave engines
and refrigerators, even in the ~nviscid limit p = O,by showing that both the useful eU1 term

i+ and the harmful r. term in dE2 are proportional to Im[~K].With ~ = Oand ignoring thermal
conduction along Z, m-examine the question of intrinsic irreversibility from the point of view

. of the exergy flux X2, showing that within a stack (where Hz is independent of Z) exergy is
1 destroyed unless the temperature gradient equals VTC~it.

.4.7 On a trans-Pacific airplane flight, you are surprised to see your rich uncle, a banker,
whom you haven’t seen in 10 years. He tells you that he is about to inves,t heavily in a

I natural-gas recovery project that will make him unimaginably wealthy.
The project involves a huge, high-pressure natural-gas reservoir under the Arctic Ocean.

The gas will arrive at the floating platform on the ocean surface in a pipe, at a pressure of



100 bar and a temperature of zero degrees Centigrade, which is the temperature of the ocean.
He says that the brilliant scientist he will be investing in has invented two special machines.
One machine will use the gas pressure to drive a special turbine, to generate power from the
100 bar gas. As it does work on the turbine, the gas will expand to atmospheric pressure,
and cool. He doesn’t remember how much it will cool. The second machine will use some of
the power from the turbine to further cool the gas and liquefy it. There will be power left
over, to run the lights, water pumps, radios, computers, heaters, etc. for “theworkers on the
platform. The liquefied gas will be carried in cryogenic tankers to Tokyo.

He is certain that the planned platform will require no external source of power, nor will
it need to burn any of the gas. It will be completely powered by the expansion of the gas
from 100 bar. He remembers that one or both of the two machines will have a large heat
exchanger connected to the ocean water.

You remember that methane liquefies at 112 Kelvin at atmospheric pressure, and that
the latent heat is approximately equal to the total heat that must be removed to cool
gaseous methane from zero degrees Centigrade to 112 Kelvin. You assume that the gaseous
methane, Cm, can be treated as an ideal gas. You remember that changes in enthalpy of
an ideal gas are given by dh = ~ dT, and that changes in entropy of an ideal gas are given
by ds = (q/T) dZ’ – (1/pT) dp.

Evaluate the feasibility of this scheme using the first,and second laws of thermodynamics.
Convince your uncle that the first and second laws of thermodynamics are applicable to this
scheme, and that you can decide that his investment plan is unwise without understanding
any of the details of the two machines.

4.8 Derive the bound~-layer expression for d~2/dz in a stack. Express your answer
using the same variables as in Eq. (4.28) plus TVand o. Then assume standing-wave phasing
to simpli& your result, showing that it is <0.

4.9 Resolve this paradox: For an ideal gas, $ w dt = $(p/p)pu dt = R $ Tpu dt. In
a perfect regenerator, T is independent. of time, so it can be pulled outside the integal,
leaving RT ~ pu dt. But ~ pu dt = Obecause there is no net time-averaged mass flux through
a perfect regenerator. Henw, J pu dt = O. So acoustic power cannot flow through a perfect
regenerator. (If you get stuck, wait until Chapter 5.)

4.10 NASA probes to the outer planets require electric power generators that operate
for a decade with extremely high reliability. Currently, this electricity is generated with the
thermoelectric effect in a solid. The high-temperat.ure heat is supplied to the thermoelectric
component by radioactive decay of a plutonium isotope, and waste heat carried away horn
the thermoelectric component by a heat pipe and finally rejected by means of bkwk-body
radiation to space. The efficiency, i.e. the ratio of electric power to plutonium heat, is 770.

Consider a thermoacoustic engine as an alternative to the thermoelectric component, per-
haps with piezoelectric or electrodynamics transduction of acoustic to electric power. Your
assignment: Decide whether this idea might be worth pursuing. Make some plausible as-
sumptions, and make a few rough estimates using various approximate relations throughout
the book, to see if a thermoacoustic system might have an efficiency greater than 7Y0,while
maintaining extremely high reliability. If you decide this idea might be worth pursuing, write
a letter to your friend the program manager at NASA, explaining why you think it’s worth
pursuing-try to convince her that her office should provide you with financial support to
attempt a meaningful design. If you decide the idea is not worth pursuing, write a letter to
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her =plain@g why she should reject any half-baked thermoamustics proposals she receives.

4.11 A sk,ple thermoacoustic reiiigerator, with COP equal to 0.3 times Carnot’s COP,
lifts heat from 276 K and rejects waste heat at TO= 300 K. The retilgerator is used to cool
a stream of 10 grams/see of water horn 300 K to, 276 K; this cooling load is the only load
on the refilgerator.

In addition to the obvious”irreversibility within the thermoacoustic refrigerator, the heat
transfer in the cold heat exchanger must be irreversible, because this heat =ch~gm is at
276 K but the water enters it at 300 K. (Assume water’s heat capacity is 4.2 Joule/gin-K,
independent of temperature.)

How much heat must be removed from the water stream? How much work power is used
to run this re&lgerator? Calculate the lost work in the refrigerator and the lost work in the
irreversible heat transfer. Compare the appropriate sum/dflerence of these three numbers
with the minimum work required to cool this stream, using Eq. (4.16). How much exergy is
added to the water stream? (Comment on the sign of this exergy term, regarding the ability
of the ‘cold water str’kamto do work.)

To reduce the irreversibility in the heat exchanger, it is propos~ to use two refrigerators
instead of one; the first will operate at 288 K and remove half the heat load from the water
stream and the second will operate at 276 K and remove the other half of the heat load
born the water stream. (Hence, each retilgerator will have half the cooling power of the
original refrigerator.) Assume that both refrigerators reject heat to 300 K, and both have
coP/coPcam.~ = 0.3.What is the total work power required by this system? Tabulate
the lost work in four locations: the two refrigerators, and the two cold heat exchangers.

Now suppqse the colder of the two refrigerators rejects its waste heat at 288 K instead of
300 K, so that the warmer of the two refrigerators must pump this heat load in addition to
the heat load due to the water stream. Again calculate the total work required, and tabulate
the lost work in the four locations. Discuss some of this in terms of exergy; for =ample,
where is exer~ destroyed, where does it flow into and out of the apparatus, etc.

4.12 Show that heat exergy Q(l – To/T) indeed represents the maximum ability to do
work, by considering a Carnot engine operating between 2’ and To when 7’> To.

4.13 A machine absorbs heat at a rate Qc at temperature Tc. Show that a Carnot engine
attached to this machine could produce work at a rate ~ = (To/Tc —l)Qc. Interpret this
result in terms of the heat exergy associated with Qc.
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5. BEYOND ROTT’S THERMOACOUSTICS

We have now completed our review of the well-established foundations of thermoacoustics,
as based mostly on the work of Nikolaus R.Ott. In Chapter 2, as summarimd in Fig. 2.14,
we came to regard any thermoacoustic apparatus as a series of short channels (possibly with
internal structure, such as in a stack), each of which can be analyzed using the momentum
and continuity equations. This allows us to view a short, length of arbitrary thermoacoustic
component as a combination of only five impedance elements: series inertance, series vis-
cous resistance, parallel compliance, parallel thermal-relaxation resistance, and the parallel
current-controlled current source that appears when a nonzero temperature gradient exists
along the channel. In this representation, each dynamical variable, such as pressure p, is
assumed to have a sinusoidally oscillating part, with the amplitude and phase of the os-
cillation the only variables of interest. Once oscillating pressure and oscillating velocity
are understood in this context, other oscillating variables such as temperature and density
follow wily. The acoustic power fi2, the second-order total power H2, th~ time-averaged
heats Q transferred at heat exchangers, and the second-order exergy flux X2 can be csJcu-
lated without controversy from these oscillating variables, when the first and second laws of
thermodynamics are brought into consideration.

If an engine or refrigerator is built according to these principles, and no mistakes are
made (see Chapter 8), it will work as designed-but only in the limit of low amplitudes.
Figure 5.1 illustrates this typical behavior, showing data obtained during early debugging
of the standing-wave engine of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, using only one engine and no load on
the resonator. Heater power, displayed on the horizontal axis, was ‘applied, resulting in
mezymredpressure Oscillations and hot temperatures as shown by the circles. The lines are
calculations using DeltaE, based on the acoustic approximation and hence consistent with
the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3. At low power, measurements and calculations agree,
but at the highest powers the measured and calculated temperatures differ by almost 200”C
and the measured and calculated pressure amplitudes differ by almost 2570. Thermoacoustic
engines and refrigerators with practical levels of power per unit volume and per unit m~s
must operate at high amplitudes such as these, where actual behavior deviates signifkdy
from the acoustic approximation. In the early days of thermoacoustic research, we were
impressed that the acoustic approximation came so close to the truth at high amplitudes,
but o& standsrds are higher now We hope to understand such deviations quantitatively.

In this chapter, we will examine some of the gas-dynamics phenomena leading to high-
amplitude deviations from the acoustic approximation. We know all the fundamental physics
involved. Most of the relevant gas dynamics and thermodynamics are believed to be included
in the general momentum, continuity, and energy equations
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Figure 5.1: Pressure amplitude and hot temperature as functions of heater power, during
early debugging of the standing-wave engine of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, with the side branch to
the refilgerators blocked, and using one spiral stack with its heat exchangers in one end of
the resonator but no stack or hot heat exchanger in the other end of the resonator. Helium,
3 M.Pa, 370 Hz. The points are measurements; the lines me calculations using DeltaE,
assuming laminar flow in the resonator.
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Z+v. (pr) = 0,
@

[ 1
p g+(v. v)v = –VP + vi~vjvk + V( (v “v) ,

%w’+”) = -v”[~~’y+phv-v”z-kv$
with appropriate boundary conditions, and in the properties of the gas

P = pRT,

P = P(P, q,
k = k(p,T),

‘Y = constant.

The time-averaged total power [26] flowing in the z direction

H=
/[ 1pu(v2/2+h)–k~–(v J& dA

and the time-averaged exergy flux [29] in the z direction

x= II () 1

‘0 ~ – (V oE)z dA,pu[v’/2+ (h–~)]– Topu(s-so)-k l–~ d~

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

where ~ and so are the enthalpy and entropy per unit mass in the -called dead state
[29], are also unambiguous. However, knowing that all the fimdamental physics involved
is captured in these deceptively simple equations is of little use in the day-to-day practice

- of high-amplitude thermoacoustics, because personal computers and human brains are in-
capable of processing such complicated equations and truths quickly. The challenge is to
find the relevant aspects of the truths expressed in Eqs. (5.1)–(5.9) and to distill them into
comprehensible, compact forms and into usable design procedures and analysis procedures.
Our “acoustic approximation” of Chapters 2–4 is one such distillation, represented in the
computer code DeltqE, but data like those displayed in Fig. 5.1 demonstrate that this ap-
proximation omits some important phenomena. Other computer codes include more physics
and hence work better at high amplitudes, but sacrifice speed to do so.

While the first four chapters of the book are built on a well-established foundation,
the topics discussed in this chapter are at the hontiers of current understanding. If this
chapter seems inelegant or confused, it may be due to the fact that these issues are indeed
complicated, and are not well understood. I will not be surprised if some of this chapter
turns out to be wrong.

Our approach here will be to build upon and extend our acoustic approximation, adding
(you might say kludging) various phenomena onto it. One strength of this approach is
that it builds on a firm foundation. One danger of this approach is that it -willnever find
dramatically new phenomena, no matter how interesting or important they might be.

This chapter is still under construction. I have not yet incorporated examples tied to the
“example” hardware of Chapter 1. I have not done sections on porous media, harmonics, or
similitude.
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5.1. Tortuous porous media

Inpreparation. Screens [38], steel wool, sandstone?,

5.2. ~bulence

power-law correlations.

Figure 5.2 is the well-known friction-factor diagram [27] for steady flow in a circular pipe.
[Here “steady” means that U is independent of time, klthough ;(z, y, z, t) may fiuc~uate
rapidly.] The figure summarizes all practical knowledge about pressure drops in such flows.
Although Eq. (5.2) includes all the physics displayed in Fig. 5.2, Eq. (5.2) is too far removed
born the engineering reality of turbulent steady flow to be useful in daily engineering work.

Figure 5.2: Friction factor vs Reynolds number in steady flow in a circular pipe. Reproduced
from Fox and McDonald [27]. The difTerentcurves in the turbulent regime are for difFerent
surface roughnesses in the pipe. This figure (and everything else in Ref. [27]) uses Re to
signify the Reynolds number on the horizontal axis, but! we will use NR to avoid confusion
with the real part of a variable.

Note the use of dimensionless groups of vmiables in Fig. 5.2. Engineers have long
realized that correlating data using such dimensionless groups provides the only practical,
compact approach for sharing data. The Reynolds number NR = p (u) D/p is a dimensionless
measure of the average velocity, where D is the diameter of the pipe. The vertical axis is
the dimensionless Moody friction factor jA1, which is the ratio of pressure drop Ap to
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~p (U)2L/D, where L is “the pipe length. The dimensionless relative roughness e is the
roughness height on the pipe’s inner surface divided by the pipe diameter. We will often use
such dimensionless groups in this chapter, and in the last section we will outline a formal
approach to the selection of dimensionless groups for thermoacoustic phenomena.

Figure 5.2 shows that steady flow in a smooth circular pipe has two regimes. Below
N~ w 2000, the flow is laminar. In this regime, the second term on the left side of Eq. 5.2
can be neglected, and the equation is simple enough for analysis leading to a closed-form
solution for the tilction factor,

fM = 64/NR, (5.10)

which is the straight line in the left part of Fig. 5.2. Above NR N 2000 the flow is turbulent.
Roughness e >0 gives higher friction factors in the turbulent regime.

For such steady flow in a circular pipe, two dimensionless barometers-~Rand s—~e
sufficient to span the space of all possible flows, so the filction factor of any steady flow can
be obtained from Fig. 5.2 by specifying these two parameters. In oscillating flow, however,
one additional parameter is needed, which must be related to the frequency of oscillations.
The viscous penetration depth is a familiar frequency-dependent variable, so R/6V (where
R is pipe radius) provides a convenient dimensionless form for this third parameter. [The
Womersley number D/@$V is also commonly used [46] for this third parameter.) One slice
through the three-dimensional parameter space of oscillating flow is shown in Fig. 5.3 for a
circular pipe; this slim is for e = O, and shows the regimes of behavior as a function of peuk
Reynolds number lVR,Pcak= IU1]Dp/AjL and R/&.

Figure 5.3 represents more complicated behavior than Fig. 5.2 represents. The larninar
regime of Fig. 5.3 was the subject of chapter 2, and is well understood. We believe that
the weakly turbulent regime shares the laminar re~me’s mathematically simple behavior
in the boundary layers, with the turbulence essentially confined to the center of the tube,
not in the boundary layers. A transitional zone exists between the weakly turbulent and
conditionally turbulent regimes. In the conditionally turbulent regime, hot-wire anemometer
measurements [48] show that the flow alternates between weakly turbulent and violently
turbulent behavior, with the transition to turbulence occurring at the peak velocity and
the return to “weak turbulent flow occurring at the zero crossings of velocity. At higher
Reynolds numbers, the flow is fully turbulent, essentially resembling the steady turbulent
flow at high Reynolds number in Fig. 5.2. The mathematics we developed in Chapters 2 and
3 is probably inapplicable in the transitional, conditionally turbulent, and fully turbulent
regimes, because in these regimes the turbulence disturbs the boundary layer deeply and
violently.

At the high amplitudes necessary to achieve high power density, various components in
thermoacoustic engines and retilgerators operate in all regimes shown in Fig. 5.3, and it is
important to calculate peak Reynolds numbers at typical locations in each component to get
a rough idea whether deviations horn the acoustic approximation might be expected. Pulse
tubes and thermal buffer tubes typically operate in the weakly turbulent regime. Resonator
components are often fully turbulent, conditionally turbulent, or in the transition regime.
Inertances in pulse-tube refrigerators are usually fully turbulent. For other components
having non-circular cross sections but with parallel walls, we can only hope that Fig. 5.3
gives re~nable ~idance, using R N 2rh;with this criterion, we often find that standing-
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wave stacks are in the high-Reynolds part of the laminar regime, sometimes with their cold
ends extending into the conditionally turbulent regime, and heat exchangers may fall in
any regime except fully turbulent. (As discussed in the previous section, the screen beds of
regenerators typically have Thi6v << 1 and ~~peak w SOOY but 1%. 5.3 offers no fNidanCe

for the microscopically tortured geometry of sdreen beds.)
In Chapters 2 thr?ugh 4, we learned how useful it is to have expressions for dpl/dz,

dU1/dZ, dE2/dx, and H2 everywhere. Reality today is not satisfactory in this regard. We’re
only certain of these expr~ions in the laminar regime in Fig. 5.3 (and even there en-
trance effects, to be dkcussed later this chapter, confuse the issue). We believe that the
mathematical expressions developed in Chapter 2 are applicable in the distorted laminar
regime, because we believe that the weak turbulence doesn’t penetrate signiikmtly into
the boundary layer, and because we have some experimental evidence [49, 50] that lami-
nar boundary-layer mathematics predicts phenomena accurately. Ev-here else in Fig.
5.3, our present understanding is too incomplete to give complete, quantitatively accurate
predictions.

However, in the fully turbulent regime, Iguchi’s hypothesis gives partial, quantitatively
accurate guidance. In this regime, the displacement amplitude Isl Iof the gas is much larger
than both 6V and R, so Iguchi [47].suggested that the flow at any instant of time should
have little memory of its past history:’ The flow at each instant of time should be identical
to that of fully developed steady flow with that same velocity, represented by Fig. 5.2. This
hypothesis must be excellent in the low frequency liiit, in,which R/& ~ O,a limit that is
approached in the inertances of many pulse-tube retilgerators. We do not know how good
the assumption is for large R/6V, which is of interest in many resonators.

To incorporate Iguchl’s hypothesis into the impedance fkamework of Chapter 2, we can
derive an expression for dpl/dz, modtied to account for the turbulence. If the volumetric
velocity and hence Reynolds number NR vary sinusoidally in time, then the instantaneous
filction factor ~~(t) obtained from Fig. 5.2 has a complicated time dependence. We can
‘simpfi,fythis time dependence by using a Taylor-series expansion around the peak Reynolds
number:

(5.11)

where fM and the derivative on the right-hand side are evaluated at the peak Reynolds
number. It is then straightforward to integrate the instantaneous power dissipation over a
full cycle, obtaining for the time-averaged d~ipation of acoustic power per unit length

*=wf+3NRJ’eaka
where, again, fM and dfM/dNR are evaluated at the peak Reynolds number.

When this is compared to the equivalent result for Iaminar flow

dE2 [1~l~112wRe.-!-
= = 2nR2 l–fv ‘
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it is apparent that turbulence multiplies the power dissipation and the effective viscous
resistance per unit length, rV, by a factor m given by the ratio of the two expressions above

i!i~NR[fM – (1 – 9T/32) NR,Pd dfMidNR]

m = 67rR2 Re [i/(1 – fv)] “
(5.14)

by
We can eva.hate fM and dfM/dNR as a function of NR and & dwectly horn ~lg. 5.2, or
using the iterative expression

A ( 18.7
— = 1.74 – 2 log~~ 25+

)N~fi ‘
(5.15)

which is a remarkably good approximation to the &iction factor [51].
At low enough velocities, m -1 and the flow is laminar. According to Eq. (5.14), the

m = 1 boundary between laminar and turbulent zones occurs roughly at

NR,PCA & 2000 for l?/6V <2, (5.16)

~R,peak

R/bV
s 1000 for R/6V >2, (5.17)

which is in general agreement with the transitions from laminar or weakly laminar to tran-
sitional or ccxdtionally turbulent in Fig. 5.3.

Turbulence must also affect the other parts of the impedance picture of Chapter 2:
the inertsmce per unit length 1, the compliance per unit length c, the thermal-relaxation
resistance rh, and the source/sink factor e. h turbulence increases rV, it probably changes
the average velocity gradient at the wall, so the boundary-layer thickness probably changes,
changing the effective area in the center of the duct that is available to carry the plug
flow responsible for most of the inertance. Turbulence must also allow the influence of the
isothermal boundary condition at the wall to reach farther into the gas, making more of the
channel appear isothermal and hence increasing c. With more volume affected by thermal
relaxation, v-~probably decreases, and e may increase.

This analysis does not inspire confidence. Experimental confirmation exists only for
rv [47], and only in a limited regime. Even in the fully turbulent regime, where Iguchi’s
hypothesis is most credible, we have no expression for Hz and only qualitative ideas of the
corrections to inertance, compliance, and thermal-relaxation resistance. E~periments and
more caxeful analysis are clearly needed to improve the situation. Accurate estimates or
experiments are needed for U1(y) and ‘Tl(g) in and near the boundary layer.

5.2.1.Minor losses

In flowat high Reynolds number, additional pressure drops are associated with the transi-
tions between channels, and with changes in direction of channels. These effects are known as
“minor losses” because in long piping systems such transitions are indeed minor contributors
to overall pressure drop. However, in thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators operating at
high amplitudes, theseso-called minor losses can be major, as in the traveling-wave engine
of Figs. 1.13 and 1.14, where minor losses are severe in the tee and in the 180° and 90°
bends.
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Figure 5.4 Typical chart giving minor loss coefficient K. Reproduced from F= and Mc-
Donald [27].

For steady flow, the pressure drop arising from minor losses is characterized by the
dimensionless minor-loss coefficient K,

U2
Ap = K&.L2 = K~, (5.18)

with K tabulated for a wide variety of geometries [51, 52], as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. These
losses arise from turbulence and other types of “secondary” flow, as illustrated in Figs. 5.5
and 5.6.

For flow of such high amplitude that the displacement amplitude Ixl I is far larger than
all other dimensions in the vicinity, Iguchi’s hypothesis should be applicable We can assume
that Eq. (5.18) holds at each instance of time-dependent flow, so that

Ap(t) = —2;2P(0 [~(012 “ (5.19)

Using sinusoidal velocity

U(t) = ]UlIsinwt (5.20)

and constant p, we can quickly calculate the fundamental Fourier component of Ap(t),

lApll = ~~ IU,]2 (5.21)

and the acoustic power dissipated by minor loss in the gas,

A@2 = Ap(t) U(t) =;% Itll13. (5.22)

Hence, in the impedance viewpoint of Chapter 2 we can cissigna viscous flow resistance

;T~: lullRV = —— (5.23)
I
I
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to each minor-loss location, if we can take K to be independent of velocity. In the DeltaE
file for the traveling-wave engine included in the Appendix, many such minor-loss resistances
are included, using ”Idelchik’s extensive tabulations [52] of K.

This type of nonlinear flow, with an amplitud~~dependent resistance, is also present in
the orifice (typically an adjustable valve) ‘of an orifice pulse-tube refrigerator. Handbooks
give typical values for the dimensionless head-loss coefficient K for valves and fittings, but
American valve manufacturers usually speci& a valve’s flow impedance by Cv. Although
catalogs give values for Cv without units, it. is not a dimensionless number: C’v is defined
by the equation

Ap = pU2/@ (5.24)

for steady flow, using gallons per minute, pounds per square inch, and gm/cm3 for U, Ap,
and p respectively, so Cv has units of

i

gal gm/cm3
(5.25)

min psi ‘

which is a unit of area equal to 24 x 10-6 m2. The use of Cv instead- of K in valve ,
catalogs eliminates ambiguity about whether the area A appearing in Eq. (5.18) is the
inside diameter of the pipes entering the valve, the smallest cross section inside the valve
itself, or the “nominal” pipe size of the valve. To convert between K, CV, and RV for steady
flow, use any of

K=

,RV=

Rv =

2A2

[(24 x 10-’ m2)Cv]2’

pu m
[(24 x 10-’ m2)Cv]2 = [(24x 10-’ m2)Cv]’

KpU

r
KP AP .

2A2 = 2A2 ‘

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

for sinusoidal flow, use any of

K=

Rv =

RV =

2A2

[(24 x 10-’ m2)Cv]2’
(5.29)

8pmIUlI ~8pm lApl I/37r

37r[(24x 10-’ m2)CI/]2 = [(24x 10-’ m2)Cv]’
(5.30)

3xA2 ‘w - ‘5-31)
4KPm IUl I

,We hope that Eq. (5.23) and its variants incorporate the most important features of
minor losses for thermoacoustic& but our Ilnderstanding is very in~mplete. ”when minor-
10SSlocations are close together, such as the tee and elbow of Fig. 1.13, we do not know
how their minor-loss phenomena interact, so we do not. know what effective & to assign.
Sometimes we know that minor losses are large even when IZ1I is small enough that Iguchi’s
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Figure 5.7 Illustration of entrance effects for steady laminar flow, horn [27]. The flow has
its “fully developed” parabolic profile only at distances greater than L~ntrdownstream of
the entrance to the channel; at shorter distances, the flow retains memory of its condition
upstream of the entrance.

hypothesis may not be applicable and hence Eq. (5.23) is questionable. We do not know
whether to assign to each minor-loss location some correction for inertance, compliance, or
thermal-relaxation resistance in addition to the correction to viscous resistance given by
Eq. (5.23). When both U(t) and Ap(t) contain harmonics, Eq. (5.23) is much too simple.

5.3. Entrance effects and joining conditions

One of the unspoken assumptions of our acoustic approximation is that the gas displace-
ment amplitude IZ1] is much smaller than all other relevant dimensions in the x direction.
This assumption is violated in thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators operating high am-
plitudes, where the displacement amplitude is typically comparable to the entire length of
heat exchangers and may be one-tenth of the length of the stack.

5.3.1.Entrance effects

Figure 5.7 illustrates one aspect of this situation for steady flow. Flow enters a channel from
wide open space to the left with a flat velocity profile. It takes time for viscosity to dif7use
the influence of the zero-velocity boundary condition at the wall into the flow, and time is
equivalent to distance along the flow. For laminar flow, the entrance length [27] is given by

Lentr= 0.06 NR D. (5.32)

To our knowledge, this phenomenon has not been carefully investigated for oscillating
flow. However, a rough estimate is very illuminating. Let us assume that the entrance
length for oscillating laminar flow is comparable to that for steady laminar flow. Then with

D = 4~h, (5.33)

(5.34)
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(5.35)

we have

(5.36)

Hence, in a stack where typically ~h ~ 6V, the entrance length is of the order of the dis-
placement amplitude. At the 10% pressure amplitudes typical of the standing-wave engine
of Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, roughly 10~0of the length of the stack may be affected. In this region,
the assumptions underlying all the derivations of Chapter 2 and 3 are violated.

5.3.2. Joining conditions

Some thermoacoustic computation algorithms have used continuity of complex pressure
amplitude pl, complex volumetric velocity amplitude U1, and mean gas temperat~e Tm
as “joining conditions,” i.e., boundary conditions to match solutions across the interface
between two adjacent thermoacoustic components. For example, DeltaE [20] has used these
joining conditions to pass from the end of one segment to the beginning of the next. There are
many situations for which we already know that these-traditional acoustic joining conditions
may be inadequate. We saw above that continuity of p] is inappropriate if minor losses are
important. Storch et uZ. [53]observed a distorted temperature profile near the ends of a pulse
tube, as shown in Fig. 5.8, which we will attribute to an effective mismatch in Tm between
the end of the pulse tube and the adjacent heat exchanger. Swift [54] obierved a similar
discontinuity in Tm between a hot heat exchanger and the adjacent duct in a standing-wave
engine; the discontinuity in Tmwas proportional to Ipl1. As a hypothetical example, consider
two adjacent heat exchangers, with separation (along the direction of oscillatory gas motion)
much less than the gas displacement amplitude, and each having plate spacing much smaller
than the thermal penetration depth 6K.If the two heat exchangers are at equal temperatures,
then U1 is continuous across the interface between them. However, if the temperatures of
the two heat exchangers difFerby 6~m, continuity of first-order mass flux pmU1 (with pm
the mean gas density) more accurately describes flow across the interface. Hence, UI is
discontinuous, With 6 ]UlI N IUI] 6Tm/Tm.

As an alternative to continuity of UI, Rot.t, [55, 14] proposed continuity of

(5.37)

The plausibility of VI as a joining variable is easily examined for some simple cases. For
example, Eq. (5.37) becomes

(5.38)

,,
for an inviscid ideal gas, if the integral is much smaller than unity. Then, in the adiabatic
limit (~. - O) of traditional acoustics, continuity of @l and of U1 are identical, so the VI
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Figure 5.8: Temperature profile in thepulse tube ofapulse tube refrigerator, reproduced
from Storch et at. [53]. Naively one might expect a smooth profile, without the overshoots at
the ends, whose magnitude is of the order of the adiabatic temperature oscillation amplitude.

joining condition reduces to the traditional acoustic UI joining condition. In contrast, in the
isothermal limit (j~ ~ 1), Eq. (5.38) becomes

(5.39)

so that @ this case continuity of VI and of first-order mass flux pmU1are identical. As we
argued in the preckding paragraph, this is the correct joining condition between two heat
exchangers at different temperatures, with plate spacing<< 6~.

Although continuity of @l appears plausible in these two limiting situations, we do not
believe that it is generally correct. To demonstrate this, we will derive joining conditions
for the interface between an isothermal space (~f = 1, such as a good heat exchanger) and
an adiabatic space (~. = O, such as a pulse tube, thermal bufkr tube, or resonator duct),
as shown in Fig. 5.9. We seek expressions for the discontinuities to lowest order, hence we
seek a first-order expression for 6Tm and second-order expressions for 6U1 and 6p1. We will
assume that flow in the adiabatic space is stratified, as it would be for a pulse tube or buffer
tube with adequate flow straightening (see “Jet-driven streaming” below).

Mean temperature

Following Smith and Rmmn [56] (see also Kittel [57]), consider the interface, illustrated
in Fig. 5.9, between an isothermal heat exchanger at temperature To and an open space
in which the gas is stratified (such an ideal pulse tube). Neglect viscosity, and let the
frequency be low so that the acoustic wavelength is much larger than any other distance of
interest. Suppose that pistons or other external means cause the mass flux (positive to the
right) across the interface at z = Oto be exactly uM. sinid and the pressure to be exactly
pm+ IplIsin (tit – 0). Assume that the gas displacement, amplitude is much greater than 6..
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Figure 5.9: A guide to the discussion of joining conditions. (a) The geometry under consid-
eration. The interface between an isothermal heat exchanger (left) and an adiabatic duct
(right) of area A is at z = O, with z increasing to the right. In the duct, the peak-to-peak
gas displacement is 2 IU1I/wA. Locations “L” and “R” are just to the left and right, respec-
tively, of the interface. (b) For 19= 90°, the gas motion is essentially that of a standing wave,
with pressure and displacement’ in phase. The “particular” slice of gas has both z(t) and
Z’(t) – TOproportional to 1 – cos wt. The heavy line shows T(t) vs z(t) for this slice. Slices
to the-right of the “particular” slice have similar T(t) vs s(t) traces, shown as parallel limes.
Slices to the left follow a portion of the “particular” slice’s line while z(t) >0, and have
2’ -To while ~(t) <0. (c) For O= O, the gas motion is essentially that of a traveling wave,
with pressure and velocity in phase. The “particular” slice of gas has .z(t) cx 1 – cos wt and
‘T(t)– To oc sinwt. The heavy ellipse shows T(t) vs z(t) for this slice. Slices to the right of
the “particular” slice follow similar l“(t) vs z(t) ellipses; slices to the left follow truncated
ellipses while z(t) >0 and T s To while s(t) <0. In’both (b) and (c), the resulting Eulerian
T~(cc) is shown as the solid ‘curve; extrapolating it from lkrge z toz = Ogives the efTective
discontinuity 6T’ in mean temperature.

c
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Because the gas in the open cylinder is stratified, we can (in principle) follow each dif-
ferential slice of gas dM as it moves, considering its temperature, position, etc. as functions
of time t. We begin by considering T(t) for the slice of gas that is at z = O at t = O. This
particular slice touches the heat exchanger only at.t = O; slices to the right of it never touch
the heat exchanger; slices to the left of it spend a nonzero iiaction of their time inside the
heat exchanger. At t = O, this particular slice has temperature TO, because at that mo-
ment it is in thermal contact with the heat exchanger. Thereafter, its temperature evolves
adiabatically in response to the changing pressure

T(t) = To
[

Pm+ [PIIsin (wt –

1

~) (7-1)/7

P~–lPll sin@ “

To first order in pl, Eq. (5.40) becomes

{ }
T(t) = To 1+ @~ [sin (wt - O)+sinO] .

‘Y Pm

Meanwhile, the position of that slice of gas is

x(t) = ~ (1 – Coswt) = g (1 – Coswt)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

to fist order, where A is the cross-sectional area of the open space. The path T(z)
traced out by this ptiticular slice of gas is shown as the heavy solid line with attached
arrowheads in Figs. 5.9(b) and 5.9(c) for two choices of 8. Its average temperature is
To+ [(~ – 1) ]plI/~pm] Tosin 0, and its average location is IUII/wA.

Slices of gas to the right of the particular slice essentially share its oscillating motion and
oscillating temperature, but with. different average values. For z > 2 IU]I/wA, the slope of
their average temperatures dTm/dx is determined by phenomena outside the scope of this
paper (such as heat conduction in the gas). Slices of gas to the left of the particular slice
we have considered have complicated temperature histories, with constant temperatures for
times when z(t) <0, and temperatures evolving according to trigonometric functions oft
(to first order) when z(t) >0. The net effect of all such slices is to produ~ an average
temperature profile Tm(z), shown in Figs. 5.9(b) and 5.9(c), which is unremarkable for
z > 2 IU1I/wA but which is rather complicated for O < x < 2 IU1I/wA. Experimental
evidence of such complicated T~(z) in a pulse tube is shown in Fig. 5.8.

A suitable joining condition for T~ would allow convenient matching of the z <0 and
x >2 IUlI/wA solutions, each extrapolated to x = O, Examination of Figs. l(b) and l(c)
shows that this occurs if Tm is given a discontinuity 6Tm at z = O:

~–llP1lsin@–ug.
Tm,R– Tm,L= 6Tm= Tm— —

7 Pm WA dx
(5.43)

The discontinuity is first order in the acoustic amplitudes, and it can have either sign.
Equation (5.43) is in reasonable agreement with the measurements of Storch [53] (as far as
I can tell) and Swift [54].

It turns out that Eq. (5.43) works whether the open cylinder is on the right [as in Fig.
l(a)] or on the left, as long as these conventions are followed: d is the angle by which UI
leads pl, UI is positive in the +Z direction, and dTm/dz is positive if Tm increases with x.
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Oscillating volumetric velocity

Todeduce asuitable joining condition for volumetric velocity, we must consider in more
detail the slices to the left of the “particular” sli,c~of the previous section. We label each
such slice by t*, the time at which it crosses z = O from right to left; thus n ~ wt” s, 27r
includes all slices, and the “particular” slice of the previous” section has d“ = 27r. Each
slice crosses z = O fkom left to right at time t“” given by tit””= 27r– wt”. While each slice
enjoys a&abatic conditions at z >0, its pressure changes horn pm+ ]plIsin (27r– tit”– O) to

pm+ ]plIsin (wt” – 0), a net pressure change of 2 IplIcos Osintit”.Hence, just before that slice
enters the heat exchanger, its temperature is To {1 + 2 [(~ – 1) IplI/~pm] cos 6 sind“ }. As it
enters the heat exchanger, returning to temperature To, its volume dM/pm changes abruptly
by –2 [(~ – 1) Ipll/vpm]cos Osinwt” dM/pm. The discontinuity in volumetric velocity is
obtained by dividing by dt”:

6U(t*) = 2~~ lp~lcosOsin2 wt”, 7r<wt*<27r

W(t”) = o, ogwt*<7r (5.44)

The fundamental Fourier component of this function oft* is

CxJ(t) = –$ (;--J‘+ Ipllcos Osinwt

8 (~–l) m=__
37r ‘ypm IPIIIUIIcos OsinLA. (5.45)

Hence, the discontinuity of volumetric velocity contains a Fourier component at iiequency
U; we may correctly refer to it as 6U1. This discontinuity is in phase with the volumetric
velocity itself, so there is no discontinuity in the phase of U1. The discontinuity in IU1I is

(5.46)

16~–l&’2=
3X y pm

(5.47)-

, IPIIIUIIcose istheacoustic power. This expression may be used whether thewhere 22 = ~ .
open cylinder is on the right or on the left, as long as E2 is taken to be positive when power
flows in the +s direction. Note that 6 IU1I is second order in the acoustic amplitudes, and it
is zero for standing-wave phasing. Hence, it larger for pulse-tube and Stirling refilgerators
than for low-amplitude standing-wave thermoacoustic engines and reiiigerators.

The overall form of Eq. (5.46) is not surprising. In the geometry under consideration,
there is a volume of order IU1I/w in the open cylinder,, adjacent to the heat exchanger,
that might naively be considered adiabatic; in fact, the gas occupying this volume behaves
as near to isothermally as to adiabatically. Hence, its response to changing pressure must
be corrected in rough proportion to the difference between the adiabatic and isothermal
compressibilities:
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Wkh multiplication by w to convert from 6V to 6 IUI1,and by cos 8 to eliminate the effect
for standing-wave phasing, we recover the form of Eq. (5.46).

Note that 0 = Oand dTm/dx = Omakes 6Tm = Oin Eq. (5.43). In that case, examination
of Eq. (5.37) or (5.38) shows that continuity of VI implies continuity of U1, yet Eq. (5.45)
or (5.46) shows a maximum (with respect to 0) discontinuity in 1?71]. Hence, the joining
condition derived here is fundamentally diilerent &om continuity of VI. We suspect these
two joining conditions are applicable in different circumstances.

Oscillating pressure

Consistent with the previous section, we might expect a pressure discontinuity

at the interface, due to the (v” V) v term in the momentum equation. Since this pressure
discontinuity would apparently be third order in the acoustic amplitude, we will neglect it.

Acoustic power dissipation and entropy generation

With spatially uniform oscillatory pressure, the discontinuity in volumetric velocity causes
a third-order dissipation of acoustic power

2n

bk2 = E2,L – k2,R = ~

12X ~
p(t) 6 ]UlIsinwt d(wt)

47–1
—— lp,12]U,lcosv

= 3X ypm
. (5.50)

Natu”ally, this expression is never negative. It represents an inherent irreversibility at such
an interface due to irreversible heat transfer in slices of gas approaching z = Ofrom the right
with temperatures different from To. This irreversibility was discussed by Smith and Romm
[56] horn the point of view of entropy generation. Combining our notation and their results,
the interface dissipation per cycle 27i6~3/w = ToS9e~,where S9=. is the entropy generation
per cycle, obtained tiom the second law of thermodynamics

Sgen=JsRd+LdA4- ildQ
(5.51)

where SR and SL are the entropies per unit mass just right. and left of the interface, and
dQ = c.p(TR– TL) dM is the heat absorbed by mass dM crossing the interface. Smith and
Romm numerically inte~ated Eq. (5.51) for a monatomic ideal gas (~ = 5/3), without
makiig the acoustic approximation, and they display a graph of their results as a function
of 8 and ]pl] /p~.’ Our Eq. (5.50) is indistinguishable from their results at Ipl] /p~ w 0.1,
and disagrees with their more accurate results by at most 10% at IplI/p~ N 0.3.

[An expression similar to Eq. (5.50), but with 8 = O, was derived incorrectly by Swift
[58]. The error in that derivation arises on page 4162, where the equation in the second line
should be 6S = 6Q 6T/2T2. This error propagated through that analysis, to Eqs. (27) and
(28), which should have been divided by two.]
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Summary

This rather intricate derivation provides higher-order joining conditions between an isother-
mal channel and a stratified adiabatic channel. It lacks careful experimental ccndirmation,
and it provides no guidance for higher-order joining conditions between other types of chan-
nels encountered throughout thermoacoustic engines and retilgerators.

5.4. Streaming

In acoustics, the term “streaming” refers to steady velocity that is superimposed on the larger
oscillating acoustic velo;lty [59]. When streaming exists, it is useful to think of the motion of
a parcel of gas during each cycle as something like 102 steps forward and 98 steps backward,
equivalent to the superposition of a steady drift forward of 4 steps and an oscillating motion
with”a peal-t-peak amplitude of 100 steps. In thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators,
streaming is important because it is a mechanism for convective heat transfer. Cmrying
heat, streaming can be either an undesirable loss mechanism or an k.ssentialheat-transfer
method.

Pulse tubes and thermal buffer tubes are usually oriented vertically to avoid gravity-
driven convection, which is one form of time-independent velocity superimposed on the
oscillating velocity. In this section, we will consider four other undesirable steady flows,
which can be called streaming because they are driven by the first-order acoustic phenom-
ena. I will refer to the first two of these as Gedeon streaming and Olson streaming, because
David Gedeon [60] and Jeff Olson [49] wrote clear papers on these subjects in the context of
engines and refrigerators. Gedeon streaming is a time-averaged mass flux along z through
a regenerator, pulse tube, etc. that accompanies fi2. Olson streaming is a time-averaged
toroidal circulation within a pulse tube or thermal buffer tube, driven by boundary-layer
effects at the side walls. Jet-driven streaming is a third type, which is also a toroidal circula-
tion within a pulse tube or buffer tube, but which is driven by inadequate flow straightening
at an end of the tube. A fourth type, toroidal streaming within a regenerator or stack,
presumably might also-occur under m-me circumstances. These generally undesirable types
of str~ming are illustrated in Fig. 5.10.

On the other hand, we can deliberately use superimposed steady flow to advantage in
some circumstances, to deliberately transfer heat. This steady flow can be either parallel or
perpendicular to x, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The purpose of such flow is to carry heat,
which is a second-order quantity in thermoacoustics, so we will think of these flows as second
order, refer to them as streaming, and treat them in this section.

To discuss streaming, we extend the perturbation-series expansion of relevant variables
one step beyond the acoustic approximation:

(5.52)

The subscript “2,0” identifies the streaming term, which is independent of time. (The
second-order oscillating term, which oscillates at 2ti, is of no interest in this section, but will
be considered in “Harmonics” below.) The second-order time-averaged mass flux density
rh2,0(z,y, z) is of primary interest, because it convects a time-averaged heat flux density
ti2,0~T. As illustrated in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, the second-order time-averaged mass flow
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of some types of streaming, generally harmful to thermoacoustic
engines and refrigerators. Arrows indicate the time-averaged velocity, which is superimposed
on the much larger oscillating velocity discussed in Chapter 2. (a) Gedeon streaming. (b)
Olson streaming. (c) Jet-driven streaming. (d) Streaming within a regenerator or stack.
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Figure 5.11: Illustration of streaming that might be beneficial. Note the elimination of a
heat exchanger in each case. (a) Flow parallel to z, through a stack or regenerator. (b)
Flow perpendicular to Z, across one end of a stack or regenerator.
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ti2 = J rnz,odA in the x direction may be either zero or nonzero, depen~lng on the circum-
stances. Gradients in the second-order time-averaged pressure p2,0are also important, and
can be either large or small, depending on the impedance of the space through which tiz,o
flows.

>

5.4.1. Gedeon streaming I
It is important that the time-averaged mass flow J4 in the z dkction through a regenerator,
pulse tube, stack, etc. should be near zero, to prevent a large time-averaged convective heat
flux fi~(T.. – To) or ti~(To – Tc) from flowing from hot to cold. In a retilgerator, such
a steady energy flux would add an unwanted thermal load to the cold heat exchanger; in
an engine, it would wastefully remove high-temperature heat from the hot heat exchanger
without creating acoustic power. This type of streaming is illustrated in Fig. 5.10a.

In a traditional orifice pulse-tube retilgerator s~ch as shown in Fig. 1.16 or in something
like the standing-wave engine shown in Fig. L1O, M is exactly zero in steady state operation:
Otherwise, mass would steaddy accumulate (or deplete, depending on sign) in the dead-end
components. This means that every time-averaged term in the perturbation expansion of
~ must be zercy in particular, fi2 = O in Eq. (5.52). In terms of density and volumetric
velocity,

M2= [1+-Pz + PJJ2,0. (5.53)

Hence, in a tra&tional orifice pulse-tube refrigerator or standing-wave thermoacoustic engine
or refrigerator, the two terms on the right hand side must turn out to be equal and opposite.
The two -first-order factors,pl Iand VI are “known” from the considerations of Chapter 2, so
setting M2 = O in Eq. (5.53) determines what U2,0must be. The second-order time average
of the momentum equation, .

dp2o
~plvl term + pmvlVvl term = –~ + rVU2,0 (5.54)

must also be true, so a nonzero dp2,0/dxwill generally al~ exist in a regenerator or stack
whenever M2 = O through’ it. It is helpful to think of the Ap2,0 that exists across the
regenerator as causing the viscous flow of U2,0through the regenerator. In a traditional orifice
pulse-tube refrigerator, this sm+l time-averaged pressure difference appears automatically,
because the topology imposes J4Z= O.

However, as shown in Fig. 5.10, any system with the topology of a torus, such as the
traveling-wave engine of Fig. 1.14, can have 11~2# Oif the two terms on the right side of Eq.
(5.53) are not in balance. To estimate how severe the time-averaged convective heat flux
carried by such streaming might be in a cryogenic refrigerator if this requirement is ignored,
Gedeon [60] showed that

[1~Re plti = pmE2/pm (5.55)

in a regenerator, where 22 = ~ Re~l Ul] is the acoustic power passing through the regenera-

tor. Hence, ~ Re~l~] must be nonfiro in traveling-wave engines and refrigerators. Setting
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Eq. (5.53) equal to zero shows that efficient regenerator operation requires

(5.56)

.The consequences of ignoring this requirement can be severe indeed. If ~2 >0, an undesired,
streaming-induced heat load

Qloss- J72% (To – ~c) (5.57)

flows horn ambient to cold through the regenerator. (If ~2 <0, such heat flows &om hot
to cold through the pulse tube, w$h equally harmful effect.) For U2,0= O, the ratio of Qlo,,
to the ordhmry regenerator loss 112,,,~is of the order of

Q1C8S ‘y (To– Tc) J?32 ‘)’ (TO – ~C)QC,grcm- ~— -N —

H2,== ‘Y– 1 To Hz,reg y–l Te fi2,,e~ ‘
(5.58)

where QC,=OMis the gross cooling power, equal to fi2 in the cold heat exchanger [see Chapter
3]. In the final expression in Eq. (5.58), each of the three &actions is >1 for cryocoolers;
hence their product is >> 1, and the unmitigated streaming-induced heat load would be
much greater than the ordinary regenerator loss.

A toroidal topology, such as shown in Fig. 5.10a, ensures that. the path integral of Vp
around the torus must be zero, in order that. the pressure p at any location will be uniquely
defined. At second order, this means that J (dp2,0/dz) dx = O around the torus. Equation
(5.54) shows what Ap2,0 must exist across the regenerator to obtain the desired Uz,o in the
regenerator.’ Hence, we must design the other components of the loop so that their aggregate
Ap2,0 is equal and opposite to the Ap2,0 desired across the regenerator.

The desired Ap2,0 can be estimated using the low-Reynolds-number limit of Fig. 7-9 of
Kays and London[39]

for the pressure gradient

(5.59)

in a screen bed of cross-sectional area A and hydraulic radius rh,
where U is the volumetric velocity and p is the viscosity. (The numerical factor depends
weakly on the volumetric porosity of the bed. ) With Eq. (5.56) for U, this yields

(5.60)

for the pressure difference across the regenerator when fl~2a O. (The z dependence of the
viscosity is due to the temperature gradient. ) For the apparatus of Figs. 1.14 and 1.16
and for other traveling-wave systems having pm of tens of bar and IplI/p~ N 0.1, Ap2,0 is
typically of the order of a few hundred Pa.

In the limit of low viscosity or large tube diameters and in the absence of turbulence, p2,0
would be described by some acoustic version of the Bernoulli equation. This suggests that
an acoustically ideal path through the torus from one end of the regenerator to the other
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Figure 5.12: kymmetry of high-Reynolds-number flow at a transition between”a small tube
and wide-open space. (a) For outflow, a jet extends far into the open space, and downstream
turbulence dissipates kinetic energy. (b) For inflow with a well-rounded entrance lip, there
is little dissipation.

would impose across the regenerator a pressure difference of the order of A [ pmulfil ]. (Such
an ideal loop might include a pulse tube or thermal buffer tube, inertance or transmission
lime, and compliance, without heat exchangers or other components with small passages.)
This pressure difference is typically much smaller than the Apz,Ogiven in Eq. (5.60) that is
required for M2 = O. Hence, to produce the required Ap2,0, we need an additional physical
effect or structure in the torus, relying on turbulence, viscosity, or some other physical
phenomenon not included in the Bernoulli equation.

Asymmetry in hydrodynamic end effects can produce this required Ap2,0. In a tapered
transition between a small-diameter tube, where IulI is large, and a largediameter tube,
where IulI is small, turbulence would be avoided and Bernoulli’s equation would hold if
the taper were sufficiently gentle. At the opposite extreme, for an abrupt transition, we
expect large IulI to generate significant turbulence, and further we expect the oscillatory
pressure drop across-the transition to exhibit minor losses. Hence, the minor-loss coefficient
K depends strongly on the direction of flow through the transition. In the example shorn
in Fig. 5.12, a small tube is connected to an essentially infinite open space. When the gas
(at velocity u inside the tube) flows out of the tube, a jet occurs, and kinetic ener~ is lost
to turbulence downstream of the jet; Kw~ = 1. In contrast, when gas flows into the tube,
the streamlines in the open space are widely and smoothly dispersed; Kin varies from 0.5
to 0.04, with smaller values for larger radius r of rounding of the edge of the entrance. For
such “uymmetric transitions, we must allow K to have time dependence in Eq. (5.19), which
becomes

Ap(t) = &I{(t)p(t) [u(t)]’. “ (5.61)

If U = IUlIsinwt, we can calculate the time-averaged pressure drop by integrating Eq.
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(5.61) in time:

(/
7r/ld 27r/w

Ap.l = & Kmt~p IUI12sin2wt dt –
/

Ki~~pIU112sin2wt dt
o Z/w )

1
—p IU112(Km, - K,.).= fjA2

‘(5.62)

This is the source of Ap2,0 that we will use. Such simple control of ~2 is not without penalty,
however; acoustic power is dissipated at a rate

where A is the area of the small tube. Equation (5.64) shows that the best way to produce
a desired Apti is to insert the device at a location where IU1I is small, and to shape it so
that Kmt – Ki. is as large as possible. Even though the acoustic power dissipation given in
Eqs. (5.63) and (5.64) is formally of third order, it is large if UI is large enough to generate
a substantial Ap~l.

Our measurements -at Los Alamos provide qualitative support of most of the features
discussed here, but quantitative agreement between Eqs. (5.62) and (5.60) is poor. Once
again, there is something important that we do not understand well.

5.4.2.Olson streaming

Ideally, the gas in a pulse tube or thermal buffer tube acts as a long (and slightly com-
pressible) piston, tr~smitting pressure and velocity oscillations from one end to the other.
The gas must also thermally insulate the ends of the tube from each other. Unfortunately,
convective heat transfer within the tube can carry heat from one end to the other, adding
a heat load to the cold heat exchanger in a refrigerator or consuming heat at the hot heat
exchanger of an engine. If Gedeon streaming is eliminated, there can be no net mass flux
fi2 through the tube, but the possibility remains that mass flw~ density ti2:o(7-) can stream
upward near the side walls of the ,tube and downward in the central portion of the tube.
Such streaming can be caused by jetting due to inadequate flow straightening at either end
of the tube, as described in the next subsection, but here we review Olson streaming, which
is convection confined within the tube and driven by viscous and thermal boundary-layer
phenomena at the side walls of the tube, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10c. The boundary-layer
calculation [49] of streaming in such a geometry, based on the earlier work of Rott [61]
and incorporating variable cross-sectional area A(x) = n[R(Z)]2, yields a prediction for the
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side-wall taper angle that suppresses streaming

4 7rR%IplI [(~+2(7–1)(1–ba2)
tanj =

27pm’lull 30(1 + a) )
COSe

(
+ ~+2(7–1)(1–b)@

)1

(1 – b) (1 - ~) R dTm (5 65)

3(1+0)
sin O + ——

6(l+a)(l+@)T~dz “

s (7.4cos6 + 6.3sin6) ~~$1’ + 0.0029$~. (5.66)
m

In Eq. (5.66), ~ is frequency and numerical values for helium gas me used ~ = 5/3,
a = 0.69, and b = (T/p) dp/dT = 0.68.

When Eq. (5.65) or (5.66) is satisfied, a large number of sidewall boundary-layer effects
are in delicate balance, with some trying to cause streaming up along the side walls and
down through the center, while others try to cause streaming down along the side walls and
up through the center. One such effect is easily imagined and is illustrated in Fig. 5.13c;
Consider a small parcel of gas oscillating up and down along the wall, at a distance horn
the wall of the order of the relevant boundary layer: the viscous penetration depth 6.. On
average, the gas between the parcel and wall will have a different temperature during the
parcel’s upward motion than during its downward motion, due to imperfect thermal contact
with the wall’s temperature gradient and due to the adiabatic temperature oscillations with
time phasing between-oscillatory motion and oscillatory pressure. The moving parcel will
experience a different amount of viscous drag during its upward motion than during its
downward motion because the viscosity depends on temperature, so it will undergo a different
displacement during its upward motion than during its downward motion. After a full
cycle, the parcel does not return to its starting point; it experiences a small net drift which
contributes to U2,0at its location. This process is represented by terms proportional to the
product of h, Tl, and U1in the nonlinear equations of the derivation, and is responsible for
the presence of b id Eq. (5.65).

The effect of a taper on streaming can also be imagined, with reference to Fig. 5.13d.
In general, a gas parcel close to the wall will be farther from the wall during, say, its
upward motion than during its downward motion, due to, for example, the compressibility
of the gas in the boundary layer and the phasing between oscillatory motion and pressure.
Hence, again the moving parcel will experience a different amount of viscous drag during its
upward motion than during its downward motion, and so the parcel will again fail to return
to its starting point after a full,cycle. This effect is represented in the starting equations of
the derivation by terms proportional to the product of U1and V1. However, the boundary-
layer continuity equation couples V1and dul/dx, while the g-averaged continuity equation

~A (PI) + pmd (Au1) /dx = O couples dul/dx to dA/dx. Hence, the process shown in Fig.
5.13d is controlled in part by the taper dA/dx, and is responsible for the presence of@ in
Eq. (5.65).

Including all such second-order streaming effects in the calculations allow determination
of the conditions under which they all add to zero, represented by Eq. (5.65). .Note that
all the variables in the right hand side of Eq. (5.65) or (5.66) should be known during the
design of a pulse tube refrigerator and are experimentally. accessible.

The effort necessary to obtain expressions for p or u at second order, describing streaming,
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Figure 5.13: (a) The net drift near the wall, illustrated in (c) and (d), affects the entire
tube, causing an offset parabolic velocity profile which contributes to a second-order mass
flux density rhz,o(r). For the signs chosen here for illustration, the gas moving downward in
the center of the tube is hotter than the gas moving upward around it, so that heat is carried
downward. The coordinate r measures the distance from the center of the tube, of radius 1?.
The calculations are for R >> 6., but, for clarity,6Visexaggeratedinthe figure. (b) Mass
flux density for the case where the streaming is suppressed by tapering the tube. Although
there is still some streaming near the wall and a correspondingly small offset mass flux in the
rest of the tube, they carry negligible heat. (c) Illustration of net tilft caused by one process
within 6P of the tube wall. A parcel of gas is shown”in three consecutive positions. Here we
imagine that the temperature dependence of the viscosity is the only important effect, and
assume that the temperature is lower during upward motion than during downward motion.
(d) Illustration of net drift caused by a different process, as discussed in the text.
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is far greater than the effort of Chapter 2 to obtain first-order expressions for these variables.
For example, Olson’s calculation begins with the z component of the general momentum
equation [26]

.

which becomes, to second order,

This is far more complicated than the first-order z component of the momentum equation,
Eq. (2.54). In particular, to obtain correct answers at second order, viscosity must be kept
inside the derivative on the right-hand side; this aspect of the present problem differs born
most problems in acoustics and fluid dynamics.

The fact that Olson streaming in a pulse tube or thermal buffer tube can be suppressed
so simply and conveniently is the result of a remarkable series of fortunate coincidences.
Fwst, there is no a priori guarantee that tapering the tube would have a large enough effect
on streaming to cancel streaming’s other causes. Second, it might have turned out that
rather large taper angles (say, greater than10° or 20°) were required; in this case, jet-like
flow separation of the high-Reynolds-number first-order velocity from the tube wall would
have invalidated the entire larninar, boundary-layer approach. Third, it is fortunate that
most tubes operate in the “weakly turbulent” regime of oscillatory flow, and with tube
surface roughness much smaller than the boundary-layer thi&ness, so that lam@r analysis
is adequate in “the boundary layer.

Fourth, the perturbation expansion upon which this calculation is based is only valid for
zero or =tremely weak streaming-the very situation we are most interested in. This point
is subtle. Strong streaming (but nevertheless with streaming velocity small compared to
the oscillatory velocity) distorts the axial temperature profile of the pulse tube significantly,
contradicting the fundamental assumption that the time-averaged temperature, density,
etc. in the boundary layer are well approximated by their zero-oscillation values T~ (z),
pm(z), etc. ,This fundamental assumption requires that the streaming be so weak that the
temperature profile in the pulse tube is unperturbed by the streamingar, equivalently,
that the streaming is so weak that it carries negligible heat! Hence, the calculation self-
consistently predicts the conditions of zero streaming, but it cannot be relied on to accurately
predict the magnitude of strong streaming.

Fifth, there are numerous other fourth-order energy flux terms in addition to zh2,0@2,0
which would in principle have to be considered to obtai~ a formally correct fourth-order
result. Fortunately, the only other large term, p2,0~ Re[T1Ul], is zero at the same taper angle
that makes rn2,0~T2,0zero, while the remaining terms, such as those involving products of
first and third order quantities, are small for all angles. Hence, the suppression of h2,0 is
sufficient to suppress all fourth-order heat transport.

Finally, as a practical matter, it is extremely convenient that the streaming-suppression
taper is independent of oscillation amplitude and is only weakly dependent on temperature
gradient.
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. 5.4.3. Jet-driven tube streaming

Ideally, the gas in a pulse tube or thermal buffer tube would do nothing more than oscillate
in plug flow, trmosmitting EZ s H2 from one end to the other. In reality, several nonidealities
can cause E2 # H2, carrying heat down the temperature gradient: ordinary conduction along
x (discussed in Chapter 3), ordinary thermoacoustic boundary-layer phenomena carrying
entropy along x near the wall, bucket-brigade fashion (discussed in Chapter 3), Gedeon
streaming (discussed in this ckapter), Olson streaming (discussed in this chapter), gravity-
chiven convection, and jet-driven convection (discussed here). Simultaneous suppression of
all these heat-transport mechanisms is not trivial.

A rough estimate irdcates how easily Olson streaming or other convection internal to a
pulse tube or thermal buffer tube can ruin 22- H2. In a tube with reasonably large diameter,
such as 1006~, there is little radial thermal contact in the gas, so any time-averaged flow
U2,0fkom end to end carries a full AT load of heat the length of the tube. If we desire a
98’70effective pulse tube, this

Using p%= ~p/(~ – l)T and

heat must be only 2% of ~2: ~

P%U2,0A7’w (0”02) ; IPII1%I. (5.69)

solving for U2,0yields

_27–1 T lp~l ,Ul,
U2,0-10 ———

y ATp~ “
(5.70)

Hence, in a typical case we might need ti.2,0~ 10-3 m/s in the presence of IulI = 10 m/s.
In terms of dlspla.cements, this means that we need gas displacements in the +Z and –Z
duections be matched to within 10-4.

We want this “imaginary piston” of gas in the tube to execute plug flow, but it is a
very &agile object. Working to mix up this plug flow are the various streaming mechanisms
listed in the first paragraph of this subsection. Working to maintain the plug flow are only
a few subtle effects. First, gravity and the mean density gradient tend to keep this fragile
imaginary piston stratified. With a typical mean-density difference of only a few kg/m3,
only Ap N Apg Ax w 1 Pa is available, in the presence of oscillations typically at least 104
times larger. Viscous shear forces caused by gradients in U2,0also tendtoreduceU2,0,but
the pressure differences available from this source are only of order p Ax u2,0/R2, yvhich is
typically much smaller than 1 Pa.

Good radial thermal contact in the tube could prevent U2,0horn carrying the full AT from
end to end, essentially allowing the upflowing and downflowing streams of Olson streaming
or jet-driven streaming to experience counterflow heat exchange, so that the tube would
enjoy ~2 w H2 even in the presence of a U2,0greater than the value estimated above. If
UZ,O-0.1 m/s and Ax N 0.1 m, then 1 second is available while the stream traverses the
length of the tube. If the oscillation frequency is of order 100 Hz, then 100 acoustic periods
are available; during this time, heat can diffuse roughly 106.. Only the pulse tubes of the
smallest cryocoolers are this small; most tubes are too large to enjoy substantial benefit
from this mechanism. [However, note that the weak turbulence of most pulse tubes and
buffer tubes may enhance such radial heat transport slightly.]

If either end of the tube has a small-diamet.erentrance, a jet may blow into the tube when
gas enters, driving streaming within the tube, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10d. The spreading
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angle [51]of a high-Reynolds-number jet in free space is roughly 1(Y, m such a jet can extend
a large distance, and even the array of small jets formed by flow out of a heat exchanger
or similar periodic structure requires some dist&e to heal into plug flow. Hence, flow
straighteners are typically employed to break up such jets. A nonlinear impedance, such as
that of a short stack of screens in which ~~,w.k ~ 103, is most efkctive at straightening jets.
We typically employ such a flow straightener whenever a jet, spreading at an angle of 10°,
would reach more than about 2 IZ1Iinto the tube; we choose the flow straightener’s resistance
R&aj~~~...,by simply making the peak pressure drop across the straightener (assuming well-
straightened U1) equal to about a fifth of the Bernoulli pressure of the strongest jet in the
vicinity:

lull Straightener

Because flow straighteners dissipate acoustic power, research Ieadhg to

(5.71)

more+quantitative
design methods for flow straighteners will help improve the efficiency of thermoacoustic
engines and refrigerators.

5.4.4. Streaming within a regenerator or stack

We know little about streaming within a regenerator or stack, mcept that it should be
avoided for the same reasons that Olson streaming should be avoided. We know it can
occur, because we once suffered from hsrrnful toroidal st&aming within a regenerator when
a narrow jet blew strongly on the heat exchanger at one end of the regenerator, due to an
abrupt transition from a small duct to the diameter of the regenerator and heat exchanger.
We fear that such toroidal time-averaged flows might also occur spontaneously, as has been
observed when two or more regenerators are operated in parallel.

5.4.5. Deliberate streaming

Thermoacoustic systems suffer from a practical difficulty They need heat exchangers to
transfer heat between the thermodynamic working gas and the process fluid (usually air,
combustion products, or water). Heat exchangers are expensive, and contribute to system
inefficiency via temperature differences and viscous effects in the working fluid, in the process
fluid, and often in an intermediate he&exchange fluid. This difficulty is serious. For
example, the decline of the StirJing engine and the rise of the Diesel and other internal -
combustion engines occurred in large part because the internal combustion engine needs
no combustion-temperature heat exchanger (and also rejects most of its waste heat in its
exhaust instead of through heat exchangers).

For some applications, we hope that some or all of the heat exchangers can be eliminated
from thermoacoustic systems, by superposing the steady flow needed to deliver the process
gas with the oscillatory flow needed for the thermodynamic cycle in the gas. We hope
this idea will lead ultimately to thermoacoustic equipment for purposes such as drying of
compressed air, combustion-powered air conditioning, combustion-powered dehumidification
dryhg (such as for lumber), gas purification, or cryogen liquefaction.

To introduce some of the expected features that thermoacoustic systems with deliberate
steady flow might have, we will focus attention on one specific case a thermoacoustic air
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Figure 5.14: A half-wavelength standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerator, thermally cou-
pled to two air ducts to form an air conditioner.

conditioningsystem.The ideaswe illustrateusingthisexampleareequallyapplicableto
otherthermoacousticenginesandrefrigeratorsandtoStirlingenginesandrefrigerators.

Parallel flow

As a point of departure, Fig. 5.14 shows the main parts of an air conditioning system using
conventional thermoacoustic refrigeration. Four heat exchangers are required: two in the
thermoacoustic working gas and one in each of the two air streams. Heat transfer between
working-gas heat exchange& and air heat exchangers, indicated by heavy black arrows, is
accomplished via pumped water loops (or heat pipes, thermosyphons, etc.). The four heat
exchangers and two water loops account for most of the capital cost of the system.

The air conditioning system in Fig. 5.15 illustrates a simplification that is possible by
using the indoor air itself % the thermoaccmstic gas. A midwall in the indoor-air duct
separates two acoustic resonators, chiven 18(Y’out of phase from each other by an oscillating
piston in the center of the midwall. The drive iiequency is chosen to make the acoustic
wavelength equal to twice the midwall length, so there will be pressure nodes at the ends
of the midwall and, hence, negligible acoustic power radiated to distant parts of the duct.
The position of the stack relative to the nodal pattern of the standing wave is chosen so
that conventional standing-wave thermoaeoustic processes pump heat from right to left.
Superimposed on that thermoacoustic process, the gas drifts slowly through the stack from
ambient to cold, so that it leaves the right end of the apparatus at the cold temperature.

This superposition can give the system of Fig. 5.15 a higher efficiency than that of the
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Figure 5.15: -Two side-byaide half-wavelength thermoacoustic refrigerators in an air duct
allow direct thermoacoustic cooling of the air. The standing-wave re~lgerator of Figs. 1.11
and 1.12 has this topologg, with the midwall in this figime equivalent to the large empty
space in the center of the torus in Figs. 1.11 and 1.12.

system of Fig. 5.14, for two reasons. First, two heat exchangers, and their internal small
temperature differences, are eliminated. Second, a much more subtle improvement in &i-
ciency arises because the system of Fig. 5.15 essentially puts the air stream sequentially
in thermal contact with a large number of refrigerators in series- sort of continuum limit
of staged refrigeration. To understand this point, first imagine that therrnoacmstic reiiig-
erators qre ideal, having Carnot’s COP = Tc/(To – Tc). Then, in the case of Fig. 5.14,
removing heat %(TO – Tc) at temperature Tc with the retilgerator requires work

W = rn~(To – Tc)2/Tc. (5.72)
—..

This is more than twice the minimum work required by the first and second laws of ther-
modynamics for this process, which we saw in Chapter 4 is given by the difference between
the outgoing and-incoming flow availabilities:

~ = m [(hc – ~) – To (sic – so)]

= tiq[Tc – To + Toln(To/Tc)].

(The second expression results horn using ideal-gas expressions for h and s.:

(5.73)

(5.74)

The trouble
&ith the simple,one-stagerefrigeratoristhatitremovesall the heat load” at Tc, where
every wattof cooliig powerrequiresthe same amount of work. It is much more efficient @=,___ _-
remove as much of the heat load as possible at higher temperatures T&, where each watt

. ---

of cooling power requires less work because the Carnot COl? = T&/(To– T&) is higher.
The perfect embodiment of this idea would employ an infinite number of ideal refkiierators,
each providing an infinitesimal cooling power ti~ dT&atT& and rejecting an infinitesimal
amount of waste heat at To. The flow-through thermoacoustic refrigerator of Fig. 5.15 has
some features of this perfect situation, if we imagine each length CZZ-of the stack to be a
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refrigeratoruntoitself, lifting heat from T& to T&+ dT&. The flow-through system removes
each watt of heat horn the flowing strea-mat the highest possible temperat~~but with an
“infinite” number of less-than-ideal refrigerators, each of which must handle the waste heat
of all its downstream neighbors in addition to the local heat load of the flowing stream.

With the addition of nonzero mean velocity along x, the gas moves through the system
in a repetitive, “102 steps forward, 98 steps back” manner, in position, in temperature, and
in density and entropy. This violates one assumption on which Chapters 2 and 3 are based,
because there we assumed u ~ Re[uletit], with no “um”. The apparatus shown in Figs. 1.11
and 1.12 was built to study this type of deliberate steady flow [16].

To derive corresponding equations in the presence of nonzero parallel steady flow, we
again begin with the momentum, continuity, and ener~ equations. We write

P = Pm(x)+ R [pI(z)eht] , (5.75)

u = u~(z,y, z) + Re [ul(z, fy, z)etit] , (5.76)

v = Re [v] (s, y, z)eti~] , (5.77)

w= similar to v, (5.78)

T = T~(x) + T’(z, y, z) + Re [Tl(s, y, z)eti~] , (5.79)

P = p~(~) + p~(~, v,z) + Re [Pl(z, y, z)etit] , . (5.80)

p, k, etc. = similar to p (but see below). (5.81)

We will consider pi/pm and vi/a to be small, and will keep terms to first order in smallness
in the momentum and continuity equations and to second order in smallness in the energy
equation as usual. Note that we consider dTm/dz to be of zeroth order. We will see below
that the energy equation then requires us to consider ~/a to be of second order; for the
moment, we may imagine this to be an assumption.

Substituting Eqs. (5.75)–(5.81) into the momentum equation, and requhing that the
time-independent terms and the terms proportional to eti~ must equate separately, yields
the same first-order momentum equation as in Chapter 2, and a time-averaged equation:

o = –dpm/dx + pv;,zum . (5.82)

This time-averaged equation simply expresses the fact that viscosity and steady flow cause
a steady pressure gradient. It shows that dpm/dx is of second order (the same order as u~),
so we will neglect it, regarding pm as a z-independent constant.

In the continuity and energy equations below, we will require expressions for the oscil-
latory temperature TI and its spatial average (Tl ) over y and z. Starting from the general
equation of heat transfer as we did in Chapter 2, we find the same first-order equation for
TI as in Chapter 2, and a time-averaged equation

Pm%”m ‘Tmldx = ‘v~,zTk “ (5.83]

Our only use of Eq. (5.83) is to note that it implies T~ is of second order. Hence T~, and
k’ etc., can be neglected, because their contributions are of negligiblesimilarly p~, PA~ m ~

order.
Next we consider the continuity equation

i3p/at+ v ● (pv) = o, (5.84)
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which can be integrated with respect to’ y and z to obtain to lowest order

d(pmUl)
‘A (PI) + dz

d(pmUm)

dx

Again, the fist-order expr,gssion is the same ~ in

(?’/a2) dp, we can express the mean density as

= o, (5.85)

= o. (5.86)

Chapter 2. Using dp = – (p/Z’) dZ’ +

dpm/dx = – (Prn/Tm)dTm/dx. (5.87)

to lowest order. Substituting this into Eq. (5.86) yields

d?lm 1 dTmU o—— ——
dx Tmdx ‘= ‘

(5.88)

which can be used to predkt the z dependence of Urnduring numerical integration along Z.
Finally, we consider the ener~ equation, as we did in Chapter 3. There, we saw that

the important terms in the time-averaged ener~ equation are

In principle, we must consider each of .-these terms to second order, but in practice, for
situations of interest to us, zeroth order suffices for the last two terms, as it did in Chapter
3. Hence, we begin with the first term. Its expansion to second order is

where we have already set five terms equal to zero because the time average of first order
quantities (e.g., ~ or ~) is “zero. We regard the steady msss flow as fixed at p~urn =
A (pm~m), so that the second-order time-averaged m= flUXA (~ + P~@ = O. Hence

(5.90) reduces to
.

A (pmum~ + (5.91)

Using dh = q dT, and combining this with the other significant terms born Eq. (5.89), we
conclude that

H2= pm~(Tm– To)Um+ Apm~( ) – (A~+ Asolidkso]id) dTm/dX . (5.92)

The new term, pmq(Tm – To)Um, is of the same order (second) as the old Apmq ~) we
obtained in Chapter 3. With H2 independent of z in a stack, regenerator, or other thermally
insulated channel, this equation allows us to predict the z dependence of Tmduring numerical
integration along x when stesdy flow Urnis superimposed on thermoacoustic oscillations.
Generally, the steady flow causes Tm(~) tobend significantly, os steady flow horn hot to
cold pushes the center of the stack or regenerator to warmer temperatures, or steady flow
horn cold to hot pushes the center of the stack or regenerator to cold= temperatures [16].
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Figure 5.16: Twosid~byaide threquder-wavelen@h thwmmmustic refrigerators, exh
with a baflle to direct the superimposed steady flow, in an air duct network. This arrange-
ment allows direct thermoacoustic cooling of some of the steady air flow, rejecting waste
heat to the remainder of the steady air flow, with no heat exchangers except the stack.

Perpendicular flow

Thus fm, we have discussed steady flow superimposed parcdlel to the oscillating flow. To in-
troduce the idea of steady flow superimposed perpendicular to the oscillating flow, we return
to our air-conditioner motif, showing in Fig. 5.16 the elimination of all heat exchangers from
a thermoacoustic system. As in Fig. 5.15, a midwa.11separates the duct into two regions
that resonate 180° out of phase from each other. The drive fkquency is chosen so that 3/4
of the acoustic wavelength equals the midwall length, thereby putting a pressure antinode
at the haxd duct closure at the left end of the midwall and a pressure node at the right,
open end of the midwall. Deflector walls further divide each of these two resonators in order
to d&ct the steady flow of the air. This steady flow is introduced into the resonator at the
pressure node 1/4 of a wavelength horn the hard closure, so that negligible acoustic power
is radiated into the air inlet duct. A significant fkction of the steady flow passes through
the stack, is thereby cooled and dehumidified, and leaves the right end of the duct. Most
of the steady flow passes vigorously past the hot end of the stack, moving perpendicular to
the oscillating flow, in order to remove the waste heat horn the thermoacoustic system and
exhaust it. The quantitative understanding of oscillating thermodynamics in the presence
of such a perpendicular steady flow is a significant and exciting challenge.

The air conditioner described above will, incidentally, dehumidify the air, returning cold
dry air. But for many important drying applications, it is desired to dehumidi& air and
return it warm and dry. Hence, we could also consider configurations comprising coolers
and heat pumps in the same resonator, to put the waste heat from the hot end of the cooling
stack back into the air stream. This is but one of many possibilities for open thermoacoustic
systems in which multiple stacks, serving multiple functions, share a resonator. As another
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example, industry has long dreamed of a combustion-powered heat pump hot water heater,
whid- would have a (first-law) efficiency greater than 1007o: It would use part of the heat of
combustion to drive an engine, which would drive a heat pump to draw heat from ambient
air and deliver it to the hot water. Such devices can (and. have) been built with existing
technology, but only at a cost that is prohibitive to today’s consumer. We can imagine
such a system using open flows through a thermoiwoustic system, with a pulse combustor,
thermoacoustic engine, and thermoacoustic heat pump in an air stream, all delivering heat
to hot water passing through a heat exchanger.

5.5. Harmonics and shocks

In preparation.

5.6. Dimensionless goups

In preparation. Somethmg like a summary of [62].

5.7. Exercises

5.1 Calculate the molecular mean free path for your favorite gas in your favorite thermoa-
coustic apparatus, by looking up the appropriate equations in something like an introductory
statistical-mechanics textbook such as Rdf’s Statistical and Thermal Physics. Compare to
dimensions in the apparatus and to 6. and 6.. Is the mean free path so negligible compared
to 6Vthat the representation in Ani. viscous should be accurate? Are the crevices between
screen wires in your regenerator large compared to the mean free path?

5.2 Calculate the peak Reynolds number and r~/6V at a few, locations in your favorite
thermoacoustic apparatus. Where are they, on Fig. 5.3?

5.3 In the section on minor losses, we assumed that U(t) was sinusoidal. In some situ-
ations, it may be better to assume that Ap(t) is sinusoidal. Repeat the derivation of Eq.
(5.23) assuming that Ap(t) is sinusoidal. Can you reconcile this answer with Eq. (5.23)?

5.4 To help assure yourself that the similitud&variable list is complete, express the
Prandtl number at the reference temperature in terms of the variables fisted: Pr.t, ~re~,

are$,pm, T!ret,and 7.

5.5 Express the Mach number ul/a and the Reynolds number in terms of ratios of lengths,
using I(Zl) 1, rhj J, and &.

5.6 Your sponsor wants you to build a thermoacoustic engine to generate electricity on
a satellite. The engine will operate horn a plutonium heat source at 1800 K, and dump its
waste heat to a tiny black-body radiator at 900 Kelvin. Helium will be the gas, at a pressure
of 20 bm. You want to use similitude to do some preliminary tests in a model that operates
between 600 Kelvin and 300 Kelvin-exactly 1/3 the ultimate temperatur~ you can
experiment using stainless steel instead of iridium and platinum. You want the model to
have the same dimensions as the ultimate hardware. What mean pressure of helium must
you use in the model? How much higher or lower will all powers be in the model? If you
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wanted to use a different monatomic gas instead of helium in the model, could you keep the
mean pressure in the model lower/safer?

5.7 Figure 5.2 shows that the laminar friction factor is fM = 64/NR for steady flow in
a circular pipe. Derive this from Eq. (5.2). Begin this process by justi&lng the neglect of
most terms in Eq. (5.2), leaving only O= –dp/dx + pV2u.

For a serious mathematical challenge, show that combining Eqs. (2.56) and (2.62) gives
the same result, in the limit w + O.

5.8 Review Exercise 4.2. Repat that exercise, assuming that @ refrigerators operate at
the same fraction qII of Carnot’s COP. In which dhwction does the comparison between
Case 2 and Case 3 shift? Now extend Case 3 of the original exercise from two refrigerators
to an infinite number of refilgerators, showing by comparison to Eq. (5.74) that the work
required is the minimum allowed by the laws of thermodynamics. Can you repeat this
continuum calculation assuming that all the retilgerators operate at the same fraction qlz
of Carnot’s COP?
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6. HARDWARE

In preparation.
remember thermal stress in pressure vessels
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7. MEASUREMENTS

preparation.
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8. COMMON PITFALLS

in preparation



9. A.ppENDIX

These are DeltaE iiles for psrts of the example hardware shown in the Examples section in
Chapter 1 and referred to throughout the book.

9.1. Standing-wave engine

This model of part of the standing-wave engine starts at the right end of Fig. 1.10 and
inte~ates to the left, past the branch up to the refrigerators, ending at the pressure node at
the center of the resonator. The point of view adopted in this particular file”is this: In order
to have the as-built hardware run with IPII= 297 kPa at the branch to the retilgerators and
supply 1000 W of acoustic power to the refrigerators, what hot temperature and heater power
are required at the hot heat exchanger at the hot end of the stack, and at what frequency
will the system resonate? (In this simplified model, we assume that the left engine can
supply 500 W of acoustic power, but at Los Alamos we would typically fully include the left
engine in the model.)

TITLE One engine, brsnch to OPTRS; stop talc at midplsne. As-built dims.
! ->st aneng. out
!Crea%ed@13: 50:34 2-J~-99 with Delta Vers. 4. 5b7 for the IBM/PC-Compatible
! ---------------------------------

BEGIN the setup
2.9660E+06a Mean P Pa
390.27 b Freq. Hz G

758.28 c T-beg K G
3.1963E+05d lpl@O Pa G

0.0000 e Ph(p)O deg
0.0000 f lul@o m-3/s
0.0000 g Ph(U)O deg

helium Gas type
ideal Solidtype
!---------------------------------

ENDCAP hot end
ssmeas 2a a Area m-2

sameas O Gas type

o ---------------------------------

390.27 A.Freq. G( Ob)
758.28 B T-beg G( Oc)
3.1963E+05C IpIfJO G( Od)
2392.4 D HeatInG( 3e)

1 ---------------------------------

3.1963E+05A IpI Pa
0.0000 B Ph(p) deg

2.3740E-05C IU\ m-3/s
180.00 D Ph(U) deg
-3.7940 E Hdot - W
-3.7940 F Work w
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ideal Solidtype -3.7940 G HeatIn W
!---------------------------------2 ---------------------------------

ISODUCT hot duct
2.8580E-03a Area m-2 3.1885E+05A IpI Pa

0.1900 b Perim m 1.3951E-03B Ph(p) deg
4.5900E-02c Length m 2.0855E-02C IUI m“3/s

-90.264 D Ph(U) deg
-15.375 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type” -15.375 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -11.581 G HeatIn W
!—-------------------------------3 ---------------------------------

HXFRST hot heat exchanger
sameas 6a a Area m“2 3.1843E+05A Ipl Pa

0.8800 b GasA/A 1.7874E-02B Ph(p) deg
9.5000E-03c Length m 2.5615E-02C IUI m-37s
3.8000E-04dyO m -91.519 D Ph(U) deg
2392.4 e HeatIn w G 2377.0 E Hdot w
950.00 f Est-T K (t) -109.41 F Work w

sameas O Gas type 2392.4 G Heat w
copper Solidtype 781.38 H MetalT K
1—-------------------------------4.. ---------------------------------

STKSLAB stack“
sameas 6a a Area m-2 3.0688E+05A Ipl Pa

0.8100 b GasA/A 0.9075 B Ph(p) deg
7.6200E-02c Length m 5.3140E-02C IUI m-3/s
1.3000E-04d yo m -84.938 D Ph(U) deg
2.5400E-05e Lplate m 2377.0 E Hdot w

590.70 F Work w
758.28 G T-beg K

sameas O Gas type 318.27 H T-end K
stainless Solidtype 700.11 I StkWrk W
!---------------------------------5 ---------------------------------

HXLAST cold heat’exchanger
sameas 6a a Area m“2

0.7500 b GasA/A
1.2700E-02c Length m
8.2600E-04d yo m

0.0000 e HeatIn W (t)
295.00 f Est-T K = 5H?

sameas O Gas type
copper Solidtype
1---------------------------------6

ISOCONE adapter
3.1670E-03a AreaI m“2

0.1990 b PerimI m

3.0349E+05A Ipl Pa
0.8885 B Ph(p) deg

5.7824E-02C IUI m“3/s
-85.412 D Ph(U) deg
566.12 E Hdot w
566.12 F Work w

-1810.9 G Heat w
295.00 H MetalT K

---------------------------------

2.9660E+05 A IPI Pa
0.8144 B Ph(p) deg
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2.9000E-02 c Length m 7.0745E-02 C IUI m“3/s

sameas 8a d AreaF m-2 -86.112 D Ph(U) deg

sameas 8b e PerimF m 562.55 E Hdot w
sameas O Gas type ,’ 562.55 F Work w

ideal Solid type -3.5678 G HeatIn , W
!--------------------------------- 7 ---------------------------—----

BRANCH branch to OPTRS, appearing pertly resistive, partly complian
3.9590E+07 a Re(Zb) Pa-s/m-3 ‘ 2. 9660E+05 A lpi Pa

-1.3200E+07 b Im(Zb) Pa-s/m”3 0.8144 BPh(P)” deg
7.2951E-02 C IUI m-3/s
-91.502 D Ph(U) deg
-437.33 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type -437.33 F Work w

ideal Solidtype 999.88 G Work_B W.
1-------’--------------------------8 ---------------------------------

ISOCONE a little more of the adapter
2.8200E-03 a AreaI m-2 2.6735E+05 A Ipl Pa -

0.1880 b PerimI m 1.0419 BPh(p) deg

7.3000E-02 c Length m 9.7815E-02 C IUI m’3/s

sameas 9a d AreaF m-2 -90.915 D Ph(U) deg

ssmeas 9b e PerimF m -446.54 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type -446.54 F Work w

ideal. Solidtype -9.2134 G HeatIn W
!---------------------------------9 ---------------------------------

ISODUCT long thin duct at ambienttemperature
2.0270E-03a Area m“2 6622’.8 A Ip] Pa

0.1600 b Perim m 90.229 B Ph(p) deg

0.3700 c Length m 0.1510 c Iul m-3/s
-89.771 D Ph(U) “deg

-500.00 E Hdot- W

sameas O Gas type -500.00 F Work w

ideal Solidtype -53.456 G HeatIn W
!---------------------------------10 -------------------------—------‘

SOFTEND pressurellnodell,with.500W comingfrom otherengine
0.0000 aRe(Z) (t) 6622.8 A Ipl Pa

0.0000 b Ire(Z) =1OH? 90.229 B Ph(p) deg
0.1510 c Iul m“3/s

-89.771 D Ph(U) deg
-500.00 E Hdot w
-500.00 F Work w

-1.8879E-02 G Re(Z)
sameas O Gas type 3.1658E-11 H Ire(Z)
ideal Solid type 318.27 I T K

!--------------------------------- 11 ---------------------------------

FREETARG Ampl at branchto OPTRS
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2.9660E+05a Target =llA?
7A b ResAdr

!—-—--------— ------------------12

FREETARG acousticpower from other
-500.00 a Target =12A?
10F b ResAdr

2.9660E+05A FreeT

---------------------------------

engine
-500.00 A FreeT

! The restartinformationbelow was generatedby a previousrun
! You may wish to deletethis ixiformationbefore startinga run
! where you will (interactively)specifya differentiteration
! mode. Edit this table only if you reellyknow your model!
INVARS 4 0 2 0 3 0 435
TARGS 456102111121
SPECIALS O

9.2. Standing-wave refrigerator

This model of part of the standing-wave refrigerator starts near the drivers at one side
of the refrigerator shown in Fig. 1.12 and integrates downward, through a stack and its
neighboring hea.texchangers, ending at thepressure node at the center ofthe bottom legof
the resonator. The point ofviewadopted in this particular file isthis: In order to have the
as-built hardware run with Ipll =6467 Pa near the drivers and toreach an experimentally
observed cold temperatureof 285.6K, what Ul, j, andhezttload onthecoldheat exchanger
should occur?

TITLE segments
!->st@rid. out
l&eated@13: 58:15

1-7 < Bob 9/97; segs 8-14 < Hillerntbk,pg one, 10/97

2-Jan-99with DeltaEVers.4.5b7 for the IBM/PC-Compatible
---------------0 ----------------------------.----

BEGIN Initializein main duct where driversare attached
3.2388E+05a Mean P Pa -5.2625E-02A lUl@O G( Of) P

91.650 b Freq. Hz 187.09 BPh(U)O G( Og) P

307.80 c T-beg K -32.862 C HeatInG( 3e) P

6467.0 d lpl@O Pa
90.000 e Ph(p)O deg

-5.2625E-02f IUIKIO m“3/s G
187.09 g Ph(U)O deg G

0.920hear Gas type
ideal Solidtype
!---------------------------------1 -——____—-------------------------

MEANF1OW mean flow
0.0000 a U_m m-3/s 6467.0 A Ipl Pa

90.000 B Ph(p) deg
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5.2625E-02C IUI m-3/s
7.0926 DPh(U) deg

21.011 E Hdot w
21.011 F Work w

sameas O Gas type 0.0000 G U_m m“3/s

ideal Solid type 0.0000 H H_m W
!--------------------------------- 2 ------—-—---—-——-—-— ------

INSDUCT Pre-stack Duct
1.8430E-02 a Area m-2 6215.5 A !pl Pa

0.4813 b Perim m 89.766 B Ph(p) deg

0.1494 c Length m 7. 1223E-02 C IUI m-3/s
5.1494 D Ph(U) deg

21.011 E Hdot w-

sameas 0 Gas type 20.765- FWork w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!--------------------=------------3

..-——--------------—-— ---------

HXFRST Hot Heat exchanger
1.7211E-02a Area m“2 6154.2 A Ipl Pa

0.5227 b GasA/A 89.884 B Ph(p) deg

1.2700E-02c Length m 7.2140E-02C lUl mn3/s

6.3500E-04dyO m 4.9381 D Ph(U) deg

-32.862 e HeatIn w G -11.851 E Hdot w

299.70 f Est-T K (t) 19.554 F Work w

-32.862 G Heat w
307.22 H MetalT K

sameas O Gas type 0.0000 I U_m m-3/s

copper Solidtype 0.0000 J H_m w
!---------------------—-------—-4 -------------------—-—------—-

STKREct rectangular-porestack
1.8824E-02a Area m-2 5558.2 A lpi Pa

0.7050 b GasA/A 93.242 B Ph(p) deg

0.1524 c Length m 8.6737E-02C IUI m-3/s

4.0640E-04d a m 3.8486 D Ph(U) deg

1.1811E-04e Lplate m -li.851 E Hdot w

6.3500E-03f b m 2.5538 ‘F Work w
307.80 G T-beg K
285.60 H T-end K
-17.000 I StkWrk W

sameas O Gas type 0.0000 J U_m m“3/s

kapton Solidtype 0.0000 K H_m w
!---------------------------------5 -----------—-—-——-—-— ------

FREETargetfirst stackthermocouplelocation
307.80 a Target (t) 307.80 A FreeT

4G b ResAdr
!---------------------------—----6 -------------------—----—---—-
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FREETsrgetlast stack thermocouple location
285.60 a Target = 6A? 285.60 A FreeT

4H b ResAdr
!--------------------------------- 7 ------------------------ ---------

HXLAST Cold heat exchanger
1.7211E-02a Area m“2 5537.1 A Ipl Pa

0.9300 b GasA/A 93.272 B Ph(p) deg

6.3500E-03c Length m 8.7412E-02C IUI m-3/s

1.0414E-03d yo m 3.7945 D Ph(U) deg

0.0000 e HeatIn W (t) 0.0000 E Hdot w

0.0000 f Est-T K (t) 2.2065 F Work w

sameas O Gas type 11.851 G Heat w

copper Solidtype 285.98 HMetalT K
!-------------—------------------8 -----------—--------------=-----

INSDUCT From coldhx to bolt flange,+ a half inch
2.0180E-02a Area m“2 5229.9 A lpi Pa -

0.5036 b Perim m 93.256 B Ph(p) deg

0.1210 c Length m 0.1015 c Iul m“3/s
3.6951 D Ph(U) deg
0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type 2.0337 F Work w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!------------------------------—--9 -----------—--------------------

INSDUCT Duct, beginning1/2 in below big bolt flange
1.8485E-02a Area m-2 4698.8 A Ipl Pa

0.4820 b Perim m 93.235 B Ph(p) deg

0.1650 c Length m 0.1177 c Iul m“3/s
3.6063 D Ph(U) deg

0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type 1.7925 ‘FWork w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!---------------------------------10 ---------------------------------

INSDUCT Elbow,6 inch diam, 5 inch radiusof curvatureon centerline
1.8240E-02a Area m-2 3947.2 A Ipl Pa

0.4788 b Perim m 93.211 B Ph(p) deg

0.2000 c Length m 0.1346 C IUI m-3/s
3.5336 D Ph(U) deg
0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type 1.4961 F Work w

ideal Solid type 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!--------------------------------- II ------------------------- --------

INSDUCT straight part of big black cone
1.8240E-02 a Area m-2 3582.2 A Ipl Pa

0.4788 b Perim m 93.200 B Ph(p) deg

8.9000E-02 c Length m 0.1412 C IUI m-3/s

— —.
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3.5093 DPh(U) deg

0.0000 EHdot w

sameas O Gas type 1.3635 F Work w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!..-.------------------.-—-—---:12 -——-— ---—-—------— -——----

INSCONE The long black plasticcone
sameaslla a AreaI m-2 1139.0 A Ipl Pa

sameasllb b PerimI m 93.164 B Ph(p) deg

0.3635 c Length m 0.1547 c Iul m-3/s -

sameas13a d AreaF m“2 3.4614 D Ph(U) deg
sameas 13b e PerimF m 0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type 0.4570 F Work w

ideal Solid type 0.0000 G HeatIn W
.-----------—--------—----—---- 13 -——----—---—-—---—-— ------I

INSDUCT littlestraightsectionof black cone
8.107OE-O3a Area m“2 .545.42 A Ipl Pa

0.3192 b Perim-- m 93.178 B Ph(p) deg

5.7200E-02c Length m 0.1551 c Iui m“3/s

3.4598 D Ph(U) deg
0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas tjpe 0.2078 F Work w

ideal Solidtype . 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!----------------—---------------14 ---------——-—-——-—- --—-— -

INSDUCT half the white ‘%eelt,up to the symmetrymidpoint
9.81OOE-O3a Area m“2 6.4730E-12A Ipl Pa

0.3511 b Perim “m 90.016 B Ph(p) deg

6.3500E-02c Length m 0.1553 c Iul m-3/s

1.0000E-03d Srough 3.4592 D Ph(U) deg
“0.0000 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type 3.0183E-14F Work w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!--------------------------------- 15 ---------——------------—------
SOFTEND pressure.node

0.0000 aRe(Z) =15G? 6.4730E-12A !pl Pa

0.0000 b Ire(Z) =15H? 90.016 B Ph(p) deg
0.1553 c Iul m-3/s
3.4592 D Ph(U) deg
0.0000 E Hdot w

3.0183E-14F Work w
3.4519E-17G Re(Z)

sameas 0. Gas type 5.7367E-16H Ire(Z)
ideal. “ Solidtype 285.60 I T K
!---------------------------------16 -----------------—---—---—----

THERMO properties
1.6667 A gamma
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sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype

758.53 B a m/s
0.9382 C rho kg/m”3

3021.9 D C_p J/kg/K
0.1252 E KO W/m/K

2.O11OE-O5F mu kg/s/m
3.5014E-03’G beta l/K
3.9157E-04H deltaK m
2.7285E-04I deltaN m
1.0000E+08J rho_s kg/m”3
1.0000E+08K C_S J/kg/K
1.0000E+08L Ks W/m/K

! The restart information below was generated by a previous run
! You may wish to delete this information before sterting a run .
g Where you Will (interactively) Specify a different iteration
! mode. Edit this table only if you really know your model!

. INVARS 3060735
TARGS 361151152
SPECIALS O

9.3. Traveling-wave engine

Thismodelofthe entiretraveling-wave engineseemsdauntingly complicated, but itisinfact
typical ofhow our models at LmsAlamos evolve after many months ofinteraction between
experiments and computations. The model starts near the top ofof Fig. 1.14, just above
the ambient heat exchanger. It integrates up, left, and down, through the compliance and
inertance to thejunction. It then starts againjust above the ambient heat exchanger, going
down through the regenerator and thermal buffer column to reach the junction a second time,
where complex pl must match up. The integration then proceeds through the resonator.

TITLE original,unpublishedengine
!->scotst~.out
!&eated@14: 3:56 2-J~-99 With DeltaEVers. 4.5b7 for the IBM/PC-Compatible

BEGIN the setup
3.103OE+O6a Mean P Pa 80.762 A Freq. G( Ob) P
80.762 b Freq. Hz G -3.2035E+07B Re(Zb)G( la) P
302.00 c T-beg K 1.3860E+07C Im(Zb)G( lb) P

.3.1OOOE+O5d lpl@O Pa -1620.9 D HeatInG(24e) P
0.0000 e Ph(p)O deg 3599.7 E HeatInG(30e) P
0.0000 f lul@o m-3/s 2.4773E-08F TargetG(45a) P
0.0000 gPh(U)O deg

helium Gas type
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,-

ideal Solidtype
!---------------------------—---- 1 ------—-——----—------—---—-

TBRANCH Split
-3.2035E+07a Re(Zb)Pa-s/m”3 G 3.1000E+O5A ip I Pa
1.3860E+07b Im(Zb)Pa-s/m-3 G 0.0000 BPh(p) deg

8.8813E-03C IUI m-3/s
-156.60 D .Ph(U) deg
-1263.4 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1263.4 F Work w

ideal. Solidtype 1263.4 G Work_T W
!---------------------------------2 ---—-— -—---—-——-—-——----

ISODUCT Jettingspace (pg 25 book4)
6.8250E-03a Area m-2 3.0996E+05A Ipl Pa

0.2930 b Perim m 1.0637E-02B Ph(p) deg
1.91OOE-O2c Length m 1.1083E-O2C IUI m“3/s
3.0000E-04d Srough -137.41 D Ph(U) deg

-1264.8 E Hdot w

heliup Gas type -1264.8 F Work w

stainless Solidtype -1.3376 G HeatIn W
!---------------------------—----3 ---—-—-——-—-——-—-——-—-

RPNTARGET Calculatejet pump minor loss resistor(pg 26 book 4)
1.7000 a Target (t) 1.5222E+06A RPNval.

1.05 2C* 5a/ 5a/ 3a*
!---------------------------------4 ------—-——-—---—-—-—---—-

IMPEDANCE Jet pump minor loss Res. (pg 26 book 4 + minor loss notes)
sameas 3A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 3.2259E+05A lpi Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 2.0384 B Ph(p) deg
1.1083E-O2C IUI m-3/s
-137.41 D Ph(U) deg
-1358.2 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1358.2 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -93.483‘ G HeatIn W
!-------------------—------------ 5 -----------—----—— ------------

ISOCONE Jet pump / estimateddimensions(pg25 and 97 bk4) -
1.1400E-04a AreaI m-2 3.2154E+05A lpi Pa

0.1850 b PerimI m 2.4967 B Ph(p) deg
2.5400E-02c Length m 1.1294E-02C IUI m-3/s
5.8880E-04dAreaF m-2 -136.37 D Ph(U) deg

0.4210 e PerimF m -1367.7 E Hdot w
3.0000E-04f Srough -1367.7 F Work w
helium Gas type -9.4273 G HeatIn W
stainless Solidtype
!---------------------------------6 -----------—-----=---—-—------

ISODUCT Paddlespaceabovejet pump (pg 27 book 4)
8.1500E-03a Area m-2 3.2152E+05A Ipt Pa
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0.3200 b Perim m 2.4997 B Ph(p) deg
6.3500E-03c Length m 1.2434E-02C IUI m“3/s
3.0000E-04d Srough -130.70 D Ph(U) deg

-1368.2 E Hdot w
helium Gas type -1368.2 F Work w

stainless Solidtype -0.5225 G HeatIn W
!---------------------—-—-------7 -——- —------— ------—--- ------

ISODUCT 180 bend plus brass connectingflange (pg 27 book4)
8.1500E-03a Area m“2 3.1575E+05A Ipl Pa

0.3200 b Perim m 2.6691 B Ph(p) deg
0.3480 c Length m 9.8509E-02C IUI m-3/s

6.0000E-04d Srough -92.484 D Ph(U) deg
-1396.9 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1396.9 F Work w.
stainless Solidtype -28.728 G HeatIn W
!---—----------------------—----8 -------------------—----—------

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor 180 bend (pg 28,52book 4)
0.5000 a Target (t) 778.61 A RpNvd

1.05 7C* 8a* 7a/ 7a/

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 180 bend (pg 28 book 4)
sameas 8A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 3.1576E+05A Ipl Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 2.6829 B Ph(p) .deg
9.8509E-02C IUI m-3/s
-92.484 D Ph(U) deg

-1400.7 E Hdot w
helium Gas type -1400.7 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -3.7778 G HeatIn W
!—-----------------—------------10 ---—- ---------------------------

ISOCONE 4“ to 3“ Concentricreducer (pg 36 book 4)
8.107OE-O3a AreaI m-2 3.1113E+05A Ipl Pa ‘

0.3190 b PerimI m 2.7551 BPh(p) deg
0.1020 c Length m 0.1181 C IUI m-31s

sameas13a d AreaF m“2 S=-3 -91.644 D Ph(U) deg
0.2390 e PerimF m Fnc(lOd)-1409.6 E Hdot w

6.0000E-04f Srough -1409.6 F Work w
helium Gas type -8.8766 G HeatIn W
stainless Solidtype
!---------------------------------11 ---------------------------------

RPNTARGET Calculateminor loss resistorfor 4“ to 3“ exp (pg 37 book 4
0.2600 a Target (t) 1550.9 A RpNval.

1.05 10C * 10d/ 10d / Ila *
!—-------------------------------12 ----------------------—-—-- ----

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 4“ to 3“ expansion(pg 37 book 4)
sameas11A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 3.1114E+05A Ipl Pa
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0.0000 b Im(Zs) Pa-s/m-3 2.7887 BPh(p) deg
. 0.1181 C IUl m“3/s

-91.644 D Ph(U) deg
-1420.4 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1420.4 F Work . W
ideal Solid type -10.822 G HeatIn W

!--- —------ —-------- —----—-—- 13 -——----——----——-—-——-—-
ISODUCT 3“ FB Duct - Length given in concept.skf
4.5600E-03 a Area m-2 - S=-2 2.9173E+05 A

0.2390 b Perim m Fnc(13a) 3.0672 B
0.2600 c,Len@h m’” 0.1533 c

3.0000E-04 d Srough -90.650 D
-1449.9 E

helium Gas type -1449.9 F
stainless Solid type -29.529 G

Ipl Pa

Ph(p) deg

Iul m“3/s
Ph(U) deg
Hdot w
Work w
HeatIn W-

!-------------------——-—-—---- 14 -——-—---—-—-——-—--—----

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor 1/2 of elbow (pg37,52book4)
“0.1700 a Target (t) 1316.1 A RpNval

1.05 13C* 16a/ 16a/ 14a*
!---------------------------------15 -—--------—-—---—-— ---------
IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 1/2 of elbow (pg37 book4)
sameas14A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 2.9174E+05A lpi Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 3.1067 B Ph(p) deg
0.1533 c Iul m-3/s

-90.650” D Ph(U) deg
-1465.4 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1465.4 F Work . W
ideal Solidtype -15.469 G HeatIn W
!-----------—-----------—-—-—- 16 ------—-—--------—-—-——----

ISOCONE 3.5” to 3“ Long radiusreducingelbow (pg36 book4)
sameas13a a AreaI m“2 S=-2 2.7526E+05A Ip1 Pa

0.2390 b PerimI m Fnc(16a) 3.3339 B Ph(p) deg
0.2090 c Length m 0.1845 c Iul m“3/s

6.2070E-03d AreaF m“2 -90.038 D Ph(U) deg
0.2790 e PerimF m -1493.7 E Hdot w

6.0000E-04f Srough , -1493.7 F Work W
helium Gas type -28.310 G HeatIn W
stainless Solidtype
!----------------—------—----—-17 -—---—-——-—-——-—-——-—-

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor 2nd 1/2 of elbow (pg37 book4)
0.1700 a Target (t) 854.91 A RpNvzd

1.05 16C * 16d/ 16d/ 17a*
!-----------—---—---------------18 ---------—---------—-—-——----

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 2nd 1/2 of elbow (pg37 book4)
sameas17A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 2.7527E+05A lpi Pa
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0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 3.3667 BPh(p) deg
0.1845 c Iul m-3/s

-90.038 D Ph(U) deg
-1508.3 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1508.3 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -14.554 G HeatIn W
!—---------—------—------------19 -—------—-- ------—-— ---------

ISODUCT FB connector/partof tee (Pg 55 book 4 concept.skf)
6.2070E-03a Area m-2 2.6989E+05A Ipl Pa

0.2790 b Perim m 3.4386 B Ph(p) deg
7.0000E-02c Length m 0.1962 C IUI m--3/s
6.0000E-04d Srough -89.848 D Ph(U) deg

-1517.5 E Hdot w
helium Gas type -1517.5 F Work w
stainless Solidtype -9.2787 G HeatIn W-
!—------—------— ---------------20 ------—-—---.------------------

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor FB-Res (pg 53-55book 4)
0.3400 a Target (t) 2053.6 A RpNval.

1.05 39C SQRD *,19C / 48a/ 48a/ 20a *
!-----—-—------—-----.------—- 21 “-——-—-----------_--—----------

IMPEOANCE Minor loss resistorfor FB to resonatorjunction
sameas20A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 2.6992E+05A lpi Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 3.5240 B Ph(p) deg
0.1962 C IUI m“3/s

-89.848 D Ph(U) deg
-1557.1 E Hdot w

helium Gas type -1557.1 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -39.515 G HeatIn W
!—---— --------------------------22 ---------------------------------

SOFTEND End of feedbackbranch
0.0000 aRe(Z) (t) 2.6992E+05A tpl Pa
0.0000 b Ire(Z) (t) 3.5240 B Ph(p) deg

0.1962 C IUI m“3/s
-89.848 D Ph(U) deg

-1557.1 E Hdot w
-1557.1 F Work w
-9.9306E-02G Re(Z)

helium Gas type 1.6856 H Ire(Z)
ideal Solidtype 302.00 I T K
!—------—-.---------—__________23 -—__”_____________________________

ISODUCT Dummy duct used to get inputproperties
1.0000 a Area m“2 3.1OOOE+O5A lpl Pa
1.0000 b Perim m 0.0000 B Ph(p) deg
0.0000 c Length m 8.8813E-03C IUI m-3/s
0.0000 d Srough 23.395 D Ph(U) deg
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1263.4 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 1263.4 F Work w.

ideel Solidtype 0.0000 G.HeatIn W
!.---------------—-——----—----24 ------—---—-—------—------—-

TKFRST Main room temp water HX (pg 90 book 3)
6.6580E-03 a Area m“2 3. 1008E+O5 A ip 1 Pa

0.2275 b GasA/A -5.7858E-02 B Ph(p) deg

2.0400E-02 c Length m 8.4615E-03 C lUl m-3/s
1.2700E-03 d radius m 17.266 D Ph(U) deg

-1620.9 e HeatIn w G -357.45 E Hdot w

300.00 f Est-T K (t) 1252.4 F Work w

helium Gas type -1620.9 G Heat w

stainless Solid type 268.66 Hl!etalT K
!----------------—-——-—-—-—- 25 -——-—-——-—-——-—-——-—-

STKDUCT Regen cold end dead space due to ribs (pg 91 book 3) “
4.9700E-03 a Area m“2 3. 1008E+O5 A Ip ! Pa

0.7400 b Perim m -6. 0230E-02 B Ph(p) deg -
3.1750E-03 c Lerigth m 8.3289E-03 C IUI m-3/s

2.7000E-02dWallA m-2 14.079 D Ph(U) deg
-357.45 E Hdot w
1252.2. F Work w
302.00 G T-beg K

helium Gas type 314.90 H T-end K

stainless Solidtype -0.1465 I StkWrk W
!-------------—------------—----26 -——-—-——-—-——-—---—-—-

“STKSCREENRegenerator(pg 92 book 3) (Ksfrac est:pg20 book 4)
6.2070E-03a Area m“2 2.7522E+05A IpI Pa

0.7190 b VolPor 3.7737 B Ph(p) deg

7.3000E-02c Length m 3.2050E-02C IUI m-3/s

4.2200E-05d r_H m -39.852 D Ph(U) deg

0.3000 e KsFrac -357.45 E Hdot w
3192.5 F Work w
314.90 G T-beg K

helium Gas type iooo.0 H T-end K

stainless Solidtype 1940.3 I StkWrk W
!-------------.-------—----—----27 ---—----——----——-—-——----

RPNTARGET Fix hot end gas temperature
1000.0 a Target =27A? 1000.0 A RpNvd
26H
!—-------------------—----------28 ------—-——---------—------—-

RPNTARGET Estimatedheat leak throughFiberFrax(pg22 book4)
0.0000 a Target (t) 282.63 A RpNval.

26H 273 - 1.89 * 26H273 - 1.llE-4* 0.125+ *
!-----------—------—------------29 ---------——-—-——-—-——-—-

INSDUCT All regenhot end dead space (pg 92 book 3)(areais avg)
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4.6200E-03a Area
2.0000 b Perim

8.7000E-03c Length
6.0000E-04d Srough

helium Gas type
stainless Solidtype

m“2 2.7518E+05A Ipl Pa

m 3.7669 B Ph(p) deg
m 3.2811E-02C IUl m-3/s

-41.385 D Ph(U) deg
-357.45 E Hdot w
3183.7 F Work w

0.0000 G HeatIn W
!--=—---—-——------—-— -------30 -—-------------------—---------

HXMIDL HHX (pg 93 book 4) heat xfer area used/notacousticaxea
5.6970E-03a Area m“2 2.7515E+05A Ipl Pa

0.9867 b GasA/A 3.7634 B Ph(p) deg

6.3500E-03c Length m 3.3501E-02C IUI m-3/s

7.9400E-04d yo m -42.982 D Ph(U) deg

3599.7 e HeatIn w G 3242.3 E Hdot u

900.00 f Est-T K (t) 3158.2 F Work w-

helium Gas type 3599.7 G Heat w

stainless Solidtype 1095.0 H MetalT K
!--------------------------------- 31 -----------— ------ —--------- ---

STKDUCT hhx dead space (pg 94 book 3) stainlessused for Qdot
5.4400E-03a Area m“2 2.7514E+05A Ipl Pa

0.2620 b Perim m 3.7610 B Ph(p) deg

3.6830E-03c Length m 3.3896E-02C IUI m“3/s
4.0540E-03dWallA m-2 -43.616 D Ph(U) deg

3242.3 EHdot .w

3157.7 F Work w
1000.0 G “T-beg K.

helium Gas type 995.76 H T-end K

stainless Solid type -0.5036 I StkWrk W
!-----—-—-----------------—----32 ----------------------—---------

STKDUCT Straightsectionof pulse tube (pg 101 bk 4)
6.2070E-03a Area m“2 S=-2 2.7477E+05A lpl Pa

0.2790 b Perim m Fnc(32a) 3.7072 B Ph(p) deg
8.0000E-02c Length m 4.4652E-02C IUI m-3/s
1.1600E-03dWallA m-2 -55.409 D Ph(U) deg

3242.3 E Hdot w
3148.9 F Work w
995.76 G T-beg K

helium Gas type 748.68 H T-end K
stainless Solidtype -8.8289 I StkWrk W
!---—----------------------------33 ------—-------------------------

STKCONE Taperredsectionof pulse tube (pg 101 bk 4)
sameas32a a AreaI m“2 2.7272E+05A Ipl Pa
sameas32b b PerimI m-2 3.5274 B Ph(p) deg

0.1600 c Length m . 7.1159E-02C IUI m-3/s
7.3700E-03d AreaF m-2 S=-3 -67.560 D Ph(U) deg
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0.3048 e PerimF m Fnc(33d) 3242.3 E Hdot w

1.1400E-02f f_wall 3145.1 F Work w
748.68 G T-beg K

helium .Gastype 296.41 H T-end K

stainless Solidtype -3.7294 I StkWrk W
!-----—-—---------—---—-—-—- 34 ---—-—-——----——-—---—-—-

TxLAst Smallwater Xger
6.6580E-03a Area m“2 2.7167E+05A !pl Pa

0.2690 b GasA/A 3.4652 3 ‘Ph(p) deg

1.0160E-02c Length m 7.1632E-02C IUI m“3/s

2.2860E-03d radius m -67.707 D Ph(U) deg

-250.00 e HeatIn w (t) 3140.1 E Hdot w

290.00 f Est-T K =34H? 3140.1 F Work w

sameas O Gas type -102.14 G Heat w

ideal Solidtype 290.00 HMetalT K
!—-----------—------—-—-—-—-- 35 -—---—-——-—-—---—-——-—-

ISODUCT PT connector(seepg 55 book4 and concept.skf)
6.2070E-03a Area m“2 2.7015E+05A Ip! Pa

0.2790 b Perim m 3.3628 B Ph(p) deg

5.1OOOE-O2c Length m 7;9654E-02C IUI m-3/s

6.0000E-04d Srough -69.6= D Ph(U) deg
3137.4 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 3137.4 F Work w

stainless Solidtype -2.7235 G HeatIn W
!—--------------—-—------—---- 36 ---—----——-—-——----——----

RPNTARGET Cal.cvelocityin afterunion for minor loss
0.0000 aTerget (t) 0.2723 A RPNve.1

35D 22D - COS 35C XI22C + SQRD 35D 22D - SIN 35C * SQRD + SQRT
!—-——-—---—---------—-—-—-- 37 -——-—-——-—-——-—---—-—-

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor PT to resonantor(pg45 book4)
0.6700 a Target (t) 9966.4 A RpNvd

1.0536A SQRD * 35C / 48a/ 48a / 37a *
!-----—------------——----—---- 38 -—---—-—------——-—---—-—-

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor PT-Res (pg 53-55book4)
sameas37A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 2.6992E+05A IpI Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 3.5240 B Ph(p) deg
7.9654E-02C IUI m“3/s
-69.683 D Ph(U) deg
3105.8 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 3105.8 F Work w

ideal Solidtype -31.617 G HeatIn W
!-.-------------------—----—----39 -—---—-——-—-—---—-——----

UNION Rejoin
22.000 a TendSg 2.6992E+05A IPI Pa

2.6992E+05b lp[End Pa =39A? 3.5240 B Ph(p) deg
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3.5240 C Ph(p)E deg =39B? 0.2723 C IUI m-3/s
-84.061 D Ph(U) deg
1548.7 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 1548.7 F Work w
ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W

ISODUCT Sectionof 3.5” tee
6.2070E-03a Area ul”2 2.5893E+05A Ipl Pa

0.2790 b Perim m 3.4433 BPh(p) deg
9.5300E-02c Length m 0.2878 C IUI m-3/s
6.0000E-04d Srough -84.211 D Ph(U) deg

1524.8 E Hdot w
helium Gas type 1524.8 F Work w
stainless Solidtype -23.965 G HeatIn W
!—------—------— ---------------41 ------—-— ----------------------

RPNTARGET Calc minor loss resistorfor 3.5” to 4“ adapt (pg 93 bk 4)
2.0000E-02a Target (t) - 148.44 A RPNval
1.05 39C * 43a / 43a/41a *

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 3.5” to 4“ adapter (pg 93 bk4)
sameas41A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 2.5893E+05A lpi Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 3.4527 B Ph(p) deg
0.2878 C IUI m-3/s

-84.211 D Ph(U) deg
1518.6 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 1518.6 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -6.1459 G HeatIn W

ISOCOti 3.5” to 4“ cone to adapt to resonator (pg 93 book 4)
6.2070E-03 a AreaI m“2 2.4783E+05 A !pl Pa

0.2790 b PerimI m 3.3664 B Ph(p) deg
0.1040 c Length m 0.3062 C lUl m-3/s

8.107OE-O3 d AreaF m-2 -84.371 D Ph(U) deg
0.3200 e PerimF m 1498.3 E Hdot W

3.0000E-04 f Srough 1498.3 F Work w
helium Gas type -20.290 G HeatIn W
stainless Solidtype
!--------—------—---------------44 ------ -----— ----------- ---------

ISODUCT Initial section of resonator
8.107OE-O3 a Area m-2 2.4233E+05 A lpi Pa

0.3200 b Perim m 3.3234 B Ph(p) deg
5.6000E-02c Length m 0.3172 C IUI m-3/s
6.0000E-04d Srough -84.459 D Ph(U) deg

1487.4 E Hdot w
helium Gas type 1487.4 F Work w
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stainless Solidtype -10.941 G HeatIn W
!.--------------------—----—-—-45 -—------——-—-— ---—---—-—-

RPNTARGET Guess at l/Re[Zbranch]
2.4773E-08a Target G 2.4773E-08A RPNval
45a
!----------------—-—---—-------46 ---------——-—-—”—-—-——-—-
RPNTARGET CalculateZbranch

0.0000 a Target (t) 4.0367E+07A RpNval.
1 45A /

BRANCH RC dissipator- Imaginarypart is not set yet
sameas46A a Re(Zb)Pa-s/m-3 2.4233E+05A [pI Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zb)Pa-s/m-3 3.3234 B Ph(p) deg
0.3170 c Iul m-3/s

-85.543 D Ph(U) deg
760.02 E.Hdot w

helium Gas type 760.02 F Work w
ideal. Solidtype - 727.38 G Work_B W
!--------—---------——-------—- 48 -——-—-——-—---—-—-——--- -

ISODUCT Continuationof resonator
sameas44a a Area m-2 1.4307E+04A lpi Pa

0.3189 b Perim m -172.90 B Ph(p) deg
1.8500 c Length m 0.4990 c Iul m-3/s

sameas44d d Srough -86.201 D Ph(U) deg
205.31 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 205.31 F Work w
stainless Solidtype -554.71 G HeatIn W
!---—---------------—----—-—. 49 -——---------—---—-—-—---—-

RPNTARGET C“alclengthof 7deg cone (pg87 book4)
0.0000 aTerget (t) 1.2502 A RpNvd

.25454 48a * 3.14159/ sqrt - .1223/
!-----—-—--- —------—-—--- ---- 50 -——-—-——-—---—-—-——----
RPNTARGET Calc minor loss coefffor 7 deg diffuser

0.1.200a Target (t) 956.71 A RpNvd
1.0548C * 48a/48a/ 50a*
!-------------—--------—-—-—- 51 -——-—-——----——-—-—---—-

IMPEDANCE Minor loss resistorfor 7 deg diffuser
semeas50A a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 1.4287E+04A lpi Pa

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3 -174.82 B Ph(p) deg
0.4990 c Iul m-3/s ,

-86.201 D Ph(U) deg
86.188 E Hdot w

helium Gas type 86.188 F Work w
ideal Solidtype -119.13 G HeatIn W
!—-—--------—-—------—----—- 52 --------------—-——-—-——-—-
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ISOCONE 7 degree cone - 10.02;’final.diameter
sameas48a a AreaI m“2 “s=-2 8.6185E+04A lpi Pa

0.3194 b PerimI m Fnc(52a) -176.16 B Ph(p) deg
sameas 49A c Length m
5.0870E-02d AreaF m-2 ~

0.8000 e PerimF m
sameas48d f Srough
helium Gas type
stainless Solidtype
!---—— ----—— -—-— ------------53
ISODUCT 10” duct
5.0870E-02a Area m“2

0.8000 b Perim m
0.4088 c Length m

sameas48d d Srough

helium Gas type
stainless Solidtype
!—---—---------—---—----------- 54

ISODUCT 10” duct
5.0870E-02a Area m-2

0.8000 b Perim m
7.6200E-02c Length m
semeas48d d Srough

helium Gas type
stainless Solidtype

ISODUCT ellipsoidalhead
5.0870E-02a Area m“2

0.8000 b Perim m
0.1143 c Length m

sameas48d d Srough

helium Gas type
stainless Solidtype

0.2661 C IUI m“3/s
-86.205 D Ph(U) deg
9.6170 E Hdot w
9.6170’FWork w

-76.571 G HeatIn W

P8
8.9816E+04A Ipl Pa
-176.16 B Ph(p) deg
8.5729E-02C IUI m-3/s
-86.206 D Ph(U) deg
3.0371 E Hdot w
3.0371 F Work w
-6.5799 G HeatIn W

9.0079E+04A IpI
-176.16 B Ph(p)
5.1487E-02C IUI
-86.206 D Ph(U)
1.8215 E Hdot
1.8215 F Work
-1.2156 G HeatIn

-----------------------

9.0227E+04A IpI
-176.16 B Ph(p)
5.1221E-07C IUI
94.624 D Ph(U)

3.1683E-04E Hdot
3.1683E-04F Work
-1.8212 G HeatIn

Pa
deg

m-3/s
deg
w
w
w

----------

Pa
deg

m“3/s
deg
w
w
w

HARDEND end of duct
.0.0000aR(l/Z) =56G?
0.0000 b I(l/Z) =56H?

9.0227E+04 A Ipl Pa
-176.16 B Ph(p) deg
5.1221E-07C IUI m-3/s
94.624 D Ph(U) deg

3.1683E-04E Hdot w
3.1683E-04F Work w
7.8115E-09G R(l/Z)
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helium Gas type -5.6968E-07 HI(l/Z)
stainless Solidtype 296.41 I T K

!---------------------------—-—- 57 ---—-—---—-—-——----——-—-
RPNTARGET Stirlingfigureof merit based on metal.temperatures

0.0000 a Target ~ (t) 0.5447 A RPNval
39F 30G 28A+ / 30H * 30H 293 - /
!-----—----——-—-—---—----—- 58 -——-—-——-—-——-—-——-—-
RPNTARGET Systemfigureof merit based on metal temperatures

0.0000 a T=get . (t) 0.2558 ARPNval
47G 30G 28A + / 30H * 30H 293- /

! The restart‘informationbelowwas generatedby a previousrun
! You may wish to deletethis informationbefore startinga run
! where you will (interactively)specifya differentiteration
! mode. Edit this table only if you reallyhow your model! “
INVARS 6 0 2 1 1 i 224 530 545 1
TARGS 627134639239356156 2
SPECIALS 6 10 -3 13 -2 16 -2 32 -233 -3 52 -2

9.4. Itkaveling-wave refrigerator

CryencoispresentlyunwillingtoshareconstructiondetailsoftherefrigeratorofF=. 1.15
publicly,sothismodelonlycoversthelJ?CnetworkatthetopofFig. 1.16.The model
startsinthecomplianceandendsjustabovethehotheatexchangeratthetopofthepulse
tube.The pointofviewadoptedinthisparticularfileisthis:In orderto achievethe
valuesofpl (bothmagnitudeand phase)inthecomplianceand atthetopofthepulse
tubethatwereobservedina certainexperiment,whatmusttheflowresistancesofthetwo
valvesbe?One ofthoseresistanceshasturnedouttobenegative,hdkatinganerrorinthe
model-perhapsDeltaE’s~timateofturbulenteffectsintheinertanceisinaccurate..~..

TITLE LRC networkonly
!->ptrstrp.out
!&eated@14:10:27 2-Jan-99with DeltaEVers.4.5b7 for the IBM/PC-Compatible
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BEGIN aticompliance!
3.1114E+06a Mean P Pa 6.4274E+06A Re(Zb)G( 2a) P
42.000 b Freq. Hz 2.8415E+06B Im(Zb)G( 2b) P
305.20 c T-beg K 2.2699E+07C Re(Zs)G( 4a) P
9.3205E+04d lpl@O Pa -1.4258E+05D Re(Zs)G( 9a) P
-153.30 e Ph(p)O deg

0.0000 f IUIQO m-3/s
0.0000 gPh(U)O deg

helium . Gas type
ideal Solidtype



!----------------— ---------------

COMPLIANCEreserv.vol.
0.3000 a SurfAr m“2

9.81OOE-O3b Volum m“3

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype
!.-------—------—------—-------

TBRAI?CH to bypasspath
6.4274E+06a Re(Zb)Pa-s/m”3 G
2.8415E+06b Im(Zb)Pa-s/rn”3 G

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype

ISODUCT nuisenceinertance
3.4000E-04a Area m“2
6.5400E-02b Perim m

1.0000 c Length m
3.0000E-04d Srough

saineas O Gas type
ideel Solidtype

IMPEO bypassvalve
2.2699E+07a Re(Zs)Pa-s/m-3 G

0.0000 b h-(Zs)Pa-s/m”3

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype

COMPL littleheader
1.0000E-03a SurfAr m-2
3.0000E-05b Volum m“3

semeas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype

1 ------------------------ ---------

9.3205E+04A IpI Pa
-153.30 B Ph(p) deg
4.6530E-02C IUI m“3/s
116.57 D Ph(U) deg
-4.7356 E Hdot w

-4.7356 F Work w
-4.7356 G HeatIn W

2 ------—-—— ---------—---------

9.3205E+04A IPI Pa
-153.30 B Ph(p) deg

1.3263E-02C IUI m“3/s
-177.15 D Ph(U) deg
565.31 E Hdot w
565.31 F Work w
-570.05 G Work_T W

3 ---—-—-——-—- —-----------—-

8.0592E+04A IpI Pa
173.61 B Ph(p) deg
1.3511E-02C IUI m“3/s
176.46 D Ph(U) deg
543.77 E Hdot w
543.77 F Work w
-21.545 G HeatIn W

4 ---------------------------------

2.2623E+05A Ipl Pa
-2.5287 B Ph(p) deg

1.3511E-02C IUI m-3/s
176.46 D Ph(U) deg

-1528.1 E Hdot w
-1528.1 F Work w
-2071.9 G HeatIn W

5 ----------------------—---------

2.2623E+05A !pl Pa
-2.5287 B Ph(p) deg

1.351OE-O2C IUI m-3/s
177.92 D Ph(U) deg

-1528.2 E Hdot w
-1528.2 F Work w
-9.3003E-02G HeatIn W
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I>.---------- ——---. ——-—-—-—- 6.-
ISODUCT shorttube
sameas 3a a Area m-2
sameas 3b b Perim m

0.1200 c Length m
sameas 3d~ d Srough

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solid type

!---——-—---—-—-——-——-—- 7

SOFTEND connectbypassto tr
0.0000 a Re(Z) (t)
0.0000 b Ire(Z) (t)

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype
!---—--------—-—-——-—-—-—- 8

ISODUCT the inertance
4.6400E-04a Area m-2
7.6360E-02b Perim m

2.4900 c Length m
sameas 3d d Srough

sameas O Gas type
ideal Solidtype
!---—------——-—-——-—-—-—- 9

IMPEDANCE valve-inertsnceset
-1.4258E+05aRe(Zs) Pa-s/m-3 G

0.0000 b Im(Zs)Pa-s/m”3

sameas .0 Gas type
ideal Solidtype

2.2650E+05 A 1PI Pa
-0.9736 B Ph(p) deg

1.3536E-02C IUl . m“3/s
180.00 D Ph(U) deg

-1532.7 E Hdot w
-1532.7 F Work w

-4.S318 G HeatIn W

2.2650E+05 A Ipt Pa
-0.9736 B Ph(p) deg

1.3536E-02C IUI m-3/s
180.00 D Ph(U) deg

-1532.7 E Hdot w
-1532.7 F Work w

-1.1276 G Be(Z)
1.9123E-02H Ire(Z)
305.20 I T K

2.1066E+O5A lpi Pa
-3.0564.B Ph(p) deg

3.9429E-02C lUl m-3/s
104.14 D Ph(U) deg

-1227.9 E Hdot w
-1227.9 F Work w
-657.84 G HeatIn W

2.09,07E+05A Ipl Pa
-1.5w5 B Ph(p) deg

3.9429E-02C IUI m“3/s
104.14 “DPh(U) deg

-1117.1 E Hdot w
-1117.1 F Work w
110.83 G HeatIn W

-----------—----——-—-—--- —-

COMPL littleheader
2.0000E-03a SurfAr m-2
6.0000E-05b Volum m“3

2.0907E+05A IpI Pa
-i.5845”BPh(p) deg

3.8815E-02C IUI m-3/s
104.40 D ?h(U) deg

-,1117.2 E Hdot w

—-- .



sameas O Gas type -1117.2 F Work w

ideal Solidtype -0.1588 G HeatIn W
!—---—------—-— ---------------11 ---------------------------------

ISODUCT shorttube
sameas 6a a Area m-2 2.2650E+05A lpi Pa

sameas 6b b Perim m -0.9736 B Ph(p) deg

sameas 6C c Length m 3.8344E-02C IUI m“3/s

sameas 6d d Srough 104.67 D Ph(U) deg

-1170.8 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type -1170.8 F.Work w

ideal Solidtype >-53.541 G HeatIn W
!-----------—------—---------—-12 ------—---—-—-— --------------

UNION connectbypasshere
7.0000 aTendSg 2.2650E+05A IpI Pa

2.2650E+05b lplEnd Pa =12A? -0.9736 B Ph(p) deg

-0.9736 C Ph(p)E deg =12B? 4.3776E-02C IUI m“3/s
122.07 D Ph(U) deg

-2703.5 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type -2703.5 F Work w

ideal Solidtype 0.0000 G HeatIn W
!-----—-—--------------—-------13 ---------------------------------

ISODUCT shorttube
sameas 8a a Area m-2 2.3837E+05A Ipl Pa

sameas 8b b Perim m 0.5000 B Ph(p) deg

0.1100 c Length m 4.3251E-02C IUI m“3/s

3.0000E-04d Srough 122.58 D Ph(U) deg

-2738.1 E Hdot w

sameas O Gas type -2738.i F Work w

ideal Solidtype -34.620 G HeatIn W
!—------—---—-— ---------------14 ---------------------------—----

FREETARG pulsetubemagnitud
2.3837E+05a Target =14A? 2.3837E+05A FreeT
13A b ResAdr

!-----—---------------------------15 ---------------------------------

FREETARG pulsetube phase
0.5000 a Target =15A? 0.5000 A FreeT

13B b ResAdr
!—-— ----------------------------16 ------—-------------------—----

COMPLIANCEvolumeunder head
1.0000E-02a SurfAr m-2 2;3837E+05A Ipl Pa

7.5000E-05b Volum m-3 0.5000 BPh(p) deg
4.2488E-02C IUI m-3/s
123.25 D Ph(U) deg

-2739.1 E Hdot w
-2739.1 F Work wsameas O Gas type
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ideel Solidtype -1.0325 G HeatIn W

! The restartinformationbelowwas generatedby a previousrun
! You may wish to deletethis infox%ationbefore startinga run
! Where you Will (interactively) specify a different iteration
! mode. Edit this table only if you reallyknow your model!
INVARS 42 1 224 1 9 1
TARGS 4122123141151
SPECIALS O

T: T-!... ,... .,-r ,%?m , , , ., .,. ., . . . . ,, ,. ...,,. . .. ... ... ., ..,-., . .. . . . .. . .~.~ . ..{ >.. . . . . . . . . ...’. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? -.--.--,-: - — --- —--—--

..
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10. LIST OF SYMBOLS

area, or amplitude, or a constant
sound speed
magnetic field, or flow availability
exponent for T dependence of p or k, or flow availability per unit msss
compliance, or a constant
compliance per unit length
coefhcient of performance
isobaric heat capacity per unit mass
diameter
comphx gain factor arising in continuity equation
energy
acoustic power
a function .
frequency, or spatially averaged therrnoviscous function
conductance (inverse of resistance)
total energy
rate at which total energy flows (total power)
thermoviscous function, ix enthalpy per unit mass
electric current

m
electgkal current density
minor-loss coefficient
‘thermal conductivity
inertance, or length
inertance per unit length
msss, or multiplier for turbulent viscous dissipation
Reynolds number-
pressure
heat, or qudlty factor of resonance
rate at whkh heat is transfaed (thermal power)
resistance, or gas constant, or radius
resistance per unit length, or radius, or radkd coordinate
entropy, or surface area
entropy per unit mss
temperature
time



volumetricvelocity
z mmponent on velocity
volume
y componentofvelocity
work
rateatwhichworkisdone(mechanicalpower)
z componentofvelocity
coordinatealongsound-propagationdirection
exergy
rateatwhichexergyflows(power)
coordinateperpendiculartosound-propagationdnection
coordinateperpendiculartosound-propagationdirection,

orspecificacousticimpedance
acousticimpedance

Greek
attenuationconstant
normalizedtemperaturegrachent
ratioofisobarictoisochoricspecificheats
bigdfierence
penetrationdepth,orsmalldifference
surfaceroughness
internalener~ perunitmass
efficiency
thermaldfisivity
wavelength
dynamicviscosity
kinematicviscosity
3.14159...
lbtt’sjoiningfunction
density
Prantlnumber,orelectricalconductivity
phaseangle
viscousdissipationfunction
phaseangle
angularfrequency
bulkviscosity
arbitraryvariable
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Subscripts
c
H
h

m
R
tG
u
o
1
2

gen
ref
reg
pt

crit

~ld, or Carnot
hot
hydraulic (i.e., I& is hydraulic radius)
mean (or mechanical) ,
Reynolds (in NR)
thermal
viscous
“environment”
first-order (usually a complex amplitude)
second-order
generated
reference location or temperature
regenerator
puke tube
critical (i.e., V’Z&~t)

Special symbols
Irn[] Imaginarypartof
Re[] Realpartof

() averageiny,z plane
II magnitudeofcomplexnumber

overdottimederivative
overbartimeaverage,timerate

tildecomplexconjugate

,,
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